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From skirby at hctpl.info Thu Feb 1 12:26:04 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 12:26:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Apologies in Advance ... Quick ILL needed
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hPdr4wrsT_h=Dyn71q2EvJk4sO1yAJfZ4qK5LJgeaaF9Q@mail.gmail.com>
I put in a request a while back through my library, but now the
mayor's calling ....
I know we don't usually do ILL through this list, but I hope an
exception can be made.
Can anyone provide pdfs or jpgs of these two items for me?
New York Times 13 Jan 1968 page 62 "U.S. Code Planned for Phoning
Help" by David Burnham.
Reader's Digest Dec 1968 "911: A Hot Line for Emergencies"

by J. Edward Roush

Thanks
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City
Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Thu Feb 1 12:29:48 2018
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 12:29:48 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Apologies in Advance ... Quick ILL needed
In-Reply-To: <CAAvK8hPdr4wrsT_h=Dyn71q2EvJk4sO1yAJfZ4qK5LJgeaaF9Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAAvK8hPdr4wrsT_h=Dyn71q2EvJk4sO1yAJfZ4qK5LJgeaaF9Q@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu-XgbvWYg0w4hDam=zurW=WLLSqJPjk-p6JW5uCxuHBWA@mail.gmail.com>
I can't help with the Readers Digest article, but here's the NYT.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Thu, Feb 1, 2018 at 12:26 PM, Sarah Kirby <skirby at hctpl.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I put in a request a while back through my library, but now the
mayor's calling ....
I know we don't usually do ILL through this list, but I hope an
exception can be made.
Can anyone provide pdfs or jpgs of these two items for me?
New York Times 13 Jan 1968 page 62 "U.S. Code Planned for Phoning
Help" by David Burnham.
Reader's Digest Dec 1968 "911: A Hot Line for Emergencies"
Roush
Thanks
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby

by J. Edward

> Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City
> Township Public Library
> skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
> 255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
> http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180201/488df515/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: US Code Planned for Phoning Help.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 72183 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180201/488df515/
attachment.pdf>
From royalhouses at uwclub.net Thu Feb 1 13:12:44 2018
From: royalhouses at uwclub.net (Royal Houses)
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 18:12:44 -0000
Subject: [Genealib] THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE Publication.
Message-ID: <DF254C2DF2E34A32A5BA50CAAD6899C7@EndUserPC>
Dear Librarians
This new book has been published showing the genealogy of the Calvert family of the
Lords Baltimore, of Maryland. It also contains many related U.S. families, all
descended from King Charles II of England, and his mistress Barbara Villiers.
It is part of the

THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE series:

The Descendants of King Charles II - Volume 6 with the Hon. Barbara Villiers,
Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of Lichfield, the Calvert, Clifford and
Mostyn Lines through fourteen generations
ISBN 978-0-9957174-4-2
For many years we have been supplying our Royal Genealogy books to libraries all
over the U.S. At the moment, with the U.S. Dollar riding high, and the British
Pound low due to the European Brexit negotiations, this is a good time to top up
your collection, or indeed to start one.
To remind you about the series:
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
This series of 49 volumes covers all the European Royal Dynasties and their
descendants. They provide a full royal genealogy laid out in inter-connecting royal
family trees of the Royal Houses of Europe. The books cover the reigning monarchies
of Europe, the great Imperial Dynasties and the former monarchies of Europe. They
include the British Royal House, now the House of Windsor, descended from Queen
Victoria, and the British dynasties of Stuart, Hanover and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. It

now includes a series on the descendants of the mistresses of King Charles II, many
of whom live in the U.S. The dynasties of Hohenzollern, Romanov, Habsburg,
Bonaparte and Bourbon have separate books on each, together with the Monarchies of
Scandinavia, the Benelux, Liechtenstein, Iberia, Monaco, Italy and the Balkans, and
the former German Kingdoms, and Grand Duchies. In all cases the full descent is
shown, extending to related noble and commoner families, in Britain, across Europe,
and in the U.S.A, Canada, Australia and Latin America. They are an essential source
of information for genealogists providing details right down to the present day.
All books have ISBN numbers.
In particular, they are a source of detailed information on German Royal and Noble
dynasties.
The relevant 10 German/Austrian volumes are:
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: In respect of the Habsburg Dynasty in Tuscany
and Modena.
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
The full list of volumes in this series:
GREAT BRITAIN
Volume 1 - The
Volume 2 - The
Volume 3 - The
Volume 4 - The
Volume 5 - The

Descendants
Families of
Descendants
Descendants
Descendants

of H.M. Queen Victoria.
the British Consorts.
of King George III including the Fitz-Clarence family.
of King George II, the Collateral lines. - 2 volumes
of King George I, and the Stuart - Hanover connection.

The STUART Dynasty of GREAT BRITAIN - 9 volumes
Volume 1 - Preface and the Legitimist Line from King James I to the present day,
and Index
Volume 2 - The Lines descended from Countess Palatine Charlotte von Simmern,
Duchess of Orleans.
Volume 3 - The Lines descended from Ludwig Otto, 5th Prince of Salm. - 2 volumes
Volume 4 - The Lines descended from Princess Eleonore of Salm and the 1st Duke of
Ursel - 2 volumes
Volume 5 - The Lines descended from Princess Amelie of Saxony and Carlos III, King
of Spain.
Volume 6 - The Lines descended from Lady Frederica Schomberg and the 3rd Earl of
Holderness.
?Volume 7 - The Lines descended from Lady Mary Schomberg and Christoph Martin II,
Imperial Count of Degenfeld-Schonburg.
The Descendants of King Charles II - 11 volumes
This series is currently being sequentially published. It contains many families
settled in the U.S. Five Volumes are now published:
Volume 1 - with Lucy Walter and with Mary Davis - The Buccleuch Lines and The
Derwentwater Lines
Volume 2 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers Through Lady Anne FitzRoy, Countess of
Sussex, the Dacre and Barrett-Lennard Lines
Volume 3 - with the Hon. Barbara Villiers From the Dukes of Cleveland and Grafton,
the FitzRoy Lines, through fourteen generations

Volume 4 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Earls of
Harrington, the Stanhope Lines.
Volume 5 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Henry FitzRoy and the Marquesses of
Hertford, the Seymour Lines.
Volume 6 - with Barbara Villiers. Through Lady Charlotte FitzRoy, Countess of
Lichfield, the Calvert, Clifford and Mostyn Lines through fourteen generations
SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA
The BENELUX MONARCHIES: The Netherlands Belgium Luxembourg
The SCANDINAVIAN MONARCHIES: Denmark Sweden Norway
The BALKAN and ITALIAN MONARCHIES: Greece, Roumania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania, Italy, Sardinia, Two Sicilies, Tuscany, Parma and Modena.
The BONAPARTE Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of FRANCE
The BOURBON Dynasty of SPAIN
The BRAGAN?A Dynasty of PORTUGAL and BRAZIL
The HABSBURG Dynasty of AUSTRIA-HUNGARY
The HOHENZOLLERN Dynasty of PRUSSIA - 2 volumes
The ROMANOV Dynasty of RUSSIA
The Sovereign Principalities of LIECHTENSTEIN and MONACO
The German Kingdoms of BAVARIA and SAXONY
The German Kingdoms of W?rttemberg and HANOVER
The German Dynasty of HESSE: Darmstadt Cassel Homburg Philippsthal Battenberg /
Mountbatten
The German Grand Duchies of OLDENBURG and MECKLENBURG: Schwerin and Strelitz.
The German Grand Duchies of BADEN and SAXE-WEIMAR-EISENACH
Books may be bought individually, or in groups [e.g. The British 6 or 15, Stuart 9,
Charles II 11 (currently published, 6) or German 10 set]. Payment may be made by
check, credit card or bankers payment, and we can receive a direct purchase, or we
could dispatch the book with an invoice. We will respond personally to enquiries
concerning specific orders".
"We offer a discount of 16% to U.S. Libraries:
All books are priced for you, net of discount, at GBP (British Pounds) ? 32.00 (US$
45.52 at today's exchange rate). The retail price is ?38(US$54.06).
A delivery charge of GBP ? 7.00 (US$ 9.96) is added to each order (regardless of
the number of books) for packaging and delivery (by air mail or courier)
The easiest purchasing method is through the website:
http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk
Purchase the books normally. To obtain the discount, type in the coupon code USL
(U.S. Libraries) when asked. This will give you a 16% discount on your books,
resulting in a price of GBP32 = US$45.52 per book. The total price will be charged
to your credit or debit card in U.S. Dollars through PayPal.
Payments by check in U.S. Dollars should be calculated (e-mail us to confirm exact
amount) and checks should be made payable to Patricia Arnold
Bankers Payments should be made to our account in England (e-mail us for details).
Orders for dispatch with an invoice should be made directly by e-mail to us, and a
quote will be made.
We hope you will purchase these books which will help you and your readers with
your genealogical research, and add value to your collection

PATRICIA ARNOLD
Publisher of
THE ROYAL HOUSES OF EUROPE
series of genealogical books
243 London Road
West Malling, Kent
ME19 5AD
England.
Tel & fax: +44 (0) 1732 848388
e-mail: royalhouses at uwclub.net
website: http://www.theroyalhousesofeurope.co.uk

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180201/9dd648c0/
attachment-0001.html>
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Feb 1 14:11:27 2018
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Thomas Jay Kemp)
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 14:11:27 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Librarian's Day - Feb 10th - Mystic Seaport, Connecticut
Message-ID: <CAFnPa7ZNaeNgbzOkmfUfZKrAStPmjk9Wc+uf36FwhMCKTQs-=w@mail.gmail.com>
All library staff are invited. Free event.
*You're Invited to Mystic Aquarium's Librarian Day!*Open to all library
staff!
*Saturday, February 10, 2018 **10:00am ? 3:00pm (Last event check-in at
2:30pm)*
Let us help you bring books to life! You and a guest are invited to join us
at the aquarium and learn about our edcuational programs that are specially
designed for libraries. Then, explore our indoor and outdoor exhibits for a
fully immersive Aquarium experience.
*Advanced registration is required*
*Admission is free for registered library staff (with a valid library ID)
and one guest between 10:00am-2:30pm on Saturday, February 10, 2018.*
More Information:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/mystic-aquariums-librarian-day-tickets-27995649742
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180201/3526c20d/
attachment.html>

From lholden at andersonlibrary.org Thu Feb 1 15:45:57 2018
From: lholden at andersonlibrary.org (Laura Holden)
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 15:45:57 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: Spartanburg County Library in SC and Ransomware
Message-ID: <004501d39b9d$ab8de410$02a9ac30$@andersonlibrary.org>
They were hit by ransomware. I am including links to the news reports. Hard
to imagine life without automation, digitization, and e-mails.

http://wspa.com/2018/01/31/spartanburg-library-refuse-to-pay-ransomware/
http://www.goupstate.com/news/20180130/spartanburg-public-library-computer-s
ystem-hit-by-ransomware

_____________________________________________________________
Laura G. Holden
Head of Genealogy and Local History

SC Room
Anderson County Public Library
300 N. McDuffie St.
Anderson, SC 29621
864-260-4500, xt.130

Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Andersonlibrarysc.scroom/

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180201/8f7ff0b0/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Feb 1 17:03:13 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 1 Feb 2018 14:03:13 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] FYI: Spartanburg County Library in SC and Ransomware
In-Reply-To: <004501d39b9d$ab8de410$02a9ac30$@andersonlibrary.org>
References: <004501d39b9d$ab8de410$02a9ac30$@andersonlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVzrvnrQ2dp6OQRH5rMf4yBbcZeMNkCuhiWzJoae47q9Q@mail.gmail.com>
Ransom ware is among the reasons why a place should always have multiple

backups at least for their display materials. Circulation is a much
different story.
Larry Naukam
On Thu, Feb 1, 2018 at 12:45 PM, Laura Holden <lholden at andersonlibrary.org>
wrote:
> They were hit by ransomware. I am including links to the news reports.
> Hard to imagine life without automation, digitization, and e-mails.
>
>
>
> http://wspa.com/2018/01/31/spartanburg-library-refuse-to-pay-ransomware/
>
> http://www.goupstate.com/news/20180130/spartanburg-public> library-computer-system-hit-by-ransomware
>
>
>
> _____________________________________________________________
>
> Laura G. Holden
>
> Head of Genealogy and Local History
>
>
>
> SC Room
>
> Anderson County Public Library
>
> 300 N. McDuffie St.
>
> Anderson, SC 29621
>
> 864-260-4500, xt.130 <(864)%20260-4500>
>
>
>
> Website: http://www.andersonlibrary.org/bw-about/local-history/
>
> Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Andersonlibrarysc.scroom/
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180201/
f79c22aa/attachment.html>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Fri Feb 2 09:56:19 2018
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)

Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2018 14:56:19 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Explore RELIC (February 2018)
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD110141410301@SP9OEXCH2.pwc.ad>
EXPLORE RELIC
February 2018 - The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local
History (RELIC)

Start your historical journey here. RELIC's email newsletter highlights upcoming
free events and happenings. Genealogy and local Virginia history is our specialty
as a service provided by the Prince William Public Library. We're located at Bull
Run Regional Library and you can always find more about us at
www.pwcgov.org/library/relic<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic>

GENEALOGY ROUNDTABLE
?Come and discuss the challenges of your family research in a group environment,
and get tips for new approaches. Moderated by RELIC's Don Wilson.
Tuesday, February 13, 2018, 7:00 p.m. (Repeats February 28)
Wednesday, February 28, 2018, 2:00 p.m. (Repeated from February 13)

=========================

RELIC INSIDER:
GROWING ROOTS: A PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY / MANASSAS HISTORY SYMPOSIUM
Explore our rich and diverse local history.
Saturday, March 24, 9 am ? 5 pm (at the historic Old Manassas Courthouse)
Learn about:
?
Prince William County: Early Settlement, Founding, and Leadership (16601750), with James Bish
?

George Custer at the Battle of Buckland, with Dan Davis

?
We Are All in This War: Those Who Fight and Those Who Stay at Home, with
Charlotte Cain
?

Prince William Forest, Before the Park, with Cecilia Lynch

?

The Original Virginia Beer Baron: Robert Portner, with Michael Gaines

?
Developing Prince William After Completion of the Shirley Highway, with
Charlie Grymes
After the sessions, attend a Hands-On Reception with the Curator at the

Manassas Museum to further explore one of the day?s engaging topics.
Save the Date: March 24, 2018
$10 registration fee
Call 703-792-4754 or email historicpreservation at pwcgov.org
The Old Manassas Courthouse is at the corner of Grant and Lee Avenues.
Supported by Prince William?s Historic Preservation Division, The Historical
Commission, Historic Prince William, The Manassas Museum, and RELIC.

=============

NEXT MONTH

GENEALOGY 101: GETTING STARTED
Discovering your family?s history is both fun and rewarding. RELIC?s Darlene
Hunter, a certified genealogist, will demonstrate the essential first steps to take
and resources to use ? most of which are available for free through the library ?
to ensure that your research is accurate, complete and well-documented.
Tuesday, March 13, 2018, 7:00 p.m.

WHO?S YOUR CIVIL WAR ANCESTOR?
Manassas is a focus for the study of the American Civil War (1861-1865). If your
family lived in the United States during that time, you can find a personal link to
those exciting events. RELIC?s Don Wilson will show how to find your ancestor?s
experiences in the War.
Wednesday, March 28, 2018, 2:00 p.m.

==========
To read the latest lists of new materials available please click on What's New in
RELIC http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-news.aspx

Unless otherwise stated, all of the preceding programs will take place at Bull Run
Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, Virginia. Programs may last from
60 to 90 minutes. You may register for any of these free programs at 703-792-4540
or mail to: relic2 at pwcgov.org.

You may also register online at RELIC Programs
http://www.pwcgov.org/government/dept/library/pages/relic-programs.aspx
by clicking on the program date. Funding for selected RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Bull Run Library.* To be notified of upcoming library programs
and activities, you may sign up for the PWPLS newsletter.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180202/65b81fda/
attachment.html>
From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Fri Feb 2 14:22:29 2018
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2018 14:22:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] providing access to gedcom files?
Message-ID: <CAL768sXHm-4QuL+DRiKkGJQ0fjVoqLYtjiHaYQd-VymJCjakgQ@mail.gmail.com>
Hello all,
When someone donates GEDcom files to accompany a published family history,
how do you provide access? Do you have one of the genealogy software
packages installed on a computer? Make the files digitally accessible on
your network? Other solutions?
This is a new format for us. My colleague who is in contact with the donor
is going to ask if the family tree is freely available somewhere online.
I searched the archives for the past year, and it doesn't seem that this
topic has come up recently.
Many thanks,
Megan Lewis
reference librarian
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
mlewis at ushmm.org
(but posting from personal account)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180202/6874f0cd/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Feb 2 15:13:55 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 2 Feb 2018 12:13:55 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] providing access to gedcom files?
In-Reply-To: <CAL768sXHm-4QuL+DRiKkGJQ0fjVoqLYtjiHaYQd-VymJCjakgQ@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAL768sXHm-4QuL+DRiKkGJQ0fjVoqLYtjiHaYQd-VymJCjakgQ@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVLBs8hUD1Th=2nMMASxdvQ0rZJfPhCrdTdPUJuneqpfg@mail.gmail.com>
I can only speak for myself, but if a donor would have given the library a
published history, I would have explained that we could not have provided
access to a GEDCOM file "at the library." Doing so would not only have
required space on a server and some program to read the file, but then how

would one prevent the unauthorized use of such a file. This is not a
trivial question.
For the same reason I would not want to host such a file on a society's web
site. I think that you colleague is on to something - there a number of
places where such a GEDCOM file could be privatized and shared.
Just my 2 cents.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services (Local History, Genealogy, and
Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
President, Rochester NY Genealogical Society
On Fri, Feb 2, 2018 at 11:22 AM, Megan Lewis <meganthelibrarian at gmail.com>
wrote:
> Hello all,
>
> When someone donates GEDcom files to accompany a published family history,
> how do you provide access? Do you have one of the genealogy software
> packages installed on a computer? Make the files digitally accessible on
> your network? Other solutions?
>
> This is a new format for us. My colleague who is in contact with the
> donor is going to ask if the family tree is freely available somewhere
> online.
>
> I searched the archives for the past year, and it doesn't seem that this
> topic has come up recently.
>
> Many thanks,
>
> Megan Lewis
> reference librarian
> United States Holocaust Memorial Museum
> mlewis at ushmm.org
> (but posting from personal account)
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180202/
c2ebfcb2/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Mon Feb 5 10:16:32 2018
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Mon, 05 Feb 2018 10:16:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] N. Fla Genealogy conference
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhVzrvnrQ2dp6OQRH5rMf4yBbcZeMNkCuhiWzJoae47q9Q@mail.gmail.com>
References: <004501d39b9d$ab8de410$02a9ac30$@andersonlibrary.org>
<CAKEoNhVzrvnrQ2dp6OQRH5rMf4yBbcZeMNkCuhiWzJoae47q9Q@mail.gmail.com>

Message-ID: <5A787550020000AA00097DFA@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Hello;
Is anyone here involved with this conference on March 10? I had a couple of
questions, and sent an email to address on the form but so far have not received a
reply. If anyone out there might be able to answer a few quick questions, let me
know. I'd really appreciate it!
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
Currently at the
Port Orange Regional Library
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180205/30788c8d/
attachment.html>
From astaley at comcast.net Mon Feb 5 10:35:28 2018
From: astaley at comcast.net (A Staley)
Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 10:35:28 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] N. Fla Genealogy conference
In-Reply-To: <5A787550020000AA00097DFA@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <004501d39b9d$ab8de410$02a9ac30$@andersonlibrary.org>
<CAKEoNhVzrvnrQ2dp6OQRH5rMf4yBbcZeMNkCuhiWzJoae47q9Q@mail.gmail.com>
<5A787550020000AA00097DFA@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <5A666526-3AF7-4AA8-9C48-8E4AB694D1CC@comcast.net>
Kim,
I am the chair for the conference. Sorry but my computer was down for a week and I
have not checked the email account.
Send me your questions and I will try to get you the answers.
AnnS
Ann Staley
Sent from my iPad
> On Feb 5, 2018, at 10:16 AM, Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
>
>
Hello;

>
>
Is anyone here involved with this conference on March 10? I had a couple of
questions, and sent an email to address on the form but so far have not received a
reply. If anyone out there might be able to answer a few quick questions, let me
know. I'd really appreciate it!
>
>
Kim
>
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> Currently at the
> Port Orange Regional Library
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180205/
b95d6a4f/attachment.html>
From gronlund.gregg at ocls.info Mon Feb 5 11:02:40 2018
From: gronlund.gregg at ocls.info (Gronlund, Gregg)
Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 16:02:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Question about Colonialroots.com
Message-ID:
<DM5PR15MB1484DB4EABD89DF50D90904E90FE0@DM5PR15MB1484.namprd15.prod.outlook.com>
Does anyone know what has happened to colonialroots.com? The website doesn't seem
to be working and sometimes I am redirected to heritagebooks.com. But
heritagebooks.com doesn't seem to have some of the titles that were available
through colonialroots.com. Just wondering if one publisher/provider has absorbed
the other? Thanks for any assistance.
Gregg Gronlund
Branch Manager
West Oaks Branch Library and Genealogy Center
1821 E. Silver Star Rd.
Ocoee, FL 34761
407-835-7318
gronlund.gregg at ocls.info
Blog: westoaks.ocls.info
****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
communications to or from State and Local officials are public records available to
the public and media upon request. The Orange County Library System policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. Emails sent via any Libraryowned system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if
deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.****

From jgramlich at akronlibrary.org Mon Feb 5 11:11:05 2018
From: jgramlich at akronlibrary.org (Gramlich, Jane)
Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 16:11:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Question about Colonialroots.com
In-Reply-To:
<DM5PR15MB1484DB4EABD89DF50D90904E90FE0@DM5PR15MB1484.namprd15.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM5PR15MB1484DB4EABD89DF50D90904E90FE0@DM5PR15MB1484.namprd15.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E3690B5A8@ExchangeMail.akronlibrary.org>
My understanding is that Heritage Books acquired Colonial Roots. I think I saw that
on one of their websites late last year, before Colonial Roots' website went dark
and Heritage Books' website changed. But I don't remember seeing any other kind of
announcement.
Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org
speccollections at akronlibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Gronlund, Gregg
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 11:03 AM
To: genealib <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Question about Colonialroots.com
Does anyone know what has happened to colonialroots.com? The website doesn't seem
to be working and sometimes I am redirected to heritagebooks.com. But
heritagebooks.com doesn't seem to have some of the titles that were available
through colonialroots.com. Just wondering if one publisher/provider has absorbed
the other? Thanks for any assistance.
Gregg Gronlund
Branch Manager
West Oaks Branch Library and Genealogy Center
1821 E. Silver Star Rd.
Ocoee, FL 34761
407-835-7318
gronlund.gregg at ocls.info
Blog: westoaks.ocls.info
****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
communications to or from State and Local officials are public records available to
the public and media upon request. The Orange County Library System policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. Emails sent via any Libraryowned system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if
deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.****
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list

genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org Mon Feb 5 11:16:10 2018
From: Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org (Smith, Carl)
Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 16:16:10 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Question about Colonialroots.com
In-Reply-To:
<DM5PR15MB1484DB4EABD89DF50D90904E90FE0@DM5PR15MB1484.namprd15.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM5PR15MB1484DB4EABD89DF50D90904E90FE0@DM5PR15MB1484.namprd15.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID:
<CY1PR09MB1081E5CCFE76C72AFF7BCC0F92FE0@CY1PR09MB1081.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Gregg,
Colonial roots was bought out by Heritage Books beginning of 2017 I believe. I
would contact Heritage Books directly and asks about their colonial Roots titles.
There was a lot of consolidation of genealogical publishers last year and I expect
the trend to continue over the next several years.
Carl Smith
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System
Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
?? ? ???
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Gronlund, Gregg
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2018 10:03 AM
To: genealib <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Question about Colonialroots.com
Does anyone know what has happened to colonialroots.com? The website doesn't seem
to be working and sometimes I am redirected to heritagebooks.com. But
heritagebooks.com doesn't seem to have some of the titles that were available
through colonialroots.com. Just wondering if one publisher/provider has absorbed
the other? Thanks for any assistance.
Gregg Gronlund
Branch Manager
West Oaks Branch Library and Genealogy Center
1821 E. Silver Star Rd.
Ocoee, FL 34761
407-835-7318
gronlund.gregg at ocls.info
Blog: westoaks.ocls.info
****Florida has a very broad Public Records Law. Virtually all written
communications to or from State and Local officials are public records available to
the public and media upon request. The Orange County Library System policy does not
differentiate between personal and business emails. Emails sent via any Libraryowned system will be considered public and will only be withheld from disclosure if
deemed confidential pursuant to State Law.****

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Ccarl.smith
%40countylibrary.org
%7C060350c3965244088af808d56cb1e725%7C3564525b092340b3a469858fddd2b73c
%7C0%7C0%7C636534433702640439&sdata=u06zHQaL1bZCGxqeymEwOgA47IoZQbPlvJIGAEBNAQA
%3D&reserved=0
From maconrad at swbell.net Mon Feb 5 14:17:44 2018
From: maconrad at swbell.net (Mary Ann Conrad)
Date: Mon, 05 Feb 2018 13:17:44 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Question about Colonialroots.com
In-Reply-To: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E3690B5A8@Exchange-Mail.akr
onlibrary.org>
References:
<DM5PR15MB1484DB4EABD89DF50D90904E90FE0@DM5PR15MB1484.namprd15.prod.outlook.com>
<49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E3690B5A8@Exchange-Mail.akronlibrary.org>
Message-ID: <mailman.0.1517858266.6873.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
If you look at Heritage Books web site https://heritagebooks.com/ you
will see the list of their publications by states plus other type of
books they publish. The very last listing in that group is "Antient
Press" which Colonial Roots bought out in Jan. 2016.
Mary Conrad
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Feb 5 16:47:30 2018
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Mon, 5 Feb 2018 21:47:30 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation
of Researcher Team Cards
In-Reply-To: <CAHNmK_JpTthFqMn==HpBmn-0P7B4KiO2Lnptzd-+23AXS9LN8w@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAHNmK_JpTthFqMn==HpBmn-0P7B4KiO2Lnptzd-+23AXS9LN8w@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID:
<MW2PR0901MB2476FE0A80749D819B487F46ACFE0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Hi, Genealibbers ? Have you seen the latest from the National Archives? A major
theft, no less. *shakes head*
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Grapevine Public Library
Grapevine, TX

From: kyr [mailto:kyr at nara.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 2:21 PM
To: KYR <KYR at nara.gov>
Subject: National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of Researcher Team
Cards
Cancellation of Researcher Team Cards at the National
Archives<https://update.archives.gov/files/research/notices/2018-02-05-end-teamcards-notice.pdf>

In response to a major theft of records by a private researcher from the research
room at our College Park, Maryland facility, the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) has evaluated its research room rules and procedures. As a
result, we are ending the practice of team cards and sharing of record pulls by
researchers.
Effective immediately, no new team cards will be issued.
Existing team cards will all expire on March 30, 2018.
As of April 2, 2018, only one researcher name is permitted on a reference service
slip (NA Form 14001), and records may only be used by the individual whose name is
on the reference service slip.
For questions, contact Ann Cummings at ann.cummings at nara.gov<mailto:ann.cummings
at nara.gov>.
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180205/
c8795826/attachment.html>
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Mon Feb 5 20:32:32 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon, 05 Feb 2018 20:32:32 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of
Researcher Team Cards
In-Reply-To:
<MW2PR0901MB2476FE0A80749D819B487F46ACFE0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAHNmK_JpTthFqMn==HpBmn-0P7B4KiO2Lnptzd-+23AXS9LN8w@mail.gmail.com>
<MW2PR0901MB2476FE0A80749D819B487F46ACFE0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <774483AF-3DFF-4D0E-AEEF-235882981CD2@icloud.com>
I don?t believe there is any ?new? news here. Unless I am mistaken, I believe the
theft referred to was probably the despicable WW2 pilot dog tag theft of a year or
so ago, previously reported in the news, and the perpetrator was duly caught, plead
guilty, and will be sentenced in April. A number of research room changes have
been implemented previously.
Claire Kluskens
> On Feb 5, 2018, at 4:47 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:
>
> Hi, Genealibbers ? Have you seen the latest from the National Archives? A major
theft, no less. *shakes head*
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Grapevine Public Library
> Grapevine, TX
>
>
>
> From: kyr [mailto:kyr at nara.gov <mailto:kyr at nara.gov>]
> Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 2:21 PM

> To: KYR <KYR at nara.gov <mailto:KYR at nara.gov>>
> Subject: National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of Researcher Team
Cards
>
> Cancellation of Researcher Team Cards?at the National Archives
<https://update.archives.gov/files/research/notices/2018-02-05-end-team-cardsnotice.pdf>
>
> In response to a major theft of records by a private researcher from the research
room at our College Park, Maryland facility, the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) has evaluated its research room rules and procedures. As a
result, we are ending the practice of team cards and sharing of record pulls by
researchers.
>
> Effective immediately, no new team cards will be issued.
>
> Existing team cards will all expire on March 30, 2018.
>
> As of April 2, 2018, only one researcher name is permitted on a reference service
slip (NA Form 14001), and records may only be used by the individual whose name is
on the reference service slip.
>
> For questions, contact Ann Cummings at ann.cummings at nara.gov
<mailto:ann.cummings at nara.gov>.
> *** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links
and/or opening attachments ***
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180205/
c6a8b824/attachment-0001.html>
From nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov Mon Feb 5 20:59:42 2018
From: nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov (Nancy Maxwell)
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 01:59:42 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation
of Researcher Team Cards
In-Reply-To: <774483AF-3DFF-4D0E-AEEF-235882981CD2@icloud.com>
References: <CAHNmK_JpTthFqMn==HpBmn-0P7B4KiO2Lnptzd-+23AXS9LN8w@mail.gmail.com>
<MW2PR0901MB2476FE0A80749D819B487F46ACFE0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<774483AF-3DFF-4D0E-AEEF-235882981CD2@icloud.com>
Message-ID:
<MW2PR0901MB2476B225073EB85841661E7DACFD0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
I received it this afternoon, so it must be something new.
Nancy
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Claire Kluskens
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 7:33 PM

To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of
Researcher Team Cards
I don?t believe there is any ?new? news here. Unless I am mistaken, I believe the
theft referred to was probably the despicable WW2 pilot dog tag theft of a year or
so ago, previously reported in the news, and the perpetrator was duly caught, plead
guilty, and will be sentenced in April. A number of research room changes have
been implemented previously.
Claire Kluskens
On Feb 5, 2018, at 4:47 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at
grapevinetexas.gov<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>> wrote:
Hi, Genealibbers ? Have you seen the latest from the National Archives? A major
theft, no less. *shakes head*
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Grapevine Public Library
Grapevine, TX

From: kyr [mailto:kyr at nara.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 2:21 PM
To: KYR <KYR at nara.gov<mailto:KYR at nara.gov>>
Subject: National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of Researcher Team
Cards
Cancellation of Researcher Team Cards at the National
Archives<https://update.archives.gov/files/research/notices/2018-02-05-end-teamcards-notice.pdf>
In response to a major theft of records by a private researcher from the research
room at our College Park, Maryland facility, the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) has evaluated its research room rules and procedures. As a
result, we are ending the practice of team cards and sharing of record pulls by
researchers.
Effective immediately, no new team cards will be issued.
Existing team cards will all expire on March 30, 2018.
As of April 2, 2018, only one researcher name is permitted on a reference service
slip (NA Form 14001), and records may only be used by the individual whose name is
on the reference service slip.
For questions, contact Ann Cummings at ann.cummings at nara.gov<mailto:ann.cummings
at nara.gov>.
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or
opening attachments ***
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links and/or

opening attachments ***
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/9abd35de/
attachment.html>
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Mon Feb 5 21:04:13 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Mon, 05 Feb 2018 21:04:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation
of Researcher Team Cards
In-Reply-To:
<MW2PR0901MB2476B225073EB85841661E7DACFD0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
References: <CAHNmK_JpTthFqMn==HpBmn-0P7B4KiO2Lnptzd-+23AXS9LN8w@mail.gmail.com>
<MW2PR0901MB2476FE0A80749D819B487F46ACFE0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<774483AF-3DFF-4D0E-AEEF-235882981CD2@icloud.com>
<MW2PR0901MB2476B225073EB85841661E7DACFD0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Message-ID: <ADC77512-CCD6-4235-BAC7-12C98A77F981@icloud.com>
The cancellation of researcher team cards is new, yes.
> On Feb 5, 2018, at 8:59 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov> wrote:
>
> I received it this afternoon, so it must be something new.
>
> Nancy
>
> From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] On Behalf Of Claire Kluskens
> Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 7:33 PM
> To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>>
> Subject: [Genealib] National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of
Researcher Team Cards
>
> I don?t believe there is any ?new? news here. Unless I am mistaken, I believe the
theft referred to was probably the despicable WW2 pilot dog tag theft of a year or
so ago, previously reported in the news, and the perpetrator was duly caught, plead
guilty, and will be sentenced in April. A number of research room changes have
been implemented previously.
>
> Claire Kluskens
>
> On Feb 5, 2018, at 4:47 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov
<mailto:nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>> wrote:
>
> Hi, Genealibbers ? Have you seen the latest from the National Archives? A major
theft, no less. *shakes head*
>
> Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
> Grapevine Public Library
> Grapevine, TX

>
>
>
> From: kyr [mailto:kyr at nara.gov <mailto:kyr at nara.gov>]
> Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 2:21 PM
> To: KYR <KYR at nara.gov <mailto:KYR at nara.gov>>
> Subject: National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of Researcher Team
Cards
>
> Cancellation of Researcher Team Cards?at the National Archives
<https://update.archives.gov/files/research/notices/2018-02-05-end-team-cardsnotice.pdf>
>
> In response to a major theft of records by a private researcher from the research
room at our College Park, Maryland facility, the National Archives and Records
Administration (NARA) has evaluated its research room rules and procedures. As a
result, we are ending the practice of team cards and sharing of record pulls by
researchers.
>
> Effective immediately, no new team cards will be issued.
>
> Existing team cards will all expire on March 30, 2018.
>
> As of April 2, 2018, only one researcher name is permitted on a reference service
slip (NA Form 14001), and records may only be used by the individual whose name is
on the reference service slip.
>
> For questions, contact Ann Cummings at ann.cummings at nara.gov
<mailto:ann.cummings at nara.gov>.
> *** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links
and/or opening attachments ***
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
> *** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking links
and/or opening attachments ***
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180205/
d3a75869/attachment.html>
From jjohnson at cmlibrary.org Tue Feb 6 08:49:37 2018
From: jjohnson at cmlibrary.org (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 13:49:37 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals for trade or postage
Message-ID:
<BN3PR1201MB110748AE338A3CD01B6F8FBEC4FD0@BN3PR1201MB1107.namprd12.prod.outlook.com
>
The Carolina Room at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library is offering the following

periodicals for trade: select volumes of National Genealogical Society Quarterly
and The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.
Please see attached documents for detailed lists of available issues, and complete
sets for a year are indicated in blue.
If interested, contact Meghan at mbowden at cmlibrary.org<mailto:mbowden at
cmlibrary.org>.
If you are unable to make a trade, please send a check for
postage reimbursement (payable to Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Foundation) to:
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28202-2176
We will give priority to those wanting complete sets.
Thank you,
Meghan Bowden
Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org<mailto:mbowden at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/0a7a0606/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 168517 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.pdf
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/0a7a0606/
attachment-0002.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 11287 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.xlsx
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/0a7a0606/

attachment-0002.xlsx>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 142854 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.pdf
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/0a7a0606/
attachment-0003.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 10453 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.xlsx
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/0a7a0606/
attachment-0003.xlsx>
From kdolce at volusia.org Tue Feb 6 09:16:38 2018
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Tue, 06 Feb 2018 09:16:38 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation
of Researcher Team Cards
In-Reply-To: <ADC77512-CCD6-4235-BAC7-12C98A77F981@icloud.com>
References: <CAHNmK_JpTthFqMn==HpBmn-0P7B4KiO2Lnptzd-+23AXS9LN8w@mail.gmail.com>
<MW2PR0901MB2476FE0A80749D819B487F46ACFE0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<774483AF-3DFF-4D0E-AEEF-235882981CD2@icloud.com>
<MW2PR0901MB2476B225073EB85841661E7DACFD0@MW2PR0901MB2476.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
<ADC77512-CCD6-4235-BAC7-12C98A77F981@icloud.com>
Message-ID: <5A79B8C6020000AA0009806A@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
The historian
Dec. 2016.

just pleaded guilty, but the theft itself happened in

https://www.justice.gov/usao-md/pr/historian-pleads-guilty-theft-governmentrecords-national-archives

Kim E. Dolce
Currently at the
Port Orange Regional Library
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Claire Kluskens <birdlady2011 at icloud.com> 2/5/2018 9:04 PM >>>
The cancellation of researcher team cards is new, yes.

On Feb 5, 2018, at 8:59 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
wrote:
I received it this afternoon, so it must be something new.
Nancy
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Claire
Kluskens
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 7:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation
of Researcher Team Cards
I don?t believe there is any ?new? news here. Unless I am mistaken, I
believe the theft referred to was probably the despicable WW2 pilot dog
tag theft of a year or so ago, previously reported in the news, and the
perpetrator was duly caught, plead guilty, and will be sentenced in
April. A number of research room changes have been implemented
previously.
Claire Kluskens
On Feb 5, 2018, at 4:47 PM, Nancy Maxwell <nmaxwell at grapevinetexas.gov>
wrote:
Hi, Genealibbers ? Have you seen the latest from the National Archives?
A major theft, no less. *shakes head*
Nancy Maxwell, Genealogy Librarian
Grapevine Public Library
Grapevine, TX
From: kyr [mailto:kyr at nara.gov]
Sent: Monday, February 5, 2018 2:21 PM
To: KYR <KYR at nara.gov>
Subject: National Archives Researcher Notice - Cancellation of
Researcher Team Cards
Cancellation of Researcher Team Cards at the National Archives
(
https://update.archives.gov/files/research/notices/2018-02-05-end-team-cardsnotice.pdf)
In response to a major theft of records by a private researcher from
the research room at our College Park, Maryland facility, the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) has evaluated its research
room rules and procedures. As a result, we are ending the practice of
team cards and sharing of record pulls by researchers.
Effective immediately, no new team cards will be issued.
Existing team cards will all expire on March 30, 2018.
As of April 2, 2018, only one researcher name is permitted on a
reference service slip (NA Form 14001), and records may only be used by
the individual whose name is on the reference service slip.
For questions, contact Ann Cummings at ann.cummings at nara.gov.
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking
links and/or opening attachments ***
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
*** External email communication ? Please use caution before clicking
links and/or opening attachments ***

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/7f1adf44/
attachment.html>
From jjohnson at cmlibrary.org Tue Feb 6 09:41:05 2018
From: jjohnson at cmlibrary.org (Johnson, Jane)
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 14:41:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Periodicals for trade or postage
Message-ID:
<BN3PR1201MB110769837741AEF3E088BA0DC4FD0@BN3PR1201MB1107.namprd12.prod.outlook.com
>
The Carolina Room at Charlotte Mecklenburg Library is offering the following
periodicals for trade: select volumes of National Genealogical Society Quarterly
and The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.
Please see attached documents for detailed lists of available issues, and complete
sets for a year are indicated in blue.
If interested, contact Meghan at mbowden at cmlibrary.org<mailto:mbowden at
cmlibrary.org>.
If you are unable to make a trade, please send a check for
postage reimbursement (payable to Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Foundation) to:
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28202-2176
We will give priority to those wanting complete sets.
Thank you,
Meghan Bowden
Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org<mailto:mbowden at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be
considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/
d9a2296d/attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 168517 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.pdf
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/
d9a2296d/attachment-0002.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 11287 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_National Genealogical Society Quarterly.xlsx
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/
d9a2296d/attachment-0002.xlsx>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 142854 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.pdf
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/
d9a2296d/attachment-0003.pdf>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 10453 bytes
Desc: Periodicals_The New England Historical and Genealogical Register.xlsx
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/
d9a2296d/attachment-0003.xlsx>
From Laura.Douglas at cityofdenton.com Tue Feb 6 10:40:51 2018
From: Laura.Douglas at cityofdenton.com (Douglas, Laura J.)
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 15:40:51 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogists wanted for Research on Metadata for Digital
Video
Message-ID:
<MW2PR0901MB23001A1C73862C7B6428F4DD83FD0@MW2PR0901MB2300.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
>
Librarians at The University of North Texas Libraries are currently studying how
different communities, including genealogists, assign metadata, specifically
keywords, to digitized television news stories. We plan to use the data gathered in
this research to inform and shape our policies regarding metadata, access, and
training.
We are currently seeking genealogists to participate in our research survey. If you
are interested in participating in this research study, please use this link to
complete the initial demographic survey online and confirm your eligibility for
this study: http://tiny.cc/untdig. The eligibility survey will close on Friday
02/16/18.
Individuals employed by the University of North Texas and students enrolled in the
University of North Texas are not eligible to participate in the study. Not all
people who complete this initial survey will be selected to participate in the

study. The initial demographic survey should take no more than 5 minutes to
complete.
Those individuals selected to participate will be sent an email invitation.
Selected study participants will then be asked to complete an online exercise in
which they will provide keywords for a series of 5 brief videos from a digitized
television news collection. Participants will also be asked to answer some brief
demographic questions.
We estimate that it will take approximately 30 minutes to complete these tasks.
Participants will be provided a $25 gift card from Amazon upon completion of the
video description tasks.
Please feel free to share this with any members of your community who may be
eligible to participate. If you have any questions about the research study, please
do not hesitate to contact us off-list at unt.dig at gmail.com<mailto:unt.dig at
gmail.com>
Laura Douglas
Assitant Manager - Special Collections
Emily Fowler Central Library
502 Oakland
Denton TX 76201
(940) 349-8749
[dpl]<http://library.cityofdenton.com/> [twittersmall] <twitter.com/dentonlibrary>
[facebooksmall] <http://www.facebook.com/dentonpubliclibrary>
[wordpress-logo-32blue] <http://dentonlibrary.wordpress.com/>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/3dca9714/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 9618 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/3dca9714/
attachment.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image002.png
Type: image/png
Size: 1480 bytes
Desc: image002.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/3dca9714/
attachment.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.png
Type: image/png
Size: 1349 bytes

Desc: image003.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/3dca9714/
attachment-0001.png>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image004.png
Type: image/png
Size: 1859 bytes
Desc: image004.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180206/3dca9714/
attachment-0002.png>
From skirby at hctpl.info Tue Feb 6 11:29:04 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Tue, 6 Feb 2018 11:29:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Vertical File Folders - What Do You Use?
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hPHTP6qL3_VqYzrO55i=k4fqdmALyJmmV3vX+reWuU+1g@mail.gmail.com>
We've used card-stock, non-archival (I think), legal sized envelopes
(long edge opening) for years. But, the last time we purchased a
supply was a couple of years ago, and now I can't find anyone who
makes them for a reasonable price. (Former supplier was Demco. I
checked there plus: Gaylord, Envelopes.com, Archivals.com,
HollingerMetalEdge, UniversityProducts, and the office supply stores.)
The one place I did find them was University Products - $27/ea - a bit
steep. I'm hoping for $40-$55 per package of 25.
https://www.universityproducts.com/heavy-duty-side-opening-envelopes.html
We use these for our 30+ filing cabinets of vertical files - about 10
cabinets of subject files and 20 of family files (clippings and
donated genealogies).
We've used envelopes because they don't have open ends or tops, so
people don't spill things when removing a file. Expanding folders
aren't usually necessary, when they were we just created "folder 2."
Size works out to be 9 1/2 by 14 3/4.
1) What do you use for your vertical files (if you have any)?
1a) Do you use folders like these at Gaylord?
(http://www.gaylord.com/Preservation/Document-Preservation/Folders/Gaylord-Archival
%26%23174%3B-Reinforced-Full-1-2%22-Tab-Legal-Size-File-Folders-%28100-Pack%29/p/
HYB00024)
2) Do you know of any suppliers of something like the UP product I
mention above as so expensive?
______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City
Township Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
From dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com Wed Feb 7 16:08:55 2018
From: dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com (Becky Isbell)

Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 15:08:55 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
Message-ID: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Hello!
We are looking at applying for a grant to promote our Genealogy Library.
As part of this, we would like to do a series of programs throughout the
year. We will do a few intro-to-genealogy programs, but we would also
like to do some more in-depth programs that would appeal to local
genealogists and historians, including those who are new to genealogy
and those from surrounding communities that perhaps haven't visited our
library.
As such, do you have any suggestions for programs you have done that
have been very popular and widely received?
Thank you,
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
From bmendes at sailsinc.org Wed Feb 7 16:17:47 2018
From: bmendes at sailsinc.org (Bonnie Mendes)
Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 16:17:47 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
In-Reply-To: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <CABE2UL53RgM91ePdtvWN_heVCzyvjzvScSdjpztNAkmWkB9iqg@mail.gmail.com>
We have a monthly program (thanks to our local chapter of Mass. Society of
Genealogists), but one of the best attended programs was the speaker on DNA
and Genealogy. Great crowd!

On Wed, Feb 7, 2018 at 4:08 PM, Becky Isbell <dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com
> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello!
We are looking at applying for a grant to promote our Genealogy Library.
As part of this, we would like to do a series of programs throughout the
year. We will do a few intro-to-genealogy programs, but we would also like
to do some more in-depth programs that would appeal to local genealogists
and historians, including those who are new to genealogy and those from
surrounding communities that perhaps haven't visited our library.

>
> As such, do you have any suggestions for programs you have done that have
> been very popular and widely received?
>
> Thank you,
> Becky
>
> -> Becky Isbell
> Director, Brownwood Public Library
> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,
+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
> (325) 646-0155
>
>
> --> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
> https://www.avast.com/antivirus
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-*Please note, after working in the library field for 38 years, I will be
retiring soon.
With that in mind, please note that effective April 1,
2018 my new personal email will be BonnieDavisMendes at gmail.com
<BonnieDavisMendes at gmail.com>. The Library email is
somersetpl at sailsinc.org <somersetpl at sailsinc.org> *
________________________
*Bonnie D. Mendes, MLIS, CPLA*
*Library Director*
*Somerset Public Library*
1464 County Street
Somerset, MA 02726
508-646-2829
*This message (including any attachments) is intended only for the use of
the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is non-public, proprietary, privileged, confidential, and
exempt from disclosure under applicable law or may constitute as attorney
work product. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby
notified that any use, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
communication in error, notify us immediately by telephone and (i) destroy
this message if a facsimile or (ii) delete this message immediately if this
is an electronic communication. Thank you*
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180207/1e4bfce6/

attachment.html>
From Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org Wed Feb 7 16:33:13 2018
From: Carl.Smith at countylibrary.org (Smith, Carl)
Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 21:33:13 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
In-Reply-To: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID:
<CY1PR09MB1081AD559013165395BB5B6092FC0@CY1PR09MB1081.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Becky,
I second the suggestion of doing a DNA and genealogy program. Lots of interest
there these days.
I teach about two programs a month to a group of patrons here in my genealogy
library and I've had lots of success with programs that cover Finding Immigrant
Ancestors and Discovering Women in the Family Tree.
If you'd like example and further details you can email me directly; I'd be glad to
share.
Carl Smith
carl.smith at countylibrary.org
Genealogy Librarian
Montgomery County Memorial Library System
Connect with Montgomery County Memorial Library System:
?? ? ???
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Isbell
Sent: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 3:09 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
Hello!
We are looking at applying for a grant to promote our Genealogy Library.
As part of this, we would like to do a series of programs throughout the year. We
will do a few intro-to-genealogy programs, but we would also like to do some more
in-depth programs that would appeal to local genealogists and historians, including
those who are new to genealogy and those from surrounding communities that perhaps
haven't visited our library.
As such, do you have any suggestions for programs you have done that have been very
popular and widely received?
Thank you,
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801

(325) 646-0155
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.avast.com
%2Fantivirus&data=02%7C01%7Ccarl.smith%40countylibrary.org
%7C6505865689ed4f550add08d56e6f060c%7C3564525b092340b3a469858fddd2b73c
%7C0%7C0%7C636536345497608207&sdata=bS48Oha2AY3bMKG%2FpqPGhTxI8nAo015Y7YSq2p1v%2FEI
%3D&reserved=0
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F
%2Fmailman.acomp.usf.edu%2Fmailman%2Flistinfo%2Fgenealib&data=02%7C01%7Ccarl.smith
%40countylibrary.org%7C6505865689ed4f550add08d56e6f060c
%7C3564525b092340b3a469858fddd2b73c
%7C0%7C0%7C636536345497608207&sdata=InH7U2iMNfbNJoHWI6VSFNzp0e1%2Fu5M4p%2Bhq0L9FGno
%3D&reserved=0
From kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org Wed Feb 7 17:28:44 2018
From: kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org (Kathleen Wieland)
Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 17:28:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
In-Reply-To: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <8b0ba89d30e543789319a854bed5da26@otislibrarynorwich.org>
Great suggestions! One that I have had success with (at my library, and
later "on the road" at another library) was a program on using historical
newspapers to enhance your genealogical research. Most people think of
looking for obituaries, but you can miss a lot of opportunities if you stop
there. I provided handouts with info on sources of online newspapers
(mostly free). And I used lots of examples from my own research. I
remember finding a wonderful story in the NY Times about what my ancestor's
Civil War regiment had been up to during the Atlanta Campaign, very near
the time and place of his capture. His name appeared nowhere in the
lengthy article, but it really enhanced my understanding and appreciation
of his military experiences.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365
FAX 860-886-4744
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

---------------------------------------From: "Becky Isbell" <dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 4:11 PM
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
Hello!

We are looking at applying for a grant to promote our Genealogy Library.
As part of this, we would like to do a series of programs throughout the
year. We will do a few intro-to-genealogy programs, but we would also
like to do some more in-depth programs that would appeal to local
genealogists and historians, including those who are new to genealogy
and those from surrounding communities that perhaps haven't visited our
library.
As such, do you have any suggestions for programs you have done that
have been very popular and widely received?
Thank you,
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180207/
d0579d1a/attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Wed Feb 7 18:45:17 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Wed, 7 Feb 2018 15:45:17 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
In-Reply-To: <8b0ba89d30e543789319a854bed5da26@otislibrarynorwich.org>
References: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<8b0ba89d30e543789319a854bed5da26@otislibrarynorwich.org>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXAYcYy+s=SaejR0v4306J+3y8+iNNJ+E5weqcYdfPVTg@mail.gmail.com>
Back in 2009 and 2010 when I was at my old job, we partnered withe local
main local genealogical society to have a day long series of talks which
are on Youtube under
"ComingHomeToYourRoots". Packed house, lots of good
PR. We also allowed a local TV group to make a film about the library which
was shown hundreds of times on a local channel:
http://www.starpro.org/Episodes.htm,
*Treasures of the Rochester Public Library - Finalist for Documentary
Profile - ACM-NE Video Festival, 2004.*

*They made it for free.Larry NaukamRetired Director of Historical
Services(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing) 1978-2011Rochester NY
Public LibraryDPLA community rep 2013 -*
On Wed, Feb 7, 2018 at 2:28 PM, Kathleen Wieland <
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Great suggestions! One that I have had success with (at my library, and
later "on the road" at another library) was a program on using historical
newspapers to enhance your genealogical research. Most people think of
looking for obituaries, but you can miss a lot of opportunities if you stop
there. I provided handouts with info on sources of online newspapers
(mostly free). And I used lots of examples from my own research. I
remember finding a wonderful story in the NY Times about what my ancestor's
Civil War regiment had been up to during the Atlanta Campaign, very near
the time and place of his capture. His name appeared nowhere in the
lengthy article, but it really enhanced my understanding and appreciation
of his military experiences.
Kathleen Wieland
Genealogy Librarian
Otis Library
261 Main Street
Norwich, CT 06360
860-889-2365 <(860)%20889-2365>
kwieland at otislibrarynorwich.org

FAX 860-886-4744 <(860)%20886-4744>

-----------------------------*From*: "Becky Isbell" <dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
*Sent*: Wednesday, February 07, 2018 4:11 PM
*To*: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject*: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
Hello!
We are looking at applying for a grant to promote our Genealogy Library.
As part of this, we would like to do a series of programs throughout the
year. We will do a few intro-to-genealogy programs, but we would also
like to do some more in-depth programs that would appeal to local
genealogists and historians, including those who are new to genealogy
and those from surrounding communities that perhaps haven't visited our
library.
As such, do you have any suggestions for programs you have done that
have been very popular and widely received?
Thank you,
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801

> (325) 646-0155
>
>
> --> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
> https://www.avast.com/antivirus
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180207/6230ca2f/
attachment.html>
From bhoward at azlibrary.gov Thu Feb 8 10:29:06 2018
From: bhoward at azlibrary.gov (Howard,Betsy)
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 08:29:06 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Deedmapper Software
Message-ID: <5F2447050269C844A9F524878EB4CB44D8C626@EXCHANGE01.ad.local>
The Arizona State Library and Archives is in the process of re-evaluating its
Genealogy Collection. Does your library/archive make available the DeedMapper
software on any public access computer?
Thanks,
Betsy
*************************************
Betsy Howard, Library Associate
Arizona State Library, Archives & Public Records
State of Arizona Research Library
A Division of the Secretary of State Michele Reagan
1901 West Madison Street
Phoenix, AZ 85009-5229
P: 602-926-3602
E: bhoward at azlibrary.gov<mailto:bhoward at azlibrary.gov>
WEB: http://www.azlibrary.gov<http://www.azlibrary.gov/>
"100 Years of Public
Service<http://www.azlibrary.gov/sites/azlibrary.gov/files/lapr_centennial_booklet_
2015-03-03_lowres.pdf>"
[20180112_EmailSignature_Rd3]
Public Disclosure Notice: This message and any messages in response to the sender
of this message may be subject to a public records request.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/05384388/
attachment.html>

-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 6172 bytes
Desc: image003.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/05384388/
attachment.jpg>
From genbook at gmail.com Thu Feb 8 11:12:19 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 08:12:19 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Deedmapper Software
In-Reply-To: <5F2447050269C844A9F524878EB4CB44D8C626@EXCHANGE01.ad.local>
References: <5F2447050269C844A9F524878EB4CB44D8C626@EXCHANGE01.ad.local>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXwuFQPY0z=BBgUMbm5nPma7ccWtMH-krFyqnQqV5kVmA@mail.gmail.com>
When I was at the library, we did not. I do know of it though.
Larry Naukam
On Thu, Feb 8, 2018 at 7:29 AM, Howard,Betsy <bhoward at azlibrary.gov> wrote:
> The Arizona State Library and Archives is in the process of re-evaluating
> its Genealogy Collection. Does your library/archive make available the
*DeedMapper
> *software on any public access computer?
>
>
>
> Thanks,
>
> Betsy
>
>
>
> *************************************
>
> Betsy Howard, Library Associate
>
> Arizona State Library, Archives & Public Records
>
> State of Arizona Research Library
>
> A Division of the Secretary of State Michele Reagan
>
> 1901 West Madison Street
>
> Phoenix, AZ 85009-5229
>
>
>
> P: 602-926-3602 <(602)%20926-3602>
E: bhoward at azlibrary.gov
>
> WEB: http://www.azlibrary.gov
>
>

>
> ?*100 Years of Public Service
> <http://www.azlibrary.gov/sites/azlibrary.gov/files/lapr_centennial_booklet_201503-03_lowres.pdf>*
> ?
>
> [image: 20180112_EmailSignature_Rd3]
>
> Public Disclosure Notice: This message and any messages in response to the
> sender of this message may be subject to a public records request.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/
ef2e1b5c/attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image003.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 6172 bytes
Desc: not available
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/
ef2e1b5c/attachment.jpg>
From agometz at rhus.com Thu Feb 8 11:38:41 2018
From: agometz at rhus.com (Anne Gometz)
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 11:38:41 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
In-Reply-To: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <5A7C7D11.5060500@rhus.com>
On 2/7/2018 4:08 PM, Becky Isbell wrote:
> Hello!
>
> We are looking at applying for a grant to promote our Genealogy Library.
>
> As part of this, we would like to do a series of programs throughout
> the year. We will do a few intro-to-genealogy programs, but we would
> also like to do some more in-depth programs that would appeal to local
> genealogists and historians, including those who are new to genealogy
> and those from surrounding communities that perhaps haven't visited
> our library.
>
> As such, do you have any suggestions for programs you have done that
> have been very popular and widely received?
>
> Thank you,
> Becky
>
Some years back I did a program, "Family History &

Heirlooms: Preserve, Organize, Pass On." The handout for the program is
now one of our library Research Guides and regularly updated.
http://gastonlibrary.libguides.com/family-history-and-heirlooms#s-lg-box-14953888
. The idea of making toys related to your family history was
enthusiastically received.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/
a29c97e3/attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Thu Feb 8 12:58:57 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 17:58:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
In-Reply-To: <5A7C7D11.5060500@rhus.com>
References: <1df27a56-9927-898c-6bc5-8825ba728c29@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<5A7C7D11.5060500@rhus.com>
Message-ID: <42464c9776194d71a97cf7a49de9eee3@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
We currently offer Genealogy Basics, Ancestry Library Edition, Beyond Ancestry
(free sites like Family Search) and Researching Military Records classes, plus a
quarterly Genealogy Roundtable. These are all free one-hour sessions that are held
in our department or at our branches. We've considered classes on finding birth
parents, researching the history of your home and preservation.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Anne Gometz
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2018 11:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Popular genealogy programs
On 2/7/2018 4:08 PM, Becky Isbell wrote:
Hello!
We are looking at applying for a grant to promote our Genealogy Library.
As part of this, we would like to do a series of programs throughout the year. We
will do a few intro-to-genealogy programs, but we would also like to do some more
in-depth programs that would appeal to local genealogists and historians, including
those who are new to genealogy and those from surrounding communities that perhaps
haven't visited our library.
As such, do you have any suggestions for programs you have done that have been very
popular and widely received?

Thank you,
Becky
Some years back I did a program, "Family History & Heirlooms:
Preserve, Organize, Pass On."
The handout for the program is now one of our
library Research Guides and regularly updated.
http://gastonlibrary.libguides.com/family-history-and-heirlooms#s-lg-box-14953888 .
The idea of making toys related to your family history was enthusiastically
received.
Anne Gometz
Gastonia, NC
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/413563ef/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/413563ef/
attachment-0001.png>
From LThornton at cn.edu Thu Feb 8 13:36:05 2018
From: LThornton at cn.edu (Lori Thornton)
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 18:36:05 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Deedmapper Software
In-Reply-To: <5F2447050269C844A9F524878EB4CB44D8C626@EXCHANGE01.ad.local>
References: <5F2447050269C844A9F524878EB4CB44D8C626@EXCHANGE01.ad.local>
Message-ID: <c24cb914e0844a3292579aa3fa114b47@cn.edu>
A free version of Metes and Bounds
(http://tabberer.com/sandyknoll/more/deedplottersoftware/) is available. While it
is not as robust as DeedMapper, it might be an alternative.
Lori Thornton, Associate Professor
Technical Services Librarian
Stephens-Burnett Memorial Library
Carson-Newman University
Jefferson City, TN 37760
lthornton at cn.edu<mailto:lthornton at cn.edu>
(865) 471-3339

[cid:2018_Email_sig_logo_250_87b28920-12c5-4f14-8dae-e4d4a8f5895c.png]
cn.edu<http://www.cn.edu/>.
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Howard,Betsy
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2018 10:29 AM

To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Deedmapper Software
The Arizona State Library and Archives is in the process of re-evaluating its
Genealogy Collection. Does your library/archive make available the DeedMapper
software on any public access computer?
Thanks,
Betsy
*************************************
Betsy Howard, Library Associate
Arizona State Library, Archives & Public Records
State of Arizona Research Library
A Division of the Secretary of State Michele Reagan
1901 West Madison Street
Phoenix, AZ 85009-5229
P: 602-926-3602
E: bhoward at azlibrary.gov<mailto:bhoward at azlibrary.gov>
WEB: http://www.azlibrary.gov<http://www.azlibrary.gov/>
"100 Years of Public
Service<http://www.azlibrary.gov/sites/azlibrary.gov/files/lapr_centennial_booklet_
2015-03-03_lowres.pdf>"
[20180112_EmailSignature_Rd3]
Public Disclosure Notice: This message and any messages in response to the sender
of this message may be subject to a public records request.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/21f086fa/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 6172 bytes
Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/21f086fa/
attachment.jpg>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
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Size: 27216 bytes
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URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/21f086fa/
attachment.png>
From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Thu Feb 8 17:57:00 2018
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Thu, 8 Feb 2018 22:57:00 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Deedmapper Software
In-Reply-To: <5F2447050269C844A9F524878EB4CB44D8C626@EXCHANGE01.ad.local>
References: <5F2447050269C844A9F524878EB4CB44D8C626@EXCHANGE01.ad.local>
Message-ID: <47CAE527BC0AED489CABF11D5A54CD11014141423B@SP9OEXCH2.pwc.ad>

We have the DeedMapper software, but it is not on a public computer. A volunteer
has used it to construct maps of colonial land grants, and staff use it to help
trace chains of title. We share copies of the tracts with persons researching
Prince William history.
The land grants database for Prince William County has
been placed on the DeedMapper website for anyone to use if they have the software.
Donald L. Wilson, Virginiana Librarian
The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center
for Genealogy and Local History (RELIC)
Prince William Public Library System
Bull Run Regional Library
8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109-2892
703-792-4540
www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/RELIC>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Howard,Betsy
Sent: Thursday, February 8, 2018 10:29 AM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Deedmapper Software
The Arizona State Library and Archives is in the process of re-evaluating its
Genealogy Collection. Does your library/archive make available the DeedMapper
software on any public access computer?
Thanks,
Betsy
*************************************
Betsy Howard, Library Associate
Arizona State Library, Archives & Public Records
State of Arizona Research Library
A Division of the Secretary of State Michele Reagan
1901 West Madison Street
Phoenix, AZ 85009-5229
P: 602-926-3602
E: bhoward at azlibrary.gov<mailto:bhoward at azlibrary.gov>
WEB: http://www.azlibrary.gov<http://www.azlibrary.gov/>
"100 Years of Public
Service<http://www.azlibrary.gov/sites/azlibrary.gov/files/lapr_centennial_booklet_
2015-03-03_lowres.pdf>"
[20180112_EmailSignature_Rd3]
Public Disclosure Notice: This message and any messages in response to the sender
of this message may be subject to a public records request.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/6c643656/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.jpg
Type: image/jpeg
Size: 6172 bytes

Desc: image001.jpg
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180208/6c643656/
attachment.jpg>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Feb 9 12:41:21 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 09:41:21 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
Passed along from a friend:
http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180209/8531421e/
attachment.html>
From savagewards at gmail.com Fri Feb 9 14:19:30 2018
From: savagewards at gmail.com (Mary Sanphilipo Ward)
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 14:19:30 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAGg9zT+UV2W2AMfGgV72DP6XVvPtbHWJdZMtDgeMMU0HZa9Ffg@mail.gmail.com>
I highly recommend the Nathan Dylan Goodwin books. I received one to do a
review for our genealogy group and ended up buying all of them. Ironically,
the time period & location would not have drawn me but the books are
riveting with mystery upon mystery to keep you guessing.
Mary
________________
Mary Sanphilipo
savagewards at gmail.com
On Fri, Feb 9, 2018 at 12:41 PM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Passed along from a friend:
http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180209/
a76912e2/attachment.html>
From bhill at berkeley.edu Fri Feb 9 19:28:45 2018
From: bhill at berkeley.edu (Barbara L. HILL)
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 16:28:45 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
These are all British. Does anybody have a similar list of (fictional)
genealogical sleuths for North America? (Canadian would be fun, if there
are any.)
Barbara Hill

On Fri, Feb 9, 2018 at 9:41 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
> Passed along from a friend:
> http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/
>
> Larry Naukam
> Retired Director of Historical Services
> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
> Rochester NY Public Library
> DPLA community rep
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180209/
ab75f6d5/attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Fri Feb 9 20:32:53 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 17:32:53 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUerCZOgWt6bHO3u3YmPzU_OFxoAxeSj9iE3KRgH=XHZg@mail.gmail.com>
Great idea! I do have such a list on my home computer but at present I am
3000 miles away from it :-(
Larry
On Fri, Feb 9, 2018 at 4:28 PM, Barbara L. HILL <bhill at berkeley.edu> wrote:

> These are all British. Does anybody have a similar list of (fictional)
> genealogical sleuths for North America? (Canadian would be fun, if there
> are any.)
>
>
> Barbara Hill
>
>
>
>
> On Fri, Feb 9, 2018 at 9:41 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Passed along from a friend:
>> http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/
>>
>> Larry Naukam
>> Retired Director of Historical Services
>> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
>> Rochester NY Public Library
>> DPLA community rep
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180209/
dad0cd56/attachment.html>
From julialangel1 at gmail.com Fri Feb 9 20:34:15 2018
From: julialangel1 at gmail.com (Julia Langel)
Date: Fri, 9 Feb 2018 19:34:15 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <22626744-d286-12b4-6aaf-b70950f41c0a@gmail.com>
Rhett MacPherson's Torie O'Shea is based in Missouri.
Julia Langel
On 2/9/2018 6:28 PM, Barbara L. HILL wrote:
> These are all British.? Does anybody have a similar list of
> (fictional) genealogical sleuths for North America? ?(Canadian would
> be fun, if there are any.)
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Barbara Hill

On Fri, Feb 9, 2018 at 9:41 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com
<mailto:genbook at gmail.com>> wrote:
Passed along from a friend:
http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/
<http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/>
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180209/8d66b3ff/
attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Sat Feb 10 09:11:17 2018
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2018 09:11:17 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <22626744-d286-12b4-6aaf-b70950f41c0a@gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
<22626744-d286-12b4-6aaf-b70950f41c0a@gmail.com>
Message-ID: <5A7EFD85020000AA0009876A@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
I found this list by Kimberly Powell online...some of them look pretty good!
https://www.thoughtco.com/top-fiction-books-for-genealogy-lovers-1422881
Kim E. Dolce
(Currently at the
Port Orange Regional Library)
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114

386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Julia Langel <julialangel1 at gmail.com> 2/9/2018 8:34 PM >>>
>
Rhett MacPherson's Torie O'Shea is based in Missouri.
Julia Langel
On 2/9/2018 6:28 PM, Barbara L. HILL wrote:
These are all British. Does anybody have a similar list of (fictional) genealogical
sleuths for North America? (Canadian would be fun, if there are any.)
Barbara Hill

On Fri, Feb 9, 2018 at 9:41 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
Passed along from a friend:
http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing listgenealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.eduhttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180210/524dbd4c/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Sat Feb 10 10:19:38 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2018 15:19:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <5A7EFD85020000AA0009876A@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
<22626744-d286-12b4-6aaf-b70950f41c0a@gmail.com>

<5A7EFD85020000AA0009876A@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUxuK7q1vRwr1_ieBhL30Nh=3EiAje2aD5xvZe0eiKAGQ@mail.gmail.com>
Nice find, Kim!
Larry Naukam
On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 6:11 AM Kim Dolce <kdolce at volusia.org> wrote:
>
I found this list by Kimberly Powell online...some of them look pretty
> good!
> https://www.thoughtco.com/top-fiction-books-for-genealogy-lovers-1422881
>
>
> Kim E. Dolce
> *(Currently at the*
> *Port Orange Regional Library)*
> Genealogy/Reference Librarian
> Daytona Beach Regional Library
> 105 E. Magnolia Ave.
> Daytona Beach, FL 32114
> 386-257-6036 ext. 16315
> kdolce at volusia.org
>
>
> >>> Julia Langel <julialangel1 at gmail.com> 2/9/2018 8:34 PM >>>
> >
>
> Rhett MacPherson's Torie O'Shea is based in Missouri.
>
> Julia Langel
>
> On 2/9/2018 6:28 PM, Barbara L. HILL wrote:
>
> These are all British. Does anybody have a similar list of (fictional)
> genealogical sleuths for North America? (Canadian would be fun, if there
> are any.)
>
>
> Barbara Hill
>
>
>
>
> On Fri, Feb 9, 2018 at 9:41 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>> Passed along from a friend:
>> http://theindepthgenealogist.com/genealogical-slueths-fiction-enjoy/
>>
>> Larry Naukam
>> Retired Director of Historical Services
>> (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
>> Rochester NY Public Library
>> DPLA community rep
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

>>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing listgenealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.eduhttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180210/2593da9d/
attachment-0001.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Sat Feb 10 10:37:40 2018
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2018 15:37:40 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname
In-Reply-To: <CACX+rw281W4NaW-Ae5PNQdQC4R1D9zyj2m1r4zN9EBBm2xvhjA@mail.gmail.com>
References: <007001d3a27a$aff5d5b0$0fe18110$@com>
<CACX+rw281W4NaW-Ae5PNQdQC4R1D9zyj2m1r4zN9EBBm2xvhjA@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B00BD1@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
I have a feeling I may or may not be able to post this to the listserv. The
document might be too large. If this isn?t allowed, please forgive my ignorance
and also my past ignorance. When I was much younger and not employed as a
genealogy librarian I did some family research and did not write down my source for
the attached document. HORRORS!
Now I need to find the source. It is about the ?Stauffer? surname and the pages
appear to be typewritten. I may have gotten it from the Indiana University Library
or the Indiana State Library. Hope someone can come up with the answer.
I am sending a copy to the genealogy librarian at the Indiana State Library. I do
not know if she is on this listserv or not. (My apologies, Stephanie, if you are
getting this twice!)
Janice Kistler (nee Stauffer)
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180210/12b6aa4d/
attachment-0001.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Device.pdf
Type: application/pdf
Size: 458960 bytes
Desc: Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Device.pdf
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180210/12b6aa4d/
attachment-0001.pdf>

From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Sat Feb 10 10:45:21 2018
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2018 10:45:21 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B00BD1@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <007001d3a27a$aff5d5b0$0fe18110$@com>
<CACX+rw281W4NaW-Ae5PNQdQC4R1D9zyj2m1r4zN9EBBm2xvhjA@mail.gmail.com>
<F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B00BD1@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu_t3qe=qtiy880uJL3kydVZN7V+YBah550KejO=Nd14GA@mail.gmail.com>
Found at FamilySearch
*Title:*
John Stauffer-Anna Steiner and their ancestral charts for four generations
in Europe and their descendants : this story of a Mennonite family covers
250 years and extends to eleven generations
- *Author:* Rupp, Allen E.
<https://books.familysearch.org/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?
vl(freeText0)=Rupp
%2c+Allen+E.&vl(37629025UI0)=creator&vl(18079611UI1)=all_items&vl(1UIStartWith0)=ex
act&fn=search&tab=default_tab&mode=Basic&vid=FHD_PUBLIC&scp.scps=scope%3a(DCMSFHD)&ct=lateralLinking>
https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?from=fhd&dps_pid=IE220495
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 10:37 AM, Janice Kistler <
jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have a feeling I may or may not be able to post this to the listserv.
The document might be too large. If this isn?t allowed, please forgive my
ignorance and also my past ignorance. When I was much younger and not
employed as a genealogy librarian I did some family research and did not
write down my source for the attached document. HORRORS!

Now I need to find the source. It is about the ?Stauffer? surname and the
pages appear to be typewritten. I may have gotten it from the Indiana
University Library or the Indiana State Library. Hope someone can come up
with the answer.

I am sending a copy to the genealogy librarian at the Indiana State
Library. I do not know if she is on this listserv or not. (My apologies,
Stephanie, if you are getting this twice!)

Janice Kistler (nee Stauffer)
Genealogy Librarian

> Morgan County Public Library
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180210/7d9ccde8/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Sat Feb 10 10:48:41 2018
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2018 15:48:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been
found.
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B01C32@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Wow, I didn?t think to go to Family Search.
go to WorldCat to see where I found it!

This does sound familiar.

Now I will

Thanks so much, Elaine!
Janice Kistler
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname
Found at FamilySearch
Title:
John Stauffer-Anna Steiner and their ancestral charts for four generations in
Europe and their descendants : this story of a Mennonite family covers 250 years
and extends to eleven generations
? Author: Rupp, Allen
E.<https://books.familysearch.org/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?
vl(freeText0)=Rupp
%2c+Allen+E.&vl(37629025UI0)=creator&vl(18079611UI1)=all_items&vl(1UIStartWith0)=ex
act&fn=search&tab=default_tab&mode=Basic&vid=FHD_PUBLIC&scp.scps=scope%3a(DCMSFHD)&ct=lateralLinking>
https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?from=fhd&dps_pid=IE220495
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 10:37 AM, Janice Kistler <jkistler at
morgancountylibrary.info<mailto:jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>> wrote:
I have a feeling I may or may not be able to post this to the listserv. The
document might be too large. If this isn?t allowed, please forgive my ignorance
and also my past ignorance. When I was much younger and not employed as a
genealogy librarian I did some family research and did not write down my source for

the attached document.

HORRORS!

Now I need to find the source. It is about the ?Stauffer? surname and the pages
appear to be typewritten. I may have gotten it from the Indiana University Library
or the Indiana State Library. Hope someone can come up with the answer.
I am sending a copy to the genealogy librarian at the Indiana State Library. I do
not know if she is on this listserv or not. (My apologies, Stephanie, if you are
getting this twice!)
Janice Kistler (nee Stauffer)
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180210/6d0cdb43/
attachment.html>
From genbook at gmail.com Sat Feb 10 11:50:21 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2018 08:50:21 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <5A7EFD85020000AA0009876A@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
<CANQTj-GvyuYzG27hHfGH8Xw07FoNoDF+x7TCZ06HhnCgS36DHw@mail.gmail.com>
<22626744-d286-12b4-6aaf-b70950f41c0a@gmail.com>
<5A7EFD85020000AA0009876A@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUAuZoCpGzjQ2R9=xJ=203pBdk_8tD7tYOR0v+rb=8Oqg@mail.gmail.com>
OK, I apologize for this long post. I did find the list that I had sent to
a librarian friend, and tried to clean it up a bit.
Larry Naukam
Genealogy in Fiction booklist.
Originally compiled by Julie Kidd in 2004 and submitted to the GENEALIB
email list.
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~jkidd/fiction.htm (down
and unavailable?)
The following list was compiled primarily by the members of the Librarians
Serving Genealogists <http://www.cas.usf.edu/lis/genealib> list. Listing a
book is not meant to imply a recommendation. While intended to be a list of
books in which genealogy or genealogists play a part in the plot, books on
the list may not fit that criteria. Multi-generational stories are not
intended to be on the list.
A double-click on the title will take you to the Amazon.com
<http://www.amazon.com>? page describing that publication.
Some of the best sites for finding used and out of print books are:

Bibliofind <http://www.bibliofind.com>, Alibris <http://www.alibris.com>,
or ABE Books <http://www.abebooks.com>.
*MYSTERIES:*
Deborah Adams, All the Crazy Winters
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345370767/qid%253D937524480/002-92885709049060>
.
Rita Mae Brown*, *Murder at Monticello
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553572350/qid=937526171/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>.
*______________, *Riding Shotgun
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553572245/o/qid=958980783/sr=8-1/
ref=aps_sr_b_1_1/102-6313169-6255268>
Jill Churchill*, *From Here to Paternity : A Jane Jeffry Mystery
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380777150/qid%253D937525441/002-92885709049060>
.
Mary Daheim, *Major Vices*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380774917/qid%253D958980842/102-63131696255268>
*____________, The Alpine Escape.*
Anne George*, *Murder Runs in the Family
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380784491/qid%253D937525502/002-92885709049060>
.
Margo Glantz; translated by Susan Bassnett, *The Family Tree : An
Illustrated Novel*.
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1852421827/o/qid=958980926/sr=2-1/1026313169-6255268>
Martha Grimes*, *The Horse You Came in On
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345387554/qid=937526616/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
.
Charles Haden, *In Times Like These, 1994.*
Jonathan Harrington*, *The Death of Cousin Rose
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1885173067/qid%253D937524623/002-92885709049060>
.
Brenda Joyce, *The Third Heiress*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/031220387X/qid=958980992/sr=1-1/1026313169-6255268>
.
Kathleen Kunz*, *Murder Once Removed
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0373261756/qid=937524680/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>

.
Graham Landrum*, *The Famous DAR Murder Mystery
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312955685/qid=937524768/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
.
*_____________, *The Historical Society Murder
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312143559/qid%253D937527107/002-92885709049060>
.
Rett MacPherson*, *Family Skeletons: a novel
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312966024/qid=937524865/sr=1-2/0029288570-9049060>
.
*_____________, *A Veiled Antiquity
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312967012/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
.
*_____________, *Comedy of Heirs
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312205139/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>,
1999.
Lee Martin*, *Genealogy of Murder
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0373262396/qid=937526018/sr=1-3/0029288570-9049060>
.
Brian Moore*, *The Mangan Inheritance
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0006548334/qid%253D937525123/002-92885709049060>
.
Elisabeth Ogilvie*, *The Silent Ones
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0891903992/qid=937525202/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
*.*
Dorothy L. Sayers*, *The Dawson Pedigree
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0060808403/qid=937525312/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
.
Gene Stratton*, *Killing Cousins: A Mort Sinclair Mystery
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0916489388/qid=937526933/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
.
G. G. Vandagriff, *Cankered Roots*, out of print.
*______________, Mystery at Oxford, *out of print*.*
Judith Van Gieson, *The Stolen Blue, **1998.*
Archivist investigates the death of a local historian as she disposes of

his book collection.
Robert Vaughn, *Legacy.*
Patricia Wentworth, Blind Side
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/084880662X/qid=937525897/sr=1-2/0029288570-9049060>
*,* 1989.
Laurlai Wright*, *Mother Love: a Karl Alberg Mystery
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0684196735/qid%253D937527065/002-92885709049060>
.
*SCIENCE FICTION:*
Diana Gabaldon*, *Outlander
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385319959/qid=937526408/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
.
*______________, *Voyager
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440217563/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
.
*______________, *Dragonfly in Amber
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440215625/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
.
*______________, *Drums of Autumn
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/044022425X/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
.
*HISTORICAL FICTION:*
David Black*, *An Impossible Life: a Bobeh Myseh
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1559212225/qid=937526104/sr=1-3/0029288570-9049060>
.
Octavia Butler*, *Kindred
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807083054/qid=937526227/sr=1-12/0029288570-9049060>
.
Robert Clark, My Grandfather's House : A Genealogy of Doubt and Faith:
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312243146/qid=994141116/sr=1-2/
ref=sc_b_2/102-0298008-3079378>
Jonathan Coe*, *The Winshaw Legacy
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0679754059/qid=937526350/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
.
Rose Jordain*, *Those the Sun Has Loved
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385130287/qid%253D937526667/002-92885709049060>
.

Sharyn McCrumb, *The Songcatcher*. 2001. In the afterword of this
wonderful novel, the author writes "... to me it symbolized the fragility
of one's heritage. Each of us is the link between the past and the future,
and it is up to us to pass along the legends, the stories, the songs, and
the traditions of our own family. If we don't they will be lost..." How
could a genealogist not appreciate such an author!
Mary Meigs, *Box Closet*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0889222533/qid=937527825/sr=1-2/0029288570-9049060>,
1994.
Alex Miller*, The Ancestor Game
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1555972179/qid%253D937526722/002-92885709049060>*.
1993.
Elisabeth Ogilvie*, *The Devil in Tartan
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0070476780/qid%253D937526848/002-92885709049060>
.
Nancy-Lou Patterson, *Apple Staff and Silver Crown.*
Nancy-Lou Patterson, *The Painted Hallway*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/088984142X/qid=937527549/sr=1-29/0029288570-9049060>,
1992.
Naomi Ragen*, *The Ghost of Hannah Mendes: A Novel
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/068483393X/qid%253D937526888/002-92885709049060>
.
Eleanor Florence Rossellini, Puzzle in the Portrait
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/157860026X/qid=937527227/sr=1-5/0029288570-9049060>,
1999.
Patricia Techenor Westfall*, *Mother of the Bride
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0373263120/qid=937526984/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
.
*CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS:*
Alphin, Elaine Marie, *Ghost soldier. *2001.
Katherine Ayres, Family Tree
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440411939/qid=937527903/sr=1-3/0029288570-9049060>,
1997.
Joan Bauer, *Backwater*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0399231412/qid=937527682/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>,
1999.

Pierre Coran & Marie-Jose Sacre, *Family Tree*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1575052199/qid=937527979/sr=1-4/0029288570-9049060>,
1999.
James Dunbar & Martin Remphry, *When I Was Young*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1575053594/qid=937528273/sr=1-14/0029288570-9049060>,
1999.
Sheila Greenwald, *Rosy Cole Discovers America*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0316327212/qid=937528429/sr=1-30/0029288570-9049060>!,
1992. Out of print.
Betsy Haynes, Melanie's Identity Crisis (Fabulous Five, No. 15)
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553157752/qid=937528658/sr=1-27/0029288570-9049060>,
1990. Out of print.
Betsy Hearne & Bethanne Anderson, *Seven Brave Women*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0688145027/qid=937528194/sr=1-10/0029288570-9049060>,
1997.
Christopher Moore*, *Santa and Pete
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0684854953/ref=ed_oe_h/002-9288570-9049060>
.
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0684854953/ref=ed_oe_h/002-9288570-9049060>
Joan Lowery Nixon, *Search for the Shadowman*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385322038/qid=937528119/sr=1-8/0029288570-9049060>,
1996.
Katharine Wilson Precek, *The Keepsake Chest*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0027750450/qid=937528560/sr=1-26/0029288570-9049060>,
out of print.
Cynthia Rylant, *Henry and Mudge in the Family Trees*
Anne Shelby & Wendy Anderson Halperin, *Homeplace*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/053106882X/qid=937528044/sr=1-6/0029288570-9049060>,
1995.
Carol Shough, *All the Mamas*
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1887714294/qid%253D958981052/102-63131696255268>
Karen Halvorsen Schreck, Lucy's Family Tree
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0884482251/qid=994141487/sr=1-15/
ref=sc_b_15/102-0298008-3079378>*.
*2001
*UNCLASSIFIED:*
Marcel M?ring, *In Babylon*, 2000.

Ayelette Jenness, *Who am I*, 1992.
Francis Leary, *The Swan and the Rose*, 1953.
Dorothy Porter*, Rockwood*, 1991.
Arthur C. Johnson, *Early Morgan County*, 1974.
Elizabeth Goudge*, Little White Horse*.
Paula S. Rowan, *Remember This, 1998.*
Charles Haden,* In Times Like These*, 1994.
Nancy-Lou Patterson, *Painted Hallway*, 1992.
Robert Barnard, *At Death's Door*.
Robert Vaughn, *Legacy.*
Mary Daheim, *The Alpine Excape.*
Patricia Potter*, The Perfect Family.*
Beverly Swerd Brown, *The Myth-adventures of Kraken the Sea Monster*, 1978.
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~christinesbooklist/
(offline?.)
Adams, Deborah. All the Crazy Winters. 1992
Bauer, Joan. Backwater. 1999
Belmond, C.A. A
1. A Rather Lovely Ineritance. 2007
2. A Rather Lovely Engagment. Comming July 2008
Bell, William. Zack. 1999
Berry, Linda. Death and the Family Tree (Out in May 2007)
Biggle, Lloyd, Jr. Where Dead Soldiers Walk. 1994
Black, David. An Impossible Life: a Bobeh Myseh. 1998
Brown, Rita Mae. Murder at Monticello. 1995
Butler, Octavia E. Kindred. 1979
Cooper, J. California. Family. 1991
Davis, Abigil L. Hanging Katherine Garret. Novel Based on the 1737 Trial of
a Pequot Woman. 2003
DeLoach, Nora. Mama stalks the past. 1997
Dorner, Marjorie. Blood Kin. 1994

Fox, Jimmy.
1. Deadly Pedigree. 2001
2. Lineages and Lies. 2002
3. Jackpot Blood. 2004
George, Anne. Murder Runs in the Family. 1997
Grace, Katherine. Random Descent. 1979
Grimes, Martha. The Horse You Came in On. 1994
Hanson, Rick. Splitting Heirs. 1997
Harrington, Jonathan Harrington. The Death of Cousin Rose. 2000.
Hess, Joan.
1. Death By the Light of the Moon. 1992
2. A Holly, Jolly Murder. 1997
James, P.D. Innocent Blood. 2001
Knight, Alanna.
1. Blood Line. 1989
2. Killing Cousins: an Isnpector Faro Mystery. 1992
Kunz, Kathleen. Murder Once Removed. 1993
Landrum, Graham.
1. The Famous DAR Murder Mystery. 1992
2. The Famous Historical Society Murder Mystery. 1996
Martin, Lee.
1. Inherited Murder.
2. 1994 Genealogy of Murder. 1996
MacPherson, Rett
1. Family Skeletons. 1996
2. A Veiled Antiquity. 1998
3. A Comedy of Heirs. 1999
4. A Misty Mourning. 2000.
5. Killing Cousins. 2002.
6. Blood relations. 2003.
7. In Sheep's Clothing. 2004
8. Dead Man Running. 2006
9. Died in the Wool. 2007
10. Blood Ballad. 2008
Morris, Dorothy. Secret Sins of the Mothers. 1999
Miller, Alex. The Ancestor Game. 1992
Muller, Marcia. Listen to the Silence. 2001
Osman, Jay.

FUG 10:

Lost Treasure in the Hessian Triangle.

Stratton, Gene. Killing Cousins. 1989
Patterson, Freda Carley. Over My Dead Body. 1997

2007

Palliser, Charles. The Quincunx. 1990
Sears, Richard. Genealogy of Murder. 2002
Westfall, Patricia T. Mother of the Bride. 1998
Wright, Lauriai. Mother Love: a Karl Alberg Mystery. 1995
http://www.springfieldlibrary.org/reading/genealogyfiction.html
*The Blood of Caesar* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3569407> by Albert
A. Bell, Jr (2008)
The complicated bloodline of Agrippina, the mother of Nero, serves as the
starting point of this exciting historical mystery set in Ancient Rome,
featuring Pliny the Younger in the second of the series.
*The Lost Quilter* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3637327> by Jennifer
Chiaverini (2009)
A continuation of *The Runaway Quilt*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2988112> finds master quilter Sylvia
Compson investigating her ancestry and discovering unexpected connections
to a runaway slave and quilter who traveled the Underground Railroad to Elm
Creek Farm before she was captured and returned to Virginia.
*The Winshaw Legacy or What a Carve Up!*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2159519> By Jonathan Coe (1994)
During the summer of 1990, a young writer pieces together the true story of
the Winshaw dynasty -- a family of greedy, power-hungry bankers,
politicians, arms dealers, and more -- a story that begins to converge with
the plot of a film created nearly thirty years earlier.
*Person or Persons Unknown* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3280116> by
Anthea Fraser (2005)
Biographer Rona Parish takes on a bizarre assignment when she's approached
by a young woman, Zara Crane, who asks Rona to find out who her father was.
Zara's mother was brutally murdered when Zara was a baby, but no one,
including Zara's adoptive parents, knows her father's identity.
*Murder Runs in the Family* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2440871> by
Anne George (1997)
Inquisitive sisters-turned-amateur sleuths Mary Alice and Patricia Anne
return as they probe the mysterious "suicide" of their luncheon guest, a
nosy genealogist who may have uncovered a host of shameful secrets and
scandals.
*The Monsters of Templeton* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3521818> by
Lauren Groff (2008)
Returning in disgrace to her mother's home after an affair with her
professor, temperamental Willie arrives at the same time the remains of a
prehistoric creature are discovered in the town's lake, a finding that
leads to painful revelations about Willie's family.
*The Death of Cousin Rose* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2383539> by

Jonathan Harrington (1996)
Irish-American Danny O'Flaherty goes to Ballycara, Ireland, to research his
roots. When he arrives at the house of his cousin, Rose, Danny finds that
she has been brutally murdered. Garda Kelly, a local cop, immediately
accuses Danny of her murder. Danny has to reveal the killer in order to
save himself.
*Mrs Malory and a Death in the Family*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3420285> by Hazel Holt (2005)
When her irritating cousin Bernard comes to Taviscombe searching for
information to complete his genealogical research, Sheila Malory is stunned
when her pompous relative is found dead in his rented cottage and must
expose a murderer who is closer than she thinks.
*The Third Heiress* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2688775> by Brenda
Joyce (1999)
When her mortally injured fiance whispers the name "Kate" on his deathbed,
Jillian Gallagher decides to investigate and uncovers a mysterious woman
who died a century earlier and may be the key to the accident, and much
more.
*Murder Once Removed* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2032148> by Kathleen
Kunz (1993)
Terry Girard, an expert in genealogies and family histories, must prove
that her own aunt, Cecile Girard, did not commit suicide, as was previously
believed.
*Famous D.A.R. Murder Mystery* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b1962218> by
Graham Landrum (1992)
When the search for one of their revolutionary forebears remains
unsatisfied, the Old Orchard Fort chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution follows a trail to the Brown Spring Cemetery, where they find a
very contemporary corpse. Other titles in the D.A.R. series include *The
Historical Society Murder Mystery*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2346915> and
*The Garden Club Mystery.* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2550213>
*The Heir Hunter* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2744164> by Chris
Larsgaard (2000)
Nick Merchant is an heir hunter -- a little-known species of private
investigator who searches for a dead person's next of kin when no will
exists, and collects a percentage of the estate. Gerald Jacobs is a
reclusive millionaire, found dead in a creaky old house in upstate New
York. His net worth: twenty-two million dollars. Nick and his beautiful
partner, Alex Moreno, think they're about to score the payday of a
lifetime. Unfortunately, they've got some pretty stiff competition. A rival
firm is doing its best to beat them to the punch. And someone else -someone who knows every dark secret in Gerald Jacobs's grave -- will stop
at nothing to see that no one ever breaks this case.
*Always Time to Die* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3381278> by Elizabeth
Lowell (2005)

Hired by the eccentric aunt of New Mexico's multimillionaire governor
Quintrell to research their family, genealogist Carolina May gets more than
she had bargained for when she finds herself falling for the enigmatic
Daniel Duran and stumbles into a dark and dangerous secret about the
Quintrell family that threatens her life.
*A Veiled Antiquity* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2689948> by Rett
MacPherson (1998)
When small-town genealogist and amateur detective Torie O'Shea stumbles
into a dead woman's kitchen, makes away with sought-after documents, and
proceeds to irritate the sheriff, the local gossip columnist, and the nun
at Santa Lucia Church, some people feel that she has gone too far and must
be stopped. Other titles featuring O'Shea include *A Comedy of Heirs*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2649641> and *Family Skeletons*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2405134>*.*
*The Songcatcher* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2859859> by Sharyn
McCrumb (2001)
Folksinger Lark McCourry retraces the history of a family song, which she
had heard from her North Carolina relatives as a child, back to
eighteenth-century Scotland to young Malcolm MacQuarry.
*Genealogy of Murder* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2330416> by Lee
Martin (1996)
Fort Worth Detective Deb Ralston is called in when an extra corpse turns up
among the other cadavers in a medical experiment, in a case that becomes
complicated by a missing local genealogist who has any number of ex-wives
and ex-fiancees with reason to kill him.
*Shimura Trouble* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3543570> by Sujata
Massey(2008)
During a family reunion on the island of Oahu, Japanese-American undercover
spy Rei Shimura is roped into helping the Hawaiian branch of her family
regain land stolen from them during World War II. But when fire sweeps the
island and her young cousin is accused of arson, Rei, with the assistance
of both her boyfriend and ex-lover, must discover the truth, which turns
out to be linked to the Shimura family history . . .
*In Babylon* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2756083%20> by Marcel M?ring
(2000)
Trapped in a deserted house during one of the worst blizzards in memory,
Nathan Hollander and his niece, Nina, piece together a family mystery with
the help of two seventeenth century ghosts.
*Bloodline* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3349234> by Fiona Mountain
(2006)
An anonymous note, the shooting death of one of her clients, and an elderly
man investigating his granddaughter's boyfriend send ancestor detective
Natasha Blake on a perilous quest in search of a the truth about a
cold-blooded crime that has been hidden for generations.
*Black Rose* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3294030> by Nora Roberts
(2005)

Roz, a wealthy and independent woman who believes that love is behind her,
is stunned when unexpected romance comes into her life, in the second
volume in a new trilogy that began with *Blue Dahlia*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3227326> about three women who encounter
one another at major crossroads in their lives.
*Unnatural Death (The Dawson Pedigree)*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2342599> by Dorothy L. Sayers (1927)
A young doctor's suspicions about Agatha Dawson's supposedly natural death
lead Lord Peter Wimsey into an unusual investigation.
*Death on the Family Tree* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3439063> by
Patricia Houck Sprinkle (2006)
After the death of her elderly Aunt Lucy, Katharine Murray discovers a
priceless Celtic necklace and a mysterious diary written in German among
her aunt's miscellaneous possessions, and her search for the truth about
the artifacts leads to the discovery of the fifty-year-old murder of Aunt
Lucy's brother Carter, the theft of the objects, and the killing of the
prime suspect. A Family Tree Mystery.
*The Stolen Blue* <https://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2759581> by Judith Van
Gieson (1998)
Archivist Claire Reynier investigates the death of a local historian as she
disposes of his book collection. Other titles in the Claire Reynier series
include *Land of Burning Heat* <https://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3099281> and
*Confidence Woman* <https://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2990375>*. *
*The Blood Detective* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3557159> by Dan
Waddell (2008)
Baffled by the killing of a man whose nude, mutilated body has turned up in
a London graveyard, Detective Chief Inspector Grant Foster and his
colleague, Detective Superintendent Heather Jenkins, call in genealogist
Nigel Barnes to assist in the case, when the carved letters and numbers on
the corpse turn out to refer to city archive files of birth, death, and
marriage certificates. Followed by *Blood Atonement*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3680332> (2009).
*A Forever Passion* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2745397> by Angela
Winters (2000)
Howard University student Sydney Tanner is determined to get her MBA degree
and takes a job doing genealogical research for a prominent Baltimore
family to raise money, work that will unveil some unpleasant secrets about
the past and introduce her to a handsome Congressman.
http://genealogy.about.com/od/writing_family_history/tp/fiction_books.htm
Top 10 Fiction Books for Genealogy Lovers
By Kimberly Powell
<http://genealogy.about.com/bio/Kimberly-Powell-5227.htm>, About.com
Guide (replicates what Kim Dolce posted)

You can add Church Choir Mysteries: Puzzles in Patchwork to this list. The
mystery is solved when the town sleuth does genealogy and local history!
Just finished this book from Guideposts and it was great!
Sharon Troy Centanne
A blue and gray Christmas by Joan Medlicott.

A tin box of Civil War era letters sets off a search for descendants.
The originals are offered to the Library of Congress at the end.

Mysteries:

Ghost ? la mode by Sue Ann Jaffarian.

Great-grandma ( know as "Granny Apples" for her pie) was accused of
murdering her husband. Her ghost says she didn't do it!

In the Blood by Fay Sampson

I nearly rejected this book when British genealogist Suzie Fewings blithely
assumed that the seventeenth century churchwarden with the same last name
must be the father of her known ancestor. Fortunately for me (and for the
cause of genealogical standards) she dug further. Unfortunately for her,
she found herself faced with a 300 year old murder, while coping with a
modern murder.
Next in the series: A Malignant House

Mara B. Munroe
Deadly Descent by Charlotte Hinger

You wouldn't think being the director of a small-town historical society in
Western Kansas would be a stressful job. Gathering family histories for a
new book should be highly rewarding. But Lottie Albright didn't count on
being handed a narrative full of racism, including praise for current
generations as upholders of white supremacy. It's downhill from there, as
Lottie investigates not only the modern murder of the story writer, but a
60 year old murder as well.

The second in the series is Lethal Lineage.

And also
http://www.cyndislist.com/movies/fiction-and-non-fiction/
Here is a list I handed out to my patrons in February 2009 after the
discussion on this list:

Fiction for Genealogy Lovers

Riding Shotgun

Brown Rita Mae

Kindred
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807083054/qid=937526227/sr=1-12
/002-9288570-9049060>

Butler, Octavia

Elm Creek Quilts Novel
<javascript:buildNewList('http%3A%2F%2Fhzportal.dayton.lib.oh.us%2Fipac2
0%2Fipac.jsp%3Fsession%3D12J2038E9O984.289815%26profile%3Ddef%26source%3
D%7E%21horizon%26view%3Dsubscriptionsummary%26uri%3Dfull%3D3100001%7E%21
806477%7E%211%26ri%3D6%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ipp%3D100%26sp
p%3D20%26staffonly%3D%26term%3Dquilt%26index%3D.GW%26uindex%3D%26oper%3D
and%26term%3Djennifer%26index%3D.NW%26uindex%3D%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%
3Dsearch%26ri%3D6%26limitbox_1%3DCO01%2B%253D%2Bco_groupbook','http%3A%2
F%2Fhzportal.dayton.lib.oh.us%2Fipac20%2Fipac.jsp%3Fsession%3D12J2038E9O
984.289815%26profile%3Ddef%26source%3D%7E%21horizon%26view%3Dsubscriptio
nsummary%26uri%3Dfull%3D3100001%7E%21806477%7E%211%26ri%3D6%26aspect%3Dp
ower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ipp%3D100%26spp%3D20%26staffonly%3D%26term%3Dquil
t%26index%3D.GW%26uindex%3D%26oper%3Dand%26term%3Djennifer%26index%3D.NW
%26uindex%3D%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ri%3D6%26limitbox_1%3DCO
01%2B%253D%2Bco_groupbook','true')> s Chiaverini, Jennifer

>From Here to Paternity
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380777150/qid%253D937525441/002
-9288570-9049060>

Churchill, Jill

Family : A Novel

Cooper, J. California

Outlander Series

Gabaldon, Diana

Betty Zane

Grey, Zane

Monsters of Templeton

Groff, Lauren

Mrs. Malory and a Death in the Family Holt, Hazel

Famous DAR Murder Mystery Landrum, Graham

Torie O'Shea Mysteries MacPherson, Rett

Genealogy of Murder Martin, Lee

Shimura Trouble

Massey

<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_
1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Sujata%20Mass
ey> , Suiata

Natasha Blake Mysteries

Mountain, Fiona

The Devil in Tartan
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0070476780/qid%253D937526848/002

-9288570-9049060>

Ogilvie, Elisabeth

Family Tree Mysteries

Cane River

Sprinkle, Patricia

Tademy, Lalita

Follow the River

Thom, James Alexander

Blood Detective

Waddell, Dan

The Castle of Otranto Walpole, Horace
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From ystebbetsy at gmail.com Sat Feb 10 18:57:13 2018
From: ystebbetsy at gmail.com (Betsy Miller)
Date: Sat, 10 Feb 2018 18:57:13 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhUAuZoCpGzjQ2R9=xJ=203pBdk_8tD7tYOR0v+rb=8Oqg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXmDioxJQtzaFRDGPpxTfx1SBustA8GT01xK=RS5So0Wg@mail.gmail.com>
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Patricia Sprinkle's Family Tree Mysteries are based in Atlanta (with one
involving a family based on the GA coast).
Fiona Mountain's 2 Natasha Blake books are interesting, in that her British
genealogist is also an adoptee.
On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 11:50 AM, genbook <genbook at gmail.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

OK, I apologize for this long post. I did find the list that I had sent to
a librarian friend, and tried to clean it up a bit.
Larry Naukam
Genealogy in Fiction booklist.
Originally compiled by Julie Kidd in 2004 and submitted to the GENEALIB
email list.
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~jkidd/fiction.htm (down
and unavailable?)

> The following list was compiled primarily by the members of the Librarians
> Serving Genealogists <http://www.cas.usf.edu/lis/genealib> list. Listing
> a book is not meant to imply a recommendation. While intended to be a list
> of books in which genealogy or genealogists play a part in the plot, books
> on the list may not fit that criteria. Multi-generational stories are not
> intended to be on the list.
>
> A double-click on the title will take you to the Amazon.com
> <http://www.amazon.com>? page describing that publication.
>
> Some of the best sites for finding used and out of print books are:
> Bibliofind <http://www.bibliofind.com>, Alibris <http://www.alibris.com>,
> or ABE Books <http://www.abebooks.com>.
>
> *MYSTERIES:*
> Deborah Adams, All the Crazy Winters
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345370767/qid%253D937524480/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Rita Mae Brown*, *Murder at Monticello
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553572350/qid=937526171/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>.
>
>
> *______________, *Riding Shotgun
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553572245/o/qid=958980783/sr=8-1/
ref=aps_sr_b_1_1/102-6313169-6255268>
>
> Jill Churchill*, *From Here to Paternity : A Jane Jeffry Mystery
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380777150/qid%253D937525441/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Mary Daheim, *Major Vices*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380774917/qid%253D958980842/102-63131696255268>
>
> *____________, The Alpine Escape.*
>
> Anne George*, *Murder Runs in the Family
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380784491/qid%253D937525502/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Margo Glantz; translated by Susan Bassnett, *The Family Tree : An
> Illustrated Novel*.
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1852421827/o/qid=958980926/sr=2-1/1026313169-6255268>
>
> Martha Grimes*, *The Horse You Came in On
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345387554/qid=937526616/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> Charles Haden, *In Times Like These, 1994.*
>
> Jonathan Harrington*, *The Death of Cousin Rose
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1885173067/qid%253D937524623/002-9288570-

9049060>
> .
>
> Brenda Joyce, *The Third Heiress*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/031220387X/qid=958980992/sr=1-1/1026313169-6255268>
> .
>
> Kathleen Kunz*, *Murder Once Removed
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0373261756/qid=937524680/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> Graham Landrum*, *The Famous DAR Murder Mystery
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312955685/qid=937524768/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> *_____________, *The Historical Society Murder
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312143559/qid%253D937527107/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Rett MacPherson*, *Family Skeletons: a novel
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312966024/qid=937524865/sr=1-2/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> *_____________, *A Veiled Antiquity
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312967012/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> *_____________, *Comedy of Heirs
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312205139/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>,
> 1999.
>
> Lee Martin*, *Genealogy of Murder
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0373262396/qid=937526018/sr=1-3/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> Brian Moore*, *The Mangan Inheritance
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0006548334/qid%253D937525123/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Elisabeth Ogilvie*, *The Silent Ones
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0891903992/qid=937525202/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> *.*
>
> Dorothy L. Sayers*, *The Dawson Pedigree
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0060808403/qid=937525312/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> Gene Stratton*, *Killing Cousins: A Mort Sinclair Mystery

> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0916489388/qid=937526933/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> G. G. Vandagriff, *Cankered Roots*, out of print.
>
> *______________, Mystery at Oxford, *out of print*.*
>
> Judith Van Gieson, *The Stolen Blue, **1998.*
>
> Archivist investigates the death of a local historian as she disposes of
> his book collection.
>
> Robert Vaughn, *Legacy.*
>
> Patricia Wentworth, Blind Side
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/084880662X/qid=937525897/sr=1-2/0029288570-9049060>
> *,* 1989.
>
> Laurlai Wright*, *Mother Love: a Karl Alberg Mystery
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0684196735/qid%253D937527065/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> *SCIENCE FICTION:*
> Diana Gabaldon*, *Outlander
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385319959/qid=937526408/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> *______________, *Voyager
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440217563/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> *______________, *Dragonfly in Amber
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440215625/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> *______________, *Drums of Autumn
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/044022425X/ref=sim_books/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> *HISTORICAL FICTION:*
> David Black*, *An Impossible Life: a Bobeh Myseh
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1559212225/qid=937526104/sr=1-3/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> Octavia Butler*, *Kindred
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807083054/qid=937526227/sr=1-12/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> Robert Clark, My Grandfather's House : A Genealogy of Doubt and Faith:
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0312243146/qid=994141116/sr=1-2/

ref=sc_b_2/102-0298008-3079378>
>
> Jonathan Coe*, *The Winshaw Legacy
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0679754059/qid=937526350/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> Rose Jordain*, *Those the Sun Has Loved
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385130287/qid%253D937526667/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Sharyn McCrumb, *The Songcatcher*. 2001. In the afterword of this
> wonderful novel, the author writes "... to me it symbolized the fragility
> of one's heritage. Each of us is the link between the past and the future,
> and it is up to us to pass along the legends, the stories, the songs, and
> the traditions of our own family. If we don't they will be lost..." How
> could a genealogist not appreciate such an author!
>
> Mary Meigs, *Box Closet*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0889222533/qid=937527825/sr=1-2/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1994.
>
> Alex Miller*, The Ancestor Game
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1555972179/qid%253D937526722/002-92885709049060>*.
> 1993.
>
> Elisabeth Ogilvie*, *The Devil in Tartan
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0070476780/qid%253D937526848/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Nancy-Lou Patterson, *Apple Staff and Silver Crown.*
>
> Nancy-Lou Patterson, *The Painted Hallway*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/088984142X/qid=937527549/sr=1-29/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1992.
>
> Naomi Ragen*, *The Ghost of Hannah Mendes: A Novel
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/068483393X/qid%253D937526888/002-92885709049060>
> .
>
> Eleanor Florence Rossellini, Puzzle in the Portrait
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/157860026X/qid=937527227/sr=1-5/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1999.
>
> Patricia Techenor Westfall*, *Mother of the Bride
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0373263120/qid=937526984/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>
> .
>
> *CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS:*
>
> Alphin, Elaine Marie, *Ghost soldier. *2001.

>
> Katherine Ayres, Family Tree
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0440411939/qid=937527903/sr=1-3/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1997.
>
> Joan Bauer, *Backwater*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0399231412/qid=937527682/sr=1-1/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1999.
>
> Pierre Coran & Marie-Jose Sacre, *Family Tree*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1575052199/qid=937527979/sr=1-4/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1999.
>
> James Dunbar & Martin Remphry, *When I Was Young*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1575053594/qid=937528273/sr=1-14/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1999.
>
> Sheila Greenwald, *Rosy Cole Discovers America*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0316327212/qid=937528429/sr=1-30/0029288570-9049060>!,
> 1992. Out of print.
>
> Betsy Haynes, Melanie's Identity Crisis (Fabulous Five, No. 15)
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0553157752/qid=937528658/sr=1-27/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1990. Out of print.
>
> Betsy Hearne & Bethanne Anderson, *Seven Brave Women*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0688145027/qid=937528194/sr=1-10/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1997.
>
> Christopher Moore*, *Santa and Pete
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0684854953/ref=ed_oe_h/002-92885709049060>
> .
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0684854953/ref=ed_oe_h/002-92885709049060>
>
> Joan Lowery Nixon, *Search for the Shadowman*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0385322038/qid=937528119/sr=1-8/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1996.
>
> Katharine Wilson Precek, *The Keepsake Chest*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0027750450/qid=937528560/sr=1-26/0029288570-9049060>,
> out of print.
>
> Cynthia Rylant, *Henry and Mudge in the Family Trees*
>
> Anne Shelby & Wendy Anderson Halperin, *Homeplace*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/053106882X/qid=937528044/sr=1-6/0029288570-9049060>,
> 1995.

>
> Carol Shough, *All the Mamas*
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1887714294/qid%253D958981052/102-63131696255268>
>
> Karen Halvorsen Schreck, Lucy's Family Tree
> <http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0884482251/qid=994141487/sr=1-15/
ref=sc_b_15/102-0298008-3079378>*.
> *2001
>
> *UNCLASSIFIED:*
>
> Marcel M?ring, *In Babylon*, 2000.
>
> Ayelette Jenness, *Who am I*, 1992.
>
> Francis Leary, *The Swan and the Rose*, 1953.
>
> Dorothy Porter*, Rockwood*, 1991.
>
> Arthur C. Johnson, *Early Morgan County*, 1974.
>
> Elizabeth Goudge*, Little White Horse*.
>
> Paula S. Rowan, *Remember This, 1998.*
>
> Charles Haden,* In Times Like These*, 1994.
>
> Nancy-Lou Patterson, *Painted Hallway*, 1992.
>
> Robert Barnard, *At Death's Door*.
>
> Robert Vaughn, *Legacy.*
>
> Mary Daheim, *The Alpine Excape.*
>
> Patricia Potter*, The Perfect Family.*
>
> Beverly Swerd Brown, *The Myth-adventures of Kraken the Sea Monster*,
> 1978.
>
> http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~christinesbooklist/
> (offline?.)
>
> Adams, Deborah. All the Crazy Winters. 1992
>
> Bauer, Joan. Backwater. 1999
>
> Belmond, C.A. A
> 1. A Rather Lovely Ineritance. 2007
> 2. A Rather Lovely Engagment. Comming July 2008
>
> Bell, William. Zack. 1999
>
> Berry, Linda. Death and the Family Tree (Out in May 2007)
>
> Biggle, Lloyd, Jr. Where Dead Soldiers Walk. 1994
>
> Black, David. An Impossible Life: a Bobeh Myseh. 1998
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Brown, Rita Mae. Murder at Monticello. 1995
Butler, Octavia E. Kindred. 1979
Cooper, J. California. Family. 1991
Davis, Abigil L. Hanging Katherine Garret. Novel Based on the 1737 Trial
of a Pequot Woman. 2003
DeLoach, Nora. Mama stalks the past. 1997
Dorner, Marjorie. Blood Kin. 1994
Fox, Jimmy.
1. Deadly Pedigree. 2001
2. Lineages and Lies. 2002
3. Jackpot Blood. 2004
George, Anne. Murder Runs in the Family. 1997
Grace, Katherine. Random Descent. 1979
Grimes, Martha. The Horse You Came in On. 1994
Hanson, Rick. Splitting Heirs. 1997
Harrington, Jonathan Harrington. The Death of Cousin Rose. 2000.
Hess, Joan.
1. Death By the Light of the Moon. 1992
2. A Holly, Jolly Murder. 1997
James, P.D. Innocent Blood. 2001
Knight, Alanna.
1. Blood Line. 1989
2. Killing Cousins: an Isnpector Faro Mystery. 1992
Kunz, Kathleen. Murder Once Removed. 1993
Landrum, Graham.
1. The Famous DAR Murder Mystery. 1992
2. The Famous Historical Society Murder Mystery. 1996
Martin, Lee.
1. Inherited Murder.
2. 1994 Genealogy of Murder. 1996
MacPherson, Rett
1. Family Skeletons. 1996
2. A Veiled Antiquity. 1998
3. A Comedy of Heirs. 1999
4. A Misty Mourning. 2000.
5. Killing Cousins. 2002.
6. Blood relations. 2003.
7. In Sheep's Clothing. 2004
8. Dead Man Running. 2006
9. Died in the Wool. 2007
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10.

Blood Ballad.

2008

Morris, Dorothy. Secret Sins of the Mothers. 1999
Miller, Alex. The Ancestor Game. 1992
Muller, Marcia. Listen to the Silence. 2001
Osman, Jay.

FUG 10:

Lost Treasure in the Hessian Triangle.

2007

Stratton, Gene. Killing Cousins. 1989
Patterson, Freda Carley. Over My Dead Body. 1997
Palliser, Charles. The Quincunx. 1990
Sears, Richard. Genealogy of Murder. 2002
Westfall, Patricia T. Mother of the Bride. 1998
Wright, Lauriai. Mother Love: a Karl Alberg Mystery. 1995
http://www.springfieldlibrary.org/reading/genealogyfiction.html
*The Blood of Caesar* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3569407> by Albert
A. Bell, Jr (2008)
The complicated bloodline of Agrippina, the mother of Nero, serves as the
starting point of this exciting historical mystery set in Ancient Rome,
featuring Pliny the Younger in the second of the series.
*The Lost Quilter* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3637327> by Jennifer
Chiaverini (2009)
A continuation of *The Runaway Quilt*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2988112> finds master quilter Sylvia
Compson investigating her ancestry and discovering unexpected connections
to a runaway slave and quilter who traveled the Underground Railroad to Elm
Creek Farm before she was captured and returned to Virginia.
*The Winshaw Legacy or What a Carve Up!*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2159519> By Jonathan Coe (1994)
During the summer of 1990, a young writer pieces together the true story
of the Winshaw dynasty -- a family of greedy, power-hungry bankers,
politicians, arms dealers, and more -- a story that begins to converge with
the plot of a film created nearly thirty years earlier.
*Person or Persons Unknown* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3280116> by
Anthea Fraser (2005)
Biographer Rona Parish takes on a bizarre assignment when she's approached
by a young woman, Zara Crane, who asks Rona to find out who her father was.
Zara's mother was brutally murdered when Zara was a baby, but no one,
including Zara's adoptive parents, knows her father's identity.
*Murder Runs in the Family* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2440871> by
Anne George (1997)
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Inquisitive sisters-turned-amateur sleuths Mary Alice and Patricia Anne
return as they probe the mysterious "suicide" of their luncheon guest, a
nosy genealogist who may have uncovered a host of shameful secrets and
scandals.
*The Monsters of Templeton* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3521818> by
Lauren Groff (2008)
Returning in disgrace to her mother's home after an affair with her
professor, temperamental Willie arrives at the same time the remains of a
prehistoric creature are discovered in the town's lake, a finding that
leads to painful revelations about Willie's family.
*The Death of Cousin Rose* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2383539> by
Jonathan Harrington (1996)
Irish-American Danny O'Flaherty goes to Ballycara, Ireland, to research
his roots. When he arrives at the house of his cousin, Rose, Danny finds
that she has been brutally murdered. Garda Kelly, a local cop, immediately
accuses Danny of her murder. Danny has to reveal the killer in order to
save himself.
*Mrs Malory and a Death in the Family*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3420285> by Hazel Holt (2005)
When her irritating cousin Bernard comes to Taviscombe searching for
information to complete his genealogical research, Sheila Malory is stunned
when her pompous relative is found dead in his rented cottage and must
expose a murderer who is closer than she thinks.
*The Third Heiress* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2688775> by Brenda
Joyce (1999)
When her mortally injured fiance whispers the name "Kate" on his deathbed,
Jillian Gallagher decides to investigate and uncovers a mysterious woman
who died a century earlier and may be the key to the accident, and much
more.
*Murder Once Removed* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2032148> by
Kathleen Kunz (1993)
Terry Girard, an expert in genealogies and family histories, must prove
that her own aunt, Cecile Girard, did not commit suicide, as was previously
believed.
*Famous D.A.R. Murder Mystery* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b1962218> by
Graham Landrum (1992)
When the search for one of their revolutionary forebears remains
unsatisfied, the Old Orchard Fort chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution follows a trail to the Brown Spring Cemetery, where they find a
very contemporary corpse. Other titles in the D.A.R. series include *The
Historical Society Murder Mystery*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2346915> and *The Garden Club Mystery.*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2550213>
*The Heir Hunter* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2744164> by Chris
Larsgaard (2000)
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Nick Merchant is an heir hunter -- a little-known species of private
investigator who searches for a dead person's next of kin when no will
exists, and collects a percentage of the estate. Gerald Jacobs is a
reclusive millionaire, found dead in a creaky old house in upstate New
York. His net worth: twenty-two million dollars. Nick and his beautiful
partner, Alex Moreno, think they're about to score the payday of a
lifetime. Unfortunately, they've got some pretty stiff competition. A rival
firm is doing its best to beat them to the punch. And someone else -someone who knows every dark secret in Gerald Jacobs's grave -- will stop
at nothing to see that no one ever breaks this case.
*Always Time to Die* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3381278> by
Elizabeth Lowell (2005)
Hired by the eccentric aunt of New Mexico's multimillionaire governor
Quintrell to research their family, genealogist Carolina May gets more than
she had bargained for when she finds herself falling for the enigmatic
Daniel Duran and stumbles into a dark and dangerous secret about the
Quintrell family that threatens her life.
*A Veiled Antiquity* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2689948> by Rett
MacPherson (1998)
When small-town genealogist and amateur detective Torie O'Shea stumbles
into a dead woman's kitchen, makes away with sought-after documents, and
proceeds to irritate the sheriff, the local gossip columnist, and the nun
at Santa Lucia Church, some people feel that she has gone too far and must
be stopped. Other titles featuring O'Shea include *A Comedy of Heirs*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2649641> and *Family Skeletons*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2405134>*.*
*The Songcatcher* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2859859> by Sharyn
McCrumb (2001)
Folksinger Lark McCourry retraces the history of a family song, which she
had heard from her North Carolina relatives as a child, back to
eighteenth-century Scotland to young Malcolm MacQuarry.
*Genealogy of Murder* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2330416> by Lee
Martin (1996)
Fort Worth Detective Deb Ralston is called in when an extra corpse turns
up among the other cadavers in a medical experiment, in a case that becomes
complicated by a missing local genealogist who has any number of ex-wives
and ex-fiancees with reason to kill him.
*Shimura Trouble* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3543570> by Sujata
Massey(2008)
During a family reunion on the island of Oahu, Japanese-American
undercover spy Rei Shimura is roped into helping the Hawaiian branch of her
family regain land stolen from them during World War II. But when fire
sweeps the island and her young cousin is accused of arson, Rei, with the
assistance of both her boyfriend and ex-lover, must discover the truth,
which turns out to be linked to the Shimura family history . . .
*In Babylon* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2756083%20> by Marcel
M?ring (2000)
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Trapped in a deserted house during one of the worst blizzards in memory,
Nathan Hollander and his niece, Nina, piece together a family mystery with
the help of two seventeenth century ghosts.
*Bloodline* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3349234> by Fiona Mountain
(2006)
An anonymous note, the shooting death of one of her clients, and an
elderly man investigating his granddaughter's boyfriend send ancestor
detective Natasha Blake on a perilous quest in search of a the truth about
a cold-blooded crime that has been hidden for generations.
*Black Rose* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3294030> by Nora Roberts
(2005)
Roz, a wealthy and independent woman who believes that love is behind her,
is stunned when unexpected romance comes into her life, in the second
volume in a new trilogy that began with *Blue Dahlia*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3227326> about three women who encounter
one another at major crossroads in their lives.
*Unnatural Death (The Dawson Pedigree)*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2342599> by Dorothy L. Sayers (1927)
A young doctor's suspicions about Agatha Dawson's supposedly natural death
lead Lord Peter Wimsey into an unusual investigation.
*Death on the Family Tree* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3439063> by
Patricia Houck Sprinkle (2006)
After the death of her elderly Aunt Lucy, Katharine Murray discovers a
priceless Celtic necklace and a mysterious diary written in German among
her aunt's miscellaneous possessions, and her search for the truth about
the artifacts leads to the discovery of the fifty-year-old murder of Aunt
Lucy's brother Carter, the theft of the objects, and the killing of the
prime suspect. A Family Tree Mystery.
*The Stolen Blue* <https://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2759581> by Judith
Van Gieson (1998)
Archivist Claire Reynier investigates the death of a local historian as
she disposes of his book collection. Other titles in the Claire Reynier
series include *Land of Burning Heat*
<https://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3099281> and *Confidence Woman*
<https://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2990375>*. *
*The Blood Detective* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3557159> by Dan
Waddell (2008)
Baffled by the killing of a man whose nude, mutilated body has turned up
in a London graveyard, Detective Chief Inspector Grant Foster and his
colleague, Detective Superintendent Heather Jenkins, call in genealogist
Nigel Barnes to assist in the case, when the carved letters and numbers on
the corpse turn out to refer to city archive files of birth, death, and
marriage certificates. Followed by *Blood Atonement*
<http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b3680332> (2009).
*A Forever Passion* <http://wmars.cwmars.org/record=b2745397> by Angela
Winters (2000)
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Howard University student Sydney Tanner is determined to get her MBA
degree and takes a job doing genealogical research for a prominent
Baltimore family to raise money, work that will unveil some unpleasant
secrets about the past and introduce her to a handsome Congressman.
http://genealogy.about.com/od/writing_family_history/tp/fiction_books.htm
Top 10 Fiction Books for Genealogy Lovers
By Kimberly Powell
<http://genealogy.about.com/bio/Kimberly-Powell-5227.htm>, About.com
Guide (replicates what Kim Dolce posted)

You can add Church Choir Mysteries: Puzzles in Patchwork to this list. The
mystery is solved when the town sleuth does genealogy and local history!
Just finished this book from Guideposts and it was great!
Sharon Troy Centanne
A blue and gray Christmas by Joan Medlicott.

A tin box of Civil War era letters sets off a search for
descendants. The originals are offered to the Library of Congress at the
end.

Mysteries:

Ghost ? la mode by Sue Ann Jaffarian.

Great-grandma ( know as "Granny Apples" for her pie) was accused of
murdering her husband. Her ghost says she didn't do it!

In the Blood by Fay Sampson

I nearly rejected this book when British genealogist Suzie Fewings
blithely assumed that the seventeenth century churchwarden with the same
last name must be the father of her known ancestor. Fortunately for me
(and for the cause of genealogical standards) she dug further.
Unfortunately for her, she found herself faced with a 300 year old murder,
while coping with a modern murder.
Next in the series: A Malignant
House
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Mara B. Munroe
Deadly Descent by Charlotte Hinger

You wouldn't think being the director of a small-town historical society
in Western Kansas would be a stressful job. Gathering family histories
for a new book should be highly rewarding. But Lottie Albright didn't
count on being handed a narrative full of racism, including praise for
current generations as upholders of white supremacy. It's downhill from
there, as Lottie investigates not only the modern murder of the story
writer, but a 60 year old murder as well.

The second in the series is Lethal Lineage.
And also
http://www.cyndislist.com/movies/fiction-and-non-fiction/
Here is a list I handed out to my patrons in February 2009 after the
discussion on this list:

Fiction for Genealogy Lovers

Riding Shotgun

Brown Rita Mae

Kindred
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0807083054/qid=937526227/sr=1-12
/002-9288570-9049060>

Butler, Octavia

Elm Creek Quilts Novel
<javascript:buildNewList('http%3A%2F%2Fhzportal.dayton.lib.oh.us%2Fipac2
0%2Fipac.jsp%3Fsession%3D12J2038E9O984.289815%26profile%3Ddef%26source%3
D%7E%21horizon%26view%3Dsubscriptionsummary%26uri%3Dfull%3D3100001%7E%21
806477%7E%211%26ri%3D6%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ipp%3D100%26sp
p%3D20%26staffonly%3D%26term%3Dquilt%26index%3D.GW%26uindex%3D%26oper%3D
and%26term%3Djennifer%26index%3D.NW%26uindex%3D%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%
3Dsearch%26ri%3D6%26limitbox_1%3DCO01%2B%253D%2Bco_groupbook','http%3A%2
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F%2Fhzportal.dayton.lib.oh.us%2Fipac20%2Fipac.jsp%3Fsession%3D12J2038E9O
984.289815%26profile%3Ddef%26source%3D%7E%21horizon%26view%3Dsubscriptio
nsummary%26uri%3Dfull%3D3100001%7E%21806477%7E%211%26ri%3D6%26aspect%3Dp
ower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ipp%3D100%26spp%3D20%26staffonly%3D%26term%3Dquil
t%26index%3D.GW%26uindex%3D%26oper%3Dand%26term%3Djennifer%26index%3D.NW
%26uindex%3D%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ri%3D6%26limitbox_1%3DCO
01%2B%253D%2Bco_groupbook','true')> s Chiaverini, Jennifer

>From Here to Paternity
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0380777150/qid%253D937525441/002
-9288570-9049060>

Churchill, Jill

Family : A Novel

Cooper, J. California

Outlander Series

Gabaldon, Diana

Betty Zane

Grey, Zane

Monsters of Templeton

Groff, Lauren

Mrs. Malory and a Death in the Family Holt, Hazel

Famous DAR Murder Mystery Landrum, Graham

Torie O'Shea Mysteries MacPherson, Rett

Genealogy of Murder Martin, Lee

Shimura Trouble

Massey
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<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_
1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Sujata%20Mass
ey> , Suiata

Natasha Blake Mysteries

Mountain, Fiona

The Devil in Tartan
<http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0070476780/qid%253D937526848/002
-9288570-9049060>

Ogilvie, Elisabeth

Family Tree Mysteries

Cane River

Sprinkle, Patricia

Tademy, Lalita

Follow the River

Thom, James Alexander

Blood Detective

Waddell, Dan

The Castle of Otranto

Walpole, Horace

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
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Betsy R. Miller
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a virus.

Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me
but does not include this signature.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180210/
da2c6cc2/attachment-0001.html>
From cbartlet at eapl.org Sun Feb 11 16:03:57 2018
From: cbartlet at eapl.org (Carol Bartlett)
Date: Sun, 11 Feb 2018 21:03:57 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been
found.
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B01C32@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B01C32@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID:
<DM3PR16MB0682E701D8D2BD0AA7290BF5ADF00@DM3PR16MB0682.namprd16.prod.outlook.com>
You might also find it in Heritage Quest.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> on behalf of Janice Kistler <jkistler at
morgancountylibrary.info>
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 9:48:41 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been found.
Wow, I didn?t think to go to Family Search.
go to WorldCat to see where I found it!

This does sound familiar.

Now I will

Thanks so much, Elaine!

Janice Kistler

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname

Found at FamilySearch

Title:
John Stauffer-Anna Steiner and their ancestral charts for four generations in

Europe and their descendants : this story of a Mennonite family covers 250 years
and extends to eleven generations
? Author: Rupp, Allen
E.<https://books.familysearch.org/primo_library/libweb/action/search.do?
vl(freeText0)=Rupp
%2c+Allen+E.&vl(37629025UI0)=creator&vl(18079611UI1)=all_items&vl(1UIStartWith0)=ex
act&fn=search&tab=default_tab&mode=Basic&vid=FHD_PUBLIC&scp.scps=scope%3a(DCMSFHD)&ct=lateralLinking>

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?from=fhd&dps_pid=IE220495

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library

On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 10:37 AM, Janice Kistler <jkistler at
morgancountylibrary.info<mailto:jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>> wrote:
I have a feeling I may or may not be able to post this to the listserv. The
document might be too large. If this isn?t allowed, please forgive my ignorance
and also my past ignorance. When I was much younger and not employed as a
genealogy librarian I did some family research and did not write down my source for
the attached document. HORRORS!

Now I need to find the source. It is about the ?Stauffer? surname and the pages
appear to be typewritten. I may have gotten it from the Indiana University Library
or the Indiana State Library. Hope someone can come up with the answer.

I am sending a copy to the genealogy librarian at the Indiana State Library. I do
not know if she is on this listserv or not. (My apologies, Stephanie, if you are
getting this twice!)

Janice Kistler (nee Stauffer)
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180211/
fc483e5d/attachment.html>
From kdolce at volusia.org Sun Feb 11 21:31:08 2018
From: kdolce at volusia.org (Kim Dolce)
Date: Sun, 11 Feb 2018 21:31:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] book list for librarians
In-Reply-To: <5A80FC6C020000AA000987D6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
References: <5A7F86ED020000AD00035E12@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
<5A80FC6C020000AA000987D6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Message-ID: <5A80FC6C020000AA000987D6@vgwmta.covdnssrv.co.volusia.fl.us>
Interesting topic! I've been catching up on the Genealogy Guys
podcasts, done by our own Drew Smith. On a recent show, Drew asked
Michael LeClerc what books he thought genealogists should read, and he
suggested mysteries! Since we are detectives of a sort anyway, he feels
that mysteries help us to think of different ways to approach a problem.
It was a very interesting interview that can be found here.
http://genealogyguys.com/genealogy-connection-37-michael-j-leclerc-speaker-writerand-researcher
The discussion about reading mysteries starts at about 49:15.
Kim

Kim E. Dolce
(Currently at the Port Orange
Regional Library)
Genealogy/Reference Librarian
Daytona Beach Regional Library
105 E. Magnolia Ave.
Daytona Beach, FL 32114
386-257-6036 ext. 16315
kdolce at volusia.org
>>> Betsy Miller 02/10/18 6:57 PM >>>
Patricia Sprinkle's Family Tree Mysteries are based in Atlanta (with one
involving a family based on the GA coast).
Fiona Mountain's 2 Natasha Blake books are interesting, in that her
British
genealogist is also an adoptee.
On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 11:50 AM, genbook

wrote:

> OK, I apologize for this long post. I did find the list that I had
sent to
> a librarian friend, and tried to clean it up a bit.
> Larry Naukam
>
> Genealogy in Fiction booklist.
>
> Originally compiled by Julie Kidd in 2004 and submitted to the
GENEALIB
> email list.
>

> http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~jkidd/fiction.htm
(down
> and unavailable?)
>
> The following list was compiled primarily by the members of the
Librarians
> Serving Genealogists list. Listing
> a book is not meant to imply a recommendation. While intended to be a
list
> of books in which genealogy or genealogists play a part in the plot,
books
> on the list may not fit that criteria. Multi-generational stories are
not
> intended to be on the list.
>
> A double-click on the title will take you to the Amazon.com
> ? page describing that publication.
>
> Some of the best sites for finding used and out of print books are:
> Bibliofind , Alibris ,
> or ABE Books .
>
> *MYSTERIES:*
> Deborah Adams, All the Crazy Winters
>
> .
>
> Rita Mae Brown*, *Murder at Monticello
> .
>
>
> *______________, *Riding Shotgun
>
>
> Jill Churchill*, *From Here to Paternity : A Jane Jeffry Mystery
>
> .
>
> Mary Daheim, *Major Vices*
>
>
> *____________, The Alpine Escape.*
>
> Anne George*, *Murder Runs in the Family
>
> .
>
> Margo Glantz; translated by Susan Bassnett, *The Family Tree : An
> Illustrated Novel*.
>
>
> Martha Grimes*, *The Horse You Came in On
>
> .
>
> Charles Haden, *In Times Like These, 1994.*
>
> Jonathan Harrington*, *The Death of Cousin Rose
>

> .
>
> Brenda Joyce, *The Third Heiress*
>
> .
>
> Kathleen Kunz*, *Murder Once Removed
>
> .
>
> Graham Landrum*, *The Famous DAR Murder Mystery
>
> .
>
> *_____________, *The Historical Society Murder
>
> .
>
> Rett MacPherson*, *Family Skeletons: a novel
>
> .
>
> *_____________, *A Veiled Antiquity
>
> .
>
> *_____________, *Comedy of Heirs
> ,
> 1999.
>
> Lee Martin*, *Genealogy of Murder
>
> .
>
> Brian Moore*, *The Mangan Inheritance
>
> .
>
> Elisabeth Ogilvie*, *The Silent Ones
>
> *.*
>
> Dorothy L. Sayers*, *The Dawson Pedigree
>
> .
>
> Gene Stratton*, *Killing Cousins: A Mort Sinclair Mystery
>
> .
>
> G. G. Vandagriff, *Cankered Roots*, out of print.
>
> *______________, Mystery at Oxford, *out of print*.*
>
> Judith Van Gieson, *The Stolen Blue, **1998.*
>
> Archivist investigates the death of a local historian as she disposes
of
> his book collection.

>
> Robert Vaughn, *Legacy.*
>
> Patricia Wentworth, Blind Side
>
> *,* 1989.
>
> Laurlai Wright*, *Mother Love: a Karl Alberg Mystery
>
> .
>
> *SCIENCE FICTION:*
> Diana Gabaldon*, *Outlander
>
> .
>
> *______________, *Voyager
>
> .
>
> *______________, *Dragonfly in Amber
>
> .
>
> *______________, *Drums of Autumn
>
> .
> Robert Clark, My Grandfather's House : A Genealogy of Doubt and Faith:
>
>
> Jonathan Coe*, *The Winshaw Legacy
>
> .
>
> Rose Jordain*, *Those the Sun Has Loved
>
> .
>
> Sharyn McCrumb, *The Songcatcher*. 2001. In the afterword of this
> wonderful novel, the author writes "... to me it symbolized the
fragility
> of one's heritage. Each of us is the link between the past and the
future,
> and it is up to us to pass along the legends, the stories, the songs,
and
> the traditions of our own family. If we don't they will be lost..."
How
> could a genealogist not appreciate such an author!
>
> Mary Meigs, *Box Closet*
> ,
> 1994.
>
> Alex Miller*, The Ancestor Game
> *.
> 1993.
>
> Elisabeth Ogilvie*, *The Devil in Tartan
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

.
Nancy-Lou Patterson, *Apple Staff and Silver Crown.*
Nancy-Lou Patterson, *The Painted Hallway*
,
1992.
Naomi Ragen*, *The Ghost of Hannah Mendes: A Novel
.
Eleanor Florence Rossellini, Puzzle in the Portrait
,
1999.
Patricia Techenor Westfall*, *Mother of the Bride
.
*CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS:*
Alphin, Elaine Marie, *Ghost soldier. *2001.
Katherine Ayres, Family Tree
,
1997.
Joan Bauer, *Backwater*
,
1999.
Pierre Coran & Marie-Jose Sacre, *Family Tree*
,
1999.
James Dunbar & Martin Remphry, *When I Was Young*
,
1999.
Sheila Greenwald, *Rosy Cole Discovers America*
!,
1992. Out of print.
Betsy Haynes, Melanie's Identity Crisis (Fabulous Five, No. 15)
,
1990. Out of print.
Betsy Hearne & Bethanne Anderson, *Seven Brave Women*
,
1997.
Christopher Moore*, *Santa and Pete
.
Joan Lowery Nixon, *Search for the Shadowman*
,

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

1996.
Katharine Wilson Precek, *The Keepsake Chest*
,
out of print.
Cynthia Rylant, *Henry and Mudge in the Family Trees*
Anne Shelby & Wendy Anderson Halperin, *Homeplace*
,
1995.
Carol Shough, *All the Mamas*
Karen Halvorsen Schreck, Lucy's Family Tree
*.
*2001
*UNCLASSIFIED:*
Marcel M?ring, *In Babylon*, 2000.
Ayelette Jenness, *Who am I*, 1992.
Francis Leary, *The Swan and the Rose*, 1953.
Dorothy Porter*, Rockwood*, 1991.
Arthur C. Johnson, *Early Morgan County*, 1974.
Elizabeth Goudge*, Little White Horse*.
Paula S. Rowan, *Remember This, 1998.*
Charles Haden,* In Times Like These*, 1994.
Nancy-Lou Patterson, *Painted Hallway*, 1992.
Robert Barnard, *At Death's Door*.
Robert Vaughn, *Legacy.*
Mary Daheim, *The Alpine Excape.*
Patricia Potter*, The Perfect Family.*
Beverly Swerd Brown, *The Myth-adventures of Kraken the Sea Monster*,
1978.
http://freepages.genealogy.rootsweb.ancestry.com/~christinesbooklist/
(offline?.)
Adams, Deborah. All the Crazy Winters. 1992
Bauer, Joan. Backwater. 1999
Belmond, C.A. A
1. A Rather Lovely Ineritance.

2007

> 2. A Rather Lovely Engagment. Comming July 2008
>
> Bell, William. Zack. 1999
>
> Berry, Linda. Death and the Family Tree (Out in May 2007)
>
> Biggle, Lloyd, Jr. Where Dead Soldiers Walk. 1994
>
> Black, David. An Impossible Life: a Bobeh Myseh. 1998
>
> Brown, Rita Mae. Murder at Monticello. 1995
>
> Butler, Octavia E. Kindred. 1979
>
> Cooper, J. California. Family. 1991
>
> Davis, Abigil L. Hanging Katherine Garret. Novel Based on the 1737
Trial
> of a Pequot Woman. 2003
>
> DeLoach, Nora. Mama stalks the past. 1997
>
> Dorner, Marjorie. Blood Kin. 1994
>
> Fox, Jimmy.
> 1. Deadly Pedigree. 2001
> 2. Lineages and Lies. 2002
> 3. Jackpot Blood. 2004
>
> George, Anne. Murder Runs in the Family. 1997
>
> Grace, Katherine. Random Descent. 1979
>
> Grimes, Martha. The Horse You Came in On. 1994
>
> Hanson, Rick. Splitting Heirs. 1997
>
> Harrington, Jonathan Harrington. The Death of Cousin Rose. 2000.
>
> Hess, Joan.
> 1. Death By the Light of the Moon. 1992
> 2. A Holly, Jolly Murder. 1997
>
> James,> 1. The Famous DAR Murder Mystery. 1992
> 2. The Famous Historical Society Murder Mystery. 1996
>
> Martin, Lee.
> 1. Inherited Murder.
> 2. 1994 Genealogy of Murder. 1996
>
> MacPherson, Rett
> 1. Family Skeletons. 1996
> 2. A Veiled Antiquity. 1998
> 3. A Comedy of Heirs. 1999
> 4. A Misty Mourning. 2000.
> 5. Killing Cousins. 2002.
> 6. Blood relations. 2003.
> 7. In Sheep's Clothing. 2004
> 8. Dead Man Running. 2006

> 9. Died in the Wool. 2007
> 10. Blood Ballad. 2008
>
> Morris, Dorothy. Secret Sins of the Mothers. 1999
>
> Miller, Alex. The Ancestor Game. 1992
>
> Muller, Marcia. Listen to the Silence. 2001
>
> Osman, Jay. FUG 10: Lost Treasure in the Hessian Triangle. 2007
>
> Stratton, Gene. Killing Cousins. 1989
>
> Patterson, Freda Carley. Over My Dead Body. 1997
>
> Palliser, Charles. The Quincunx. 1990
>
> Sears, Richard. Genealogy of Murder. 2002
>
> Westfall, Patricia T. Mother of the Bride. 1998
>
> Wright, Lauriai. Mother Love: a Karl Alberg Mystery. 1995
>
> http://www.springfieldlibrary.org/reading/genealogyfiction.html
>
> *The Blood of Caesar* by Albert
> A. Bell, Jr (2008)
>
> The complicated bloodline of Agrippina, the mother of Nero, serves as
the
> starting point of this exciting historical mystery set in Ancient
Rome,
> featuring Pliny the Younger in the second of the series.
>
> *The Lost Quilter* by Jennifer
> Chiaverini (2009)
>
> A continuation of *The Runaway Quilt*
> finds master quilter Sylvia
> Compson investigating her ancestry and discovering unexpected
connections
> to a runaway slave and quilter who traveled the Underground Railroad
to Elm
> Creek Farm before she was captured and returned to Virginia.
>
> *The Winshaw Legacy or What a Carve Up!*
> By Jonathan Coe (1994)
>
> During the summer of 1990, a young writer pieces together the true
story
> of the Winshaw dynasty -- a family of greedy, power-hungry bankers,
> politicians, arms dealers, and more -- a story that begins to converge
with
> the plot of a film created nearly thirty years earlier.
>
> *Person or Persons Unknown* by
> Anthea Fraser (2005)
>
> Biographer Rona Parish takes on a bizarre assignment when she's

approached
> by a young woman, Zara Crane, who asks Rona to find out who her father
was.
> Zara's mother was brutally murdered when Zara was a baby, but no one,
> including Zara's adoptive parents, knows her father's identity.
>
> *Murder Runs in the Family* by
> Anne George (1997)
>
> Inquisitive sisters-turned-amateur sleuths Mary Alice and Patricia
Anne
> return as they probe the mysterious "suicide" of their luncheon guest,
a
> nosy genealogist who may have uncovered a host of shameful secrets and
> scandals.
>
> *The Monsters of Templeton* by
> Lauren Groff (2008)
>
> Returning in disgrace to her mother's home after an affair with her
> professor, temperamental Willie arrives at the same time the remains
of a
> prehistoric creature are discovered in the town's lake, a finding that
> leads to painful revelations about Willie's family.
>
> *The Death of Cousin Rose* by
> Jonathan Harrington (1996)
>
> Irish-American Danny O'Flaherty goes to Ballycara, Ireland, to
research
> his roots. When he arrives at the house of his cousin, Rose, Danny
finds
> that she has been brutally murdered. Garda Kelly, a local cop,
immediately
> accuses Danny of her murder. Danny has to reveal the killer in order
to
> save himself.
>
> *Mrs Malory and a Death in the Family*
> by Hazel Holt (2005)
>
> When her irritating cousin Bernard comes to Taviscombe searching for
> information to complete his genealogical research, Sheila Malory is
stunned
> when her pompous relative is found dead in his rented cottage and must
> expose a murderer who is closer than she thinks.
>
> *The Third Heiress* by Brenda
> Joyce (1999)
>
> When her mortally injured fiance whispers the name "Kate" on his
deathbed,
> Jillian Gallagher decides to investigate and uncovers a mysterious
woman
> who died a century earlier and may be the key to the accident, and
> Terry Girard, an expert in genealogies and family histories, must
prove
> that her own aunt, Cecile Girard, did not commit suicide, as was
previously

> believed.
>
> *Famous D.A.R. Murder Mystery* by
> Graham Landrum (1992)
>
> When the search for one of their revolutionary forebears remains
> unsatisfied, the Old Orchard Fort chapter of the Daughters of the
American
> Revolution follows a trail to the Brown Spring Cemetery, where they
find a
> very contemporary corpse. Other titles in the D.A.R. series include
*The
> Historical Society Murder Mystery*
> and *The Garden Club Mystery.*
>
>
> *The Heir Hunter* by Chris
> Larsgaard (2000)
>
> Nick Merchant is an heir hunter -- a little-known species of private
> investigator who searches for a dead person's next of kin when no will
> exists, and collects a percentage of the estate. Gerald Jacobs is a
> reclusive millionaire, found dead in a creaky old house in upstate New
> York. His net worth: twenty-two million dollars. Nick and his
beautiful
> partner, Alex Moreno, think they're about to score the payday of a
> lifetime. Unfortunately, they've got some pretty stiff competition. A
rival
> firm is doing its best to beat them to the punch. And someone else -> someone who knows every dark secret in Gerald Jacobs's grave -- will
stop
> at nothing to see that no one ever breaks this case.
>
> *Always Time to Die* by
> Elizabeth Lowell (2005)
>
> Hired by the eccentric aunt of New Mexico's multimillionaire governor
> Quintrell to research their family, genealogist Carolina May gets more
than
> she had bargained for when she finds herself falling for the enigmatic
> Daniel Duran and stumbles into a dark and dangerous secret about the
> Quintrell family that threatens her life.
>
> *A Veiled Antiquity* by Rett
> MacPherson (1998)
>
> When small-town genealogist and amateur detective Torie O'Shea
stumbles
> into a dead woman's kitchen, makes away with sought-after documents,
and
> proceeds to irritate the sheriff, the local gossip columnist, and the
nun
> at Santa Lucia Church, some people feel that she has gone too far and
must
> be stopped. Other titles featuring O'Shea include *A Comedy of Heirs*
> and *Family Skeletons*
> *.*
>
> *The Songcatcher* by Sharyn

> McCrumb (2001)
>
> Folksinger Lark McCourry retraces the history of a family song, which
she
> had heard from her North Carolina relatives as a child, back to
> eighteenth-century Scotland to young Malcolm MacQuarry.
>
> *Genealogy of Murder* by Lee
> Martin (1996)
>
> Fort Worth Detective Deb Ralston is called in when an extra corpse
turns
> up among the other cadavers in a medical experiment, in a case that
becomes
> complicated by a missing local genealogist who has any number of
ex-wives
> and ex-fiancees with reason to kill him.
>
> *Shimura Trouble* by Sujata
> Massey(2008)
>
> During a family reunion on the island of Oahu, Japanese-American
> undercover spy Rei Shimura is roped into helping the Hawaiian branch
of her
> family regain land stolen from them during World War II. But when fire
> sweeps the island and her young cousin is accused of arson, Rei, with
the
> assistance of both her boyfriend and ex-lover, must discover the
truth,
> which turns out to be linked to the Shimura family history . . .
>
> *In Babylon* by Marcel
> M?ring (2000)
>
> Trapped in a deserted house during one of the worst blizzards in
memory,
> Nathan Hollander and his niece, Nina, piece together a family mystery
with
> the help of two seventeenth century ghosts.
>
> *Bloodline* by Fiona Mountain
> (2006)
>
> An anonymous note, the shooting death of one of her clients, and an
> elderly man investigating his granddaughter's boyfriend send ancestor
> detective Natasha Blake on a perilous quest in search of a the truth
about
> a cold-blooded crime that has been hidden for generations.
>
> *Black Rose* by Nora Roberts
> (2005)
>
> Roz, a wealthy and independent woman who believes that love is behind
her,
> is stunned when unexpected romance comes into her life, in the second
> volu> one another at major crossroads in their lives.
>
> *Unnatural Death (The Dawson Pedigree)*
> by Dorothy L. Sayers (1927)

>
> A young doctor's suspicions about Agatha Dawson's supposedly natural
death
> lead Lord Peter Wimsey into an unusual investigation.
>
> *Death on the Family Tree* by
> Patricia Houck Sprinkle (2006)
>
> After the death of her elderly Aunt Lucy, Katharine Murray discovers a
> priceless Celtic necklace and a mysterious diary written in German
among
> her aunt's miscellaneous possessions, and her search for the truth
about
> the artifacts leads to the discovery of the fifty-year-old murder of
Aunt
> Lucy's brother Carter, the theft of the objects, and the killing of
the
> prime suspect. A Family Tree Mystery.
>
> *The Stolen Blue* by Judith
> Van Gieson (1998)
>
> Archivist Claire Reynier investigates the death of a local historian
as
> she disposes of his book collection. Other titles in the Claire
Reynier
> series include *Land of Burning Heat*
> and *Confidence Woman*
> *. *
>
> *The Blood Detective* by Dan
> Waddell (2008)
>
> Baffled by the killing of a man whose nude, mutilated body has turned
up
> in a London graveyard, Detective Chief Inspector Grant Foster and his
> colleague, Detective Superintendent Heather Jenkins, call in
genealogist
> Nigel Barnes to assist in the case, when the carved letters and
numbers on
> the corpse turn out to refer to city archive files of birth, death,
and
> marriage certificates. Followed by *Blood Atonement*
> (2009).
>
> *A Forever Passion* by Angela
> Winters (2000)
>
> Howard University student Sydney Tanner is determined to get her MBA
> degree and takes a job doing genealogical research for a prominent
> Baltimore family to raise money, work that will unveil some unpleasant
> secrets about the past and introduce her to a handsome Congressman.
>
>
http://genealogy.about.com/od/writing_family_history/tp/fiction_books.htm
> Top 10 Fiction Books for Genealogy Lovers
>
> By Kimberly Powell
> , About.com

> Guide (replicates what Kim Dolce posted)
>
>
>
> You can add Church Choir Mysteries: Puzzles in Patchwork to this list.
The
> mystery is solved when the town sleuth does genealogy and local
history!
>
> Just finished this book from Guideposts and it was great!
>
> Sharon Troy Centanne
>
> A blue and gray Christmas by Joan Medlicott.
>
>
>
>
A tin box of Civil War era letters sets off a search for
> descendants. The originals are offered to the Library of Congress at
the
> end.
>
>
>
> Mysteries:
>
>
>
> Ghost ? la mode by Sue Ann Jaffarian.
>
>
>
>
Great-grandma ( know as "Granny Apples" for her pie) was accused
of
> murdering her husband. Her ghost says she didn't do it!
>
>
>
> In the Blood by Fay Sampson
>
>
>
> I nearly rejected this book when British genealogist Suzie Fewings
> blithely assumed that the seventeenth century churchwarden with the
same
> last name must be the father of her known ancestor. Fortunately for
me
> (and for the cause of genealogical standards) she dug further.
> Unfortunately for her, she found herself faced with a 300 year old
murder,
> while coping with a modern murder.
Next in the series: A Malignant
> House
>
>
>
> Mara B. Munroe
>
> Deadly Descent by Charlotte Hinger
>

>
>
> You wouldn't think being the director of a small-town historical
society
> in Western Kansas would be a stressful job. Gathering family
histories
> for a new book should be highly rewarding. But Lottie Albright didn't
> count on being handed a narrative full of racism, including praise for
> current generations as upholders of white supremacy. It's downhill
from
> there, as Lottie investigates not only the modern murder of the story
> writer, but a 60 year old murder as well.
>
>
>
> The second in the series is Lethal Lineage.
>
> And also
>
> http://www.cyndislist.com/movies/fiction-and-non-fiction/
>
> Here is a list I handed out to my patrons in February 2009 after the
>
> disc> /002-9288570-9049060> Butler, Octavia
>
>
>
> Elm Creek Quilts Novel
>
>
>
0%2Fipac.jsp%3Fsession%3D12J2038E9O984.289815%26profile%3Ddef%26source%3
>
>
D%7E%21horizon%26view%3Dsubscriptionsummary%26uri%3Dfull%3D3100001%7E%21
>
>
806477%7E%211%26ri%3D6%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ipp%3D100%26sp
>
>
p%3D20%26staffonly%3D%26term%3Dquilt%26index%3D.GW%26uindex%3D%26oper%3D
>
>
and%26term%3Djennifer%26index%3D.NW%26uindex%3D%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%
>
>
3Dsearch%26ri%3D6%26limitbox_1%3DCO01%2B%253D%2Bco_groupbook','http%3A%2
>
>
F%2Fhzportal.dayton.lib.oh.us%2Fipac20%2Fipac.jsp%3Fsession%3D12J2038E9O
>
>
984.289815%26profile%3Ddef%26source%3D%7E%21horizon%26view%3Dsubscriptio
>
>
nsummary%26uri%3Dfull%3D3100001%7E%21806477%7E%211%26ri%3D6%26aspect%3Dp
>
>
ower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ipp%3D100%26spp%3D20%26staffonly%3D%26term%3Dquil

>
>
t%26index%3D.GW%26uindex%3D%26oper%3Dand%26term%3Djennifer%26index%3D.NW
>
>
%26uindex%3D%26aspect%3Dpower%26menu%3Dsearch%26ri%3D6%26limitbox_1%3DCO
>
> 01%2B%253D%2Bco_groupbook','true')> s Chiaverini, Jennifer
>
>
>
> >From Here to Paternity
>
>
> -9288570-9049060> Churchill, Jill
>
>
>
> Family : A Novel Cooper, J. California
>
>
>
> Outlander Series Gabaldon, Diana
>
>
>
> Betty Zane Grey, Zane
>
>
>
> Monsters of Templeton Groff, Lauren
>
>
>
> Mrs. Malory and a Death in the Family Holt, Hazel
>
>
>
> Famous DAR Murder Mystery Landrum, Graham
>
>
>
> Torie O'Shea Mysteries MacPherson, Rett
>
>
>
> Genealogy of Murder Martin, Lee
>
>
>
> Shimura Trouble Massey
>
>
>
1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Sujata%20Mass
>
> ey> , Suiata
>
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Natasha Blake Mysteries

Mountain, Fiona

The Devil in Tartan
-9288570-9049060>

Ogilvie, Elisabeth

Family Tree Mysteries

Cane River

Sprinkle, Patricia

Tademy, Lalita

Follow the River

Thom, James Alexander

Blood Detective

Waddell, Dan

The Castle of Otranto

Walpole, Horace

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-) 8-)
Betsy R. Miller
http://www.linkedin.com/in/betsyrmiller
This is a genuine message from Betsy Miller and DOES NOT contain a
virus.
Please check with me if you receive a message that appears to be from me
but does not include this signature.

From EErnst at dar.org Mon Feb 12 07:14:11 2018
From: EErnst at dar.org (Ernst, Elizabeth)

Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 12:14:11 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been
found.
In-Reply-To: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B01C32@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B01C32@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
Message-ID: <D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B022EEF7D7@Mail3>
As a gentle reminder, not all libraries have their holdings in WorldCat.
good place to start, but not an exhaustive search for holdings.

It?s a

Elizabeth J. Ernst
Catalog Librarian
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org<mailto:eernst at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been found.
Wow, I didn?t think to go to Family Search.
go to WorldCat to see where I found it!

This does sound familiar.

Now I will

Thanks so much, Elaine!
Janice Kistler
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov<mailto:StAsberry at
library.IN.gov>)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname
Found at FamilySearch
Title:
John Stauffer-Anna Steiner and their ancestral charts for four generations in
Europe and their descendants : this story of a Mennonite family covers 250 years
and extends to eleven generations
? Author: Rupp, Allen E.<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__books.familysearch.org_primo-5Flibrary_libweb_action_search.do-3Fvl28freeText0-29-3DRupp-252c-26-2343-3BAllen-26-2343-3BE.-26amp-3Bvl-2837629025UI029-3Dcreator-26amp-3Bvl-2818079611UI1-29-3Dall-5Fitems-26amp-3Bvl-281UIStartWith029-3Dexact-26amp-3Bfn-3Dsearch-26amp-3Btab-3Ddefault-5Ftab-26amp-3Bmode-3DBasic-

26amp-3Bvid-3DFHD-5FPUBLIC-26amp-3Bscp.scps-3Dscope-253a-28DCMS-2DFHD-29-26amp3Bct-3DlateralLinking&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=kS8Pij5NIDbkkpXdEDB0WmfdtbJxoK0VUGyZjJB_7sY
&e=>
https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?
from=fhd&dps_pid=IE220495<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__dcms.lds.org_delivery_DeliveryManagerServlet-3Ffrom-3Dfhd-26amp-3Bdps-5Fpid3DIE220495&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=jYQnndTMm7PwpDQwpsoYojfRZSSG9yZg26fi3wF7zo&e=>
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 10:37 AM, Janice Kistler <jkistler at
morgancountylibrary.info<mailto:jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>> wrote:
I have a feeling I may or may not be able to post this to the listserv. The
document might be too large. If this isn?t allowed, please forgive my ignorance
and also my past ignorance. When I was much younger and not employed as a
genealogy librarian I did some family research and did not write down my source for
the attached document. HORRORS!
Now I need to find the source. It is about the ?Stauffer? surname and the pages
appear to be typewritten. I may have gotten it from the Indiana University Library
or the Indiana State Library. Hope someone can come up with the answer.
I am sending a copy to the genealogy librarian at the Indiana State Library. I do
not know if she is on this listserv or not. (My apologies, Stephanie, if you are
getting this twice!)
Janice Kistler (nee Stauffer)
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7
jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=7SGnYSSeiXXPpygvJlV09cv2uTf_AIwIYNKyXb1aGRI
&e=>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180212/26bcab25/
attachment.html>
From jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info Mon Feb 12 08:24:09 2018
From: jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info (Janice Kistler)
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 13:24:09 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been
found.

In-Reply-To: <D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B022EEF7D7@Mail3>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B01C32@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>,
<D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B022EEF7D7@Mail3>
Message-ID: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B3CB84@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
I learn something new every day.
up. I had no idea.

That's why I LOVE this job!

Thanks for the heads

Janice Kistler
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
Indiana
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] on behalf of Ernst, Elizabeth [EErnst at dar.org]
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 7:14 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been found.
As a gentle reminder, not all libraries have their holdings in WorldCat.
good place to start, but not an exhaustive search for holdings.

It?s a

Elizabeth J. Ernst
Catalog Librarian
DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org<mailto:eernst at dar.org>
www.dar.org/library<http://www.dar.org/library>

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been found.
Wow, I didn?t think to go to Family Search.
go to WorldCat to see where I found it!

This does sound familiar.

Now I will

Thanks so much, Elaine!
Janice Kistler
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov<mailto:StAsberry at
library.IN.gov>)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname

Found at FamilySearch
Title:
John Stauffer-Anna Steiner and their ancestral charts for four generations in
Europe and their descendants : this story of a Mennonite family covers 250 years
and extends to eleven generations
? Author: Rupp, Allen E.<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__books.familysearch.org_primo-5Flibrary_libweb_action_search.do-3Fvl28freeText0-29-3DRupp-252c-26-2343-3BAllen-26-2343-3BE.-26amp-3Bvl-2837629025UI029-3Dcreator-26amp-3Bvl-2818079611UI1-29-3Dall-5Fitems-26amp-3Bvl-281UIStartWith029-3Dexact-26amp-3Bfn-3Dsearch-26amp-3Btab-3Ddefault-5Ftab-26amp-3Bmode-3DBasic26amp-3Bvid-3DFHD-5FPUBLIC-26amp-3Bscp.scps-3Dscope-253a-28DCMS-2DFHD-29-26amp3Bct-3DlateralLinking&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=kS8Pij5NIDbkkpXdEDB0WmfdtbJxoK0VUGyZjJB_7sY
&e=>
https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?
from=fhd&dps_pid=IE220495<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__dcms.lds.org_delivery_DeliveryManagerServlet-3Ffrom-3Dfhd-26amp-3Bdps-5Fpid3DIE220495&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=jYQnndTMm7PwpDQwpsoYojfRZSSG9yZg26fi3wF7zo&e=>
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 10:37 AM, Janice Kistler <jkistler at
morgancountylibrary.info<mailto:jkistler at morgancountylibrary.info>> wrote:
I have a feeling I may or may not be able to post this to the listserv. The
document might be too large. If this isn?t allowed, please forgive my ignorance
and also my past ignorance. When I was much younger and not employed as a
genealogy librarian I did some family research and did not write down my source for
the attached document. HORRORS!
Now I need to find the source. It is about the ?Stauffer? surname and the pages
appear to be typewritten. I may have gotten it from the Indiana University Library
or the Indiana State Library. Hope someone can come up with the answer.
I am sending a copy to the genealogy librarian at the Indiana State Library. I do
not know if she is on this listserv or not. (My apologies, Stephanie, if you are
getting this twice!)
Janice Kistler (nee Stauffer)
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib<https://
urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7
jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=7SGnYSSeiXXPpygvJlV09cv2uTf_AIwIYNKyXb1aGRI
&e=>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180212/6961e15f/
attachment.html>
From bearpair at comcast.net Mon Feb 12 13:46:47 2018
From: bearpair at comcast.net (Laurel Smith)
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 10:46:47 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been
found.
In-Reply-To: <D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B022EEF7D7@Mail3>
References: <F946509CFF48A14E83FE81D7FB74C95F18B01C32@VONNEGUT.mcpl.local>
<D0A568A1E8C49A48969F5625956D55B022EEF7D7@Mail3>
Message-ID: <00b701d3a431$d705a320$8510e960$@comcast.net>
Thank you for that reminder, Elizabeth. As a smallish genealogical organization
with a fabulous library (47,000 holdings) people often overlook us. We simply
cannot afford to have our holdings in WorldCat. One of our members mentioned a few
days ago that she was trying to locate a copy of a (vintage) Ohio periodical and
went to WorldCat. Mid-search, she remembered our library, checked our online
catalog, and we had it!
Working hard to get the word out . . .
Laurel Smith
President
Genealogical Forum of Oregon
2505 SE 11th Ave., Ste. B-18
Portland, Oregon 97202-1061
president at gfo.org
www.gfo.org

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Ernst, Elizabeth
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 4:14 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been found.

As a gentle reminder, not all libraries have their holdings in WorldCat.
good place to start, but not an exhaustive search for holdings.

Elizabeth J. Ernst
Catalog Librarian

It?s a

DAR Library
National Society Daughters of the American Revolution
1776 D Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20006-5303
eernst at dar.org
www.dar.org/library

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Janice Kistler
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:49 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname - Information has been found.

Wow, I didn?t think to go to Family Search.
go to WorldCat to see where I found it!

This does sound familiar.

Now I will

Thanks so much, Elaine!

Janice Kistler

From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Elaine McRey
Sent: Saturday, February 10, 2018 10:45 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Cc: Asberry, Stephanie (StAsberry at library.IN.gov)
Subject: Re: [Genealib] FW: FW: The Stauffer Surname

Found at FamilySearch

Title:
John Stauffer-Anna Steiner and their ancestral charts for four generations in
Europe and their descendants : this story of a Mennonite family covers 250 years
and extends to eleven generations
?

Author: Rupp, Allen E.

https://dcms.lds.org/delivery/DeliveryManagerServlet?from=fhd
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https3A__dcms.lds.org_delivery_DeliveryManagerServlet-3Ffrom-3Dfhd-26amp-3Bdps-5Fpid3DIE220495&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOfv5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=jYQnndTMm7PwpDQwpsoYojfRZSSG9yZg26fi3wF7zo&e=> &dps_pid=IE220495

Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library

On Sat, Feb 10, 2018 at 10:37 AM, Janice Kistler <jkistler at
morgancountylibrary.info> wrote:
I have a feeling I may or may not be able to post this to the listserv. The
document might be too large. If this isn?t allowed, please forgive my ignorance
and also my past ignorance. When I was much younger and not employed as a
genealogy librarian I did some family research and did not write down my source for
the attached document. HORRORS!
Now I need to find the source. It is about the ?Stauffer? surname and the pages
appear to be typewritten. I may have gotten it from the Indiana University Library
or the Indiana State Library. Hope someone can come up with the answer.
I am sending a copy to the genealogy librarian at the Indiana State Library. I do
not know if she is on this listserv or not. (My apologies, Stephanie, if you are
getting this twice!)
Janice Kistler (nee Stauffer)
Genealogy Librarian
Morgan County Public Library
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
<https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http3A__mailman.acomp.usf.edu_mailman_listinfo_genealib&d=DwMGaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7
jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=5UGSJapp7mEAi9fILoC407FKhyHqKTD5FtRxldckICo&m=dMORXbHDqjoYHrSN5GyJ4UykFHGVITFw6N_SDs89ls&s=7SGnYSSeiXXPpygvJlV09cv2uTf_AIwIYNKyXb1aGRI
&e=>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180212/3ca0a273/
attachment.html>

From dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com Mon Feb 12 15:06:01 2018
From: dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com (Becky Isbell)
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 14:06:01 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
Message-ID: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Hello,
If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those
coming to your genealogy library, what would it include?
Some ideas we currently have:
1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their
genealogical finds (perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also
filled with genealogical resources (charts, articles, etc.)
2. Branded pens, bags, notepads, etc.
3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book
4. CDs (software? resources?)
These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas
related to the items above (what could we put in the notebook? what
would be a good book?) I would greatly appreciate it!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
From muskogeehistory at eodls.org Mon Feb 12 15:33:46 2018
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 14:33:46 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
In-Reply-To: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxwo7vLHrr7arbRFDuUdU-Ms-5USatY_VJKCHkOVaePDxw@mail.gmail.com>
Magnifiers (rulers, full page, glasses, etc.). Sticky notes, including page
markers (yes, I know some libraries do not permit them, but genealogists
love them). Research check lists for researchers on specific topics,
especially if the workshop covers said topic (Civil War, Native American,
local area, etc.). SNACKS (especially fun things like M&M's labeled
"Genelogical Ills Cure Kit" with each color coded for a specific ill such
as finding a female ancestor's maiden name). Local maps and guides. Coupons
for places to eat.
Nancy Calhoun
On Mon, Feb 12, 2018 at 2:06 PM, Becky Isbell <
dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com> wrote:

> Hello,
>
> If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those
> coming to your genealogy library, what would it include?
>
> Some ideas we currently have:
> 1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their
> genealogical finds (perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also filled
> with genealogical resources (charts, articles, etc.)
> 2. Branded pens, bags, notepads, etc.
> 3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book
> 4. CDs (software? resources?)
>
> These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas
> related to the items above (what could we put in the notebook? what would
> be a good book?) I would greatly appreciate it!
>
> Becky
>
> -> Becky Isbell
> Director, Brownwood Public Library
> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,
+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
> (325) 646-0155
>
>
> --> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
> https://www.avast.com/antivirus
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180212/8ac03348/
attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Mon Feb 12 15:48:41 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 20:48:41 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
In-Reply-To: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <77344cb52d334ef7a17dac64de2a3ea2@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>

A flash drive.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.?
John Lubbock

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Isbell
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 3:06 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
Hello,
If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those coming to your
genealogy library, what would it include?
Some ideas we currently have:
1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their genealogical finds
(perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also filled with genealogical
resources (charts, articles, etc.) 2. Branded pens, bags, notepads, etc.
3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book 4. CDs (software? resources?)
These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas related to the
items above (what could we put in the notebook? what would be a good book?) I would
greatly appreciate it!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From meganthelibrarian at gmail.com Mon Feb 12 16:26:01 2018
From: meganthelibrarian at gmail.com (Megan Lewis)
Date: Mon, 12 Feb 2018 16:26:01 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags

In-Reply-To: <77344cb52d334ef7a17dac64de2a3ea2@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<77344cb52d334ef7a17dac64de2a3ea2@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <CAL768sUDpm2DFxdc3KqWQ4R0wa6+50aaR=wmQkQafb9cSm0ZRA@mail.gmail.com>
Elizabeth beat to my suggestion.
with your logo or web address.

You can easily get flash drives branded

Another option would be something that lists other nearby genealogy
resources.
Megan Lewis
On Mon, Feb 12, 2018 at 3:48 PM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A flash drive.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Becky Isbell
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 3:06 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
Hello,
If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those
coming to your genealogy library, what would it include?
Some ideas we currently have:
1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their
genealogical finds (perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also filled
with genealogical resources (charts, articles, etc.) 2. Branded pens, bags,
notepads, etc.
3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book 4. CDs (software?
resources?)
These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas
related to the items above (what could we put in the notebook? what would
be a good book?) I would greatly appreciate it!
Becky
-Becky Isbell

> Director, Brownwood Public Library
> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
> (325) 646-0155
>
>
> --> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
> https://www.avast.com/antivirus
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180212/
f05e9882/attachment-0001.html>
From IGSOffice at iowagenealogy.org Tue Feb 13 11:13:33 2018
From: IGSOffice at iowagenealogy.org (IGS Office)
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2018 16:13:33 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
In-Reply-To: <CACHYTxwo7vLHrr7arbRFDuUdU-Ms-5USatY_VJKCHkOVaePDxw@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CACHYTxwo7vLHrr7arbRFDuUdU-Ms-5USatY_VJKCHkOVaePDxw@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <F4274556EDEC814A966957ACDB064CAE0146D81197@IGSSERVER2.iowagenealogy.local>
I love the flash drive idea, can?t have enough of those. I would include the
wonderful pages that have the headings of the US census that are available on the
FamilySearch Weekend. Everyone I had them to loves them.
Debi Chase, Administrative Assistant/Librarian
Iowa Genealogical Society
628 E Grand Ave
Des Moines, IA 50309-1924
515 276-0287
igs at iowagenealogy.org
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 2:34 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
Magnifiers (rulers, full page, glasses, etc.). Sticky notes, including page markers
(yes, I know some libraries do not permit them, but genealogists love them).
Research check lists for researchers on specific topics, especially if the workshop
covers said topic (Civil War, Native American, local area, etc.). SNACKS
(especially fun things like M&M's labeled "Genelogical Ills Cure Kit" with each
color coded for a specific ill such as finding a female ancestor's maiden name).
Local maps and guides. Coupons for places to eat.
Nancy Calhoun

On Mon, Feb 12, 2018 at 2:06 PM, Becky Isbell <dir at
brownwoodpubliclibrary.com<mailto:dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>> wrote:
Hello,
If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those coming to your
genealogy library, what would it include?
Some ideas we currently have:
1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their genealogical finds
(perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also filled with genealogical
resources (charts, articles, etc.)
2. Branded pens, bags, notepads, etc.
3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book
4. CDs (software? resources?)
These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas related to the
items above (what could we put in the notebook? what would be a good book?) I would
greatly appreciate it!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801<https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,
+Brownwood,+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
(325) 646-0155<tel:%28325%29%20646-0155>
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180213/4fd53651/
attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Tue Feb 13 11:52:17 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2018 16:52:17 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
In-Reply-To: <F4274556EDEC814A966957ACDB064CAE0146D81197@IGSSERVER2.iowagenealogy.local>
References: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CACHYTxwo7vLHrr7arbRFDuUdU-Ms-5USatY_VJKCHkOVaePDxw@mail.gmail.com>

<F4274556EDEC814A966957ACDB064CAE0146D81197@IGS-SERVER2.iowagenealogy.local>
Message-ID: <254835919cd84a2696d45d5e2191450e@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Has someone said five-generation charts and family group sheets yet?
is free? ;)

The first one

Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of IGS Office
Sent: Tuesday, February 13, 2018 11:14 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
I love the flash drive idea, can?t have enough of those. I would include the
wonderful pages that have the headings of the US census that are available on the
FamilySearch Weekend. Everyone I had them to loves them.
Debi Chase, Administrative Assistant/Librarian
Iowa Genealogical Society
628 E Grand Ave
Des Moines, IA 50309-1924
515 276-0287
igs at iowagenealogy.org<mailto:igs at iowagenealogy.org>
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu> [mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf
Of MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy
Sent: Monday, February 12, 2018 2:34 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
Magnifiers (rulers, full page, glasses, etc.). Sticky notes, including page markers
(yes, I know some libraries do not permit them, but genealogists love them).
Research check lists for researchers on specific topics, especially if the workshop
covers said topic (Civil War, Native American, local area, etc.). SNACKS
(especially fun things like M&M's labeled "Genelogical Ills Cure Kit" with each
color coded for a specific ill such as finding a female ancestor's maiden name).
Local maps and guides. Coupons for places to eat.
Nancy Calhoun
On Mon, Feb 12, 2018 at 2:06 PM, Becky Isbell <dir at
brownwoodpubliclibrary.com<mailto:dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>> wrote:
Hello,
If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those coming to your
genealogy library, what would it include?

Some ideas we currently have:
1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their genealogical finds
(perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also filled with genealogical
resources (charts, articles, etc.)
2. Branded pens, bags, notepads, etc.
3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book
4. CDs (software? resources?)
These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas related to the
items above (what could we put in the notebook? what would be a good book?) I would
greatly appreciate it!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801<https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,
+Brownwood,+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
(325) 646-0155<tel:%28325%29%20646-0155>
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu<mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180213/4ec6eabc/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180213/4ec6eabc/
attachment.png>
From muskogeehistory at eodls.org Tue Feb 13 12:20:27 2018
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2018 11:20:27 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
In-Reply-To: <254835919cd84a2696d45d5e2191450e@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>

<CACHYTxwo7vLHrr7arbRFDuUdU-Ms-5USatY_VJKCHkOVaePDxw@mail.gmail.com>
<F4274556EDEC814A966957ACDB064CAE0146D81197@IGS-SERVER2.iowagenealogy.local>
<254835919cd84a2696d45d5e2191450e@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxyd2H8AKbQKb3OvZs=3ukiuoXB92YnsFFLLSJLxCcbtzg@mail.gmail.com>
Oklahoma Tourism has produced a wonderful booklet that's a genealogy guide
to Oklahoma. They're free so we order them by the box full and give them
away. We also get state maps from the Department of Transportation and
great publications from the state historical society. The historic maps are
really helpful to researchers.
Nancy Calhoun
On Tue, Feb 13, 2018 at 10:52 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
wrote:
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Has someone said five-generation charts and family group sheets yet?
first one is free? ;)

The

*Elizabeth A. Glasgow*

* Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
Ext.120 <(330)%20399-8807>*
*glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
*We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
* John Lubbock*

*

[image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *IGS Office
*Sent:* Tuesday, February 13, 2018 11:14 AM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags

I love the flash drive idea, can?t have enough of those. I would include
the wonderful pages that have the headings of the US census that are
available on the FamilySearch Weekend. Everyone I had them to loves them.

Debi Chase, Administrative Assistant/Librarian
Iowa Genealogical Society
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628 E Grand Ave
Des Moines, IA 50309-1924
515 276-0287 <(515)%20276-0287>
igs at iowagenealogy.org

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces@
mailman.acomp.usf.edu <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On
Behalf Of *MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy
*Sent:* Monday, February 12, 2018 2:34 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags

Magnifiers (rulers, full page, glasses, etc.). Sticky notes, including
page markers (yes, I know some libraries do not permit them, but
genealogists love them). Research check lists for researchers on specific
topics, especially if the workshop covers said topic (Civil War, Native
American, local area, etc.). SNACKS (especially fun things like M&M's
labeled "Genelogical Ills Cure Kit" with each color coded for a specific
ill such as finding a female ancestor's maiden name). Local maps and
guides. Coupons for places to eat.
Nancy Calhoun

On Mon, Feb 12, 2018 at 2:06 PM, Becky Isbell <dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.
com> wrote:
Hello,
If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those
coming to your genealogy library, what would it include?
Some ideas we currently have:
1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their
genealogical finds (perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also filled
with genealogical resources (charts, articles, etc.)
2. Branded pens, bags, notepads, etc.
3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book
4. CDs (software? resources?)
These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas
related to the items above (what could we put in the notebook? what would
be a good book?) I would greatly appreciate it!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
<https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,

+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
> (325) 646-0155
>
>
> --> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
> https://www.avast.com/antivirus
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
>
> ->
> Genealogy and Local History Department
> Muskogee Public Library
>
> 801 W. Okmulgee
> Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180213/5642835e/
attachment.html>
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: not available
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180213/5642835e/
attachment.png>
From genbook at gmail.com Tue Feb 13 12:22:47 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 13 Feb 2018 09:22:47 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags
In-Reply-To: <CACHYTxyd2H8AKbQKb3OvZs=3ukiuoXB92YnsFFLLSJLxCcbtzg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <f24dd0cf-6976-f31a-8618-8db0091825f0@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<CACHYTxwo7vLHrr7arbRFDuUdU-Ms-5USatY_VJKCHkOVaePDxw@mail.gmail.com>

<F4274556EDEC814A966957ACDB064CAE0146D81197@IGS-SERVER2.iowagenealogy.local>
<254835919cd84a2696d45d5e2191450e@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
<CACHYTxyd2H8AKbQKb3OvZs=3ukiuoXB92YnsFFLLSJLxCcbtzg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhUtZyK8=Ks3vmi5KcmjdcP6LCj8SYvS+P54Gr9aDHmFRw@mail.gmail.com>
Maybe someone from Seattle or North Carolina, where studies were done a
while ago showing that genealogy visitors brought in a certain amount of
money to their counties, might chime in. Just a thought.
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services
(Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library
DPLA community rep
On Tue, Feb 13, 2018 at 9:20 AM, MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy <
muskogeehistory at eodls.org> wrote:
> Oklahoma Tourism has produced a wonderful booklet that's a genealogy guide
> to Oklahoma. They're free so we order them by the box full and give them
> away. We also get state maps from the Department of Transportation and
> great publications from the state historical society. The historic maps are
> really helpful to researchers.
>
> Nancy Calhoun
>
> On Tue, Feb 13, 2018 at 10:52 AM, Elizabeth Glasgow <GlasgowE at wtcpl.org>
> wrote:
>
>> Has someone said five-generation charts and family group sheets yet? The
>> first one is free? ;)
>>
>>
>>
>> *Elizabeth A. Glasgow*
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> * Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor Warren-Trumbull County
>> Public Library 444 Mahoning Ave. NW Warren, Ohio 44483 (330) 399-8807,
>> Ext.120 <(330)%20399-8807>*
>>
>> *glasgowe at wtcpl.org <glasgowe at wtcpl.org>*
>>
>> *We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth. *
>> * John Lubbock*
>>
>>
>>
>> [image: WTCPL_Logo_Email]
>>
>>
>>
>> *From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:
>> genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu] *On Behalf Of *IGS Office
>> *Sent:* Tuesday, February 13, 2018 11:14 AM
>> *To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>> *Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags

>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
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>>
>>
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>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>
>>

I love the flash drive idea, can?t have enough of those. I would include
the wonderful pages that have the headings of the US census that are
available on the FamilySearch Weekend. Everyone I had them to loves them.

Debi Chase, Administrative Assistant/Librarian
Iowa Genealogical Society
628 E Grand Ave
Des Moines, IA 50309-1924
515 276-0287 <(515)%20276-0287>
igs at iowagenealogy.org

*From:* genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [
mailto:genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
<genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>] *On Behalf Of *MuskogeePublic
LibraryGenealogy
*Sent:* Monday, February 12, 2018 2:34 PM
*To:* Librarians Serving Genealogists
*Subject:* Re: [Genealib] Genealogy Goody Bags

Magnifiers (rulers, full page, glasses, etc.). Sticky notes, including
page markers (yes, I know some libraries do not permit them, but
genealogists love them). Research check lists for researchers on specific
topics, especially if the workshop covers said topic (Civil War, Native
American, local area, etc.). SNACKS (especially fun things like M&M's
labeled "Genelogical Ills Cure Kit" with each color coded for a specific
ill such as finding a female ancestor's maiden name). Local maps and
guides. Coupons for places to eat.
Nancy Calhoun

On Mon, Feb 12, 2018 at 2:06 PM, Becky Isbell <
dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com> wrote:
Hello,
If you had the opportunity and funds to create a goody bag for those
coming to your genealogy library, what would it include?
Some ideas we currently have:
1. A notebook with a genealogical cover for people to keep their
genealogical finds (perhaps especially helpful for newbies) and also filled
with genealogical resources (charts, articles, etc.)
2. Branded pens, bags, notepads, etc.

>> 3. A small (inexpensive) intro to genealogy book
>> 4. CDs (software? resources?)
>>
>> These are all very vague. If you have other ideas or specific ideas
>> related to the items above (what could we put in the notebook? what would
>> be a good book?) I would greatly appreciate it!
>>
>> Becky
>>
>> ->> Becky Isbell
>> Director, Brownwood Public Library
>> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
>> <https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,
+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
>> (325) 646-0155
>>
>>
>> -->> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
>> https://www.avast.com/antivirus
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>>
>>
>>
>> ->>
>> Genealogy and Local History Department
>> Muskogee Public Library
>>
>> 801 W. Okmulgee
>> Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> -> Genealogy and Local History Department
> Muskogee Public Library
> 801 W. Okmulgee
> Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...

URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180213/8b140b5b/
attachment.html>
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Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
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From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Thu Feb 15 15:45:35 2018
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Thu, 15 Feb 2018 20:45:35 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] books for postage
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
If any library or genealogy society would like the following books for the cost of
the postage, please contact me:
*

Tombstone's epitaph - Douglas D. Martin

*

The Sedona story settlement to centennial - Hoyt C. Johnson

*

Utah history atlas - David E. Miller

*

California rancho days - Helen Bauer

*

California 1850 census index

*
First fifty years, 1856-1906: a pictorial essay of Tehama County, CA Mary Lee Grimes
*

Watsonville: Memories that linger (2 vols.) - Betty Lewis

*

Missions of California - c1970 Pacific Gas & Electric

*

History of the Escalon community in California - Frank S. Thornton

*

Santa Cruz county - Margaret Koch

*

Like father - like son - Sylvia K. Johns (CA)

*

Foster-Pettygrove Store lists (OR)

*

Marriage records of Multnomah Co., OR, 1855-1873 & 1873-1883

*

Oregon soldiers during the Civil War

*

Records of Washington Co., OR, cemetery records

*

Records of Washington Co., OR, marriage records

*

Thousands of Idaho surnames (2 vols.)

*

Once upon the Kenai (Alaska)

I will have more from other sections as I move through the shelves. I am needed to
pare down our collection quite a bit.
Kathleen Poznick
Genealogy/Children's Services
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov<mailto:kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180215/
baf34bba/attachment.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Fri Feb 16 14:01:44 2018
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Hollis McCright)
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 14:01:44 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealib books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <1619ffe631f-c8c-3028a@webjas-vab151.srv.aolmail.net>
Like Kathleen in Weatherford, I have the following pamphlets/booklets available
for postage. They were given to Comanche Public Library and Margaret Waring the
previous librarian, never turned down a donation! However, we just don't have the
need for these.
York County Marriages 1770-1869 Implied in York County, S.C. Probate Records Barbara R. Langdon (1983)
Over the Mountain Men
Their Early Court Records in Southwest Virginia Compiled by Anne Lowry Worrell (1962)
Early Quaker Records in Virginia - Compiled by Miles White Jr. (Reprinted with new
index by Anita Comtois) (1979)
Births from the Bristol Parish of Henrico, Prince George, and Dinwiddie Counties,
VA, 1720-1798 - Transcribed by Churchill Gibson
Chamberlayne
(with a new Index) (1980)
Virginia Revolutionary Land Bounty Warrants - Samuel M. Wilson
(Southern Book
Co., Baltimore
1953)
Baptismal Records of Apple's Church (Lutheran and Reformed) (near Thurmont,
Maryland) 1773-1848
transcribed in 1857 by Dr. E.E. Higbee, which has been revised by comparison
with original and indexed
by Elizabeth Kieffer 1959
Guide to Published Archives of Pennsylvania
(1949)
Tax Lists of Wilson County, TN 1803-1807 with Names in Court Records 1802-1822 Compiled by Thomas E. Partlow (1981)
Twenty-Four Hundred Tennessee Pensioners Revolution War of 1812 - Zella Armstrong
(1981)
Index and Digest to Hathaway's North Carolina Historical and Genealogical Register
- compiled and edited by Worth S. Ray (1956)
The Loving Irish - The Gillilands - compiled by Martrue Hutcheson Greenwood
Bluff Dale TX 1970
An Index to the Will Books and Intestate Records of Lancaster County, PA
17291850 with an Historical Sketch and Classified Bibliography

Prepared by Eleanore Jane Fulton and Barbara Kendig Mylin
1936
West Virginia Revolutionary Ancestors - Compiled by Anne Waller Reddy (1983)
Old Road in Kentucky - Cecil Brown
Published by Daniel M. Hutton, Harrodsburg,
KY (1929)
This was a paper read before a historical society that year
A Brief History of Indiana - Indiana Historical Society - by Donald F. Carmony
(1961)
Campbell Family Records - J. Montgomery Seaver
(Brigadier General E.L. Campbell
and Brigadier General C.T. Campbell family line)
Revolutionary Pensioners of 1818 (printed by Southern Book Co. 1959)
Marriage and Death Notices from Raleigh Register and North Carolina State Gazette
1799-1825 - compiled by Carrie L. Broughton originally
published 1944; republished by Genealogical Publishing (1962)
1850 Federal Census, County of Richland
State of Illinois - Compiled by Dan A
Craddock (1968)
Revolutionary Pensioners - A Transcript of the Pension List of the United States
for 1813 (Southern Book 1959

Hollis McCright
Director
Comanche Public Library
Comanche TX
comanchepl at verizon.net
325-356-2122

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180216/940a9781/
attachment.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Fri Feb 16 14:25:07 2018
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Hollis McCright)
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 14:25:07 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <161a013c5f6-c8c-31dd@webjas-vac135.srv.aolmail.net>
These are gone to a good home
1) Baptismal Records of Apple's Church (Lutheran and Reformed) (near Thurmont,
Maryland) 1773-1848 transcribed in 1857 by Dr. E.E. Higbee, which has been revised
by comparison with original and indexed

by Elizabeth Kieffer 1959
2) The Loving Irish - The Gillilands - compiled by Martrue Hutcheson Greenwood
Bluff Dale TX 1970

\Hollis
Hollis McCright
Director
Comanche Public Library
Comanche TX

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180216/5bfaec4f/
attachment-0001.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Fri Feb 16 14:26:49 2018
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Hollis McCright)
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 14:26:49 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <161a015553f-c8a-a18c@webjas-vab183.srv.aolmail.net>
These have gone to a good home
Virginia Revolutionary Land Bounty Warrants, and in the West Virginia Revolutionary
Ancestors books.

Hollis McCright
Director
Comanche Public Library
Comanche TX

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180216/
f841d99c/attachment.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Fri Feb 16 14:40:19 2018
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Hollis McCright)

Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 14:40:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] books for postage
In-Reply-To:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<DM2PR09MB0697FAF4D372B13AE68ECB64C0F40@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <161a021b6ad-c8f-180b9@webjas-vaa026.srv.aolmail.net>
these books are gone

York County Marriages 1770-1869
Barbara R. Langdon (1983)

Implied in York County, S.C. Probate Records -

Over the Mountain Men
Their Early Court Records in Southwest Virginia
Compiled by Anne Lowry Worrell (1962)
Twenty-Four Hundred Tennessee Pensioners
(1981)

-

Revolution War of 1812 - Zella Armstrong

An Index to the Will Books and Intestate Records of Lancaster County, PA
17291850 with an Historical Sketch and Classified Bibliography
Prepared by Eleanore Jane Fulton and Barbara Kendig Mylin
1936

Hollis McCright
Director
Comanche Public Library
Comanche TX

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180216/
c820fe94/attachment.html>
From comanchepl at verizon.net Fri Feb 16 16:23:59 2018
From: comanchepl at verizon.net (Hollis McCright)
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 16:23:59 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy books that Comanche Public Library had to give
Message-ID: <161a0809caf-c8c-11c1f@webjas-vab150.srv.aolmail.net>
Please be advised that all of my books have found a good home. Thanks to all who
asked for them and you should be receiving them sometime next week. Muchas
gracias.
I hope everyone spends President's Day reflecting on the rich history that our

founding president's gave us.
Hollis

Hollis McCright
Director
Comanche Public Library
Comanche TX

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180216/4a961e48/
attachment.html>
From snichol42 at gmail.com Fri Feb 16 16:57:42 2018
From: snichol42 at gmail.com (Sue Nichol)
Date: Fri, 16 Feb 2018 14:57:42 -0700
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Message-ID: <CCAFE2BA-4EF8-4C33-A5DA-720B6FE709EB@gmail.com>
The Montrose Genealogy Center would love these titles. Please send to
700 Main St
Suite 103
Montrose CO 81401
We?ll send a check as soon as we know how much we owe. Thanks,
Sue Nichol
Librarian
Records of Washington Co., OR, cemetery records
Marriage records of Multnomah Co., OR, 1855-1873 & 1873-1883
Marriage records of Multnomah Co., OR, 1855-1873 & 1873-1883
Thousands of Idaho surnames (2 vols.)
From kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov Mon Feb 19 10:54:23 2018
From: kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov (Kathleen Poznick)
Date: Mon, 19 Feb 2018 15:54:23 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] more books for postage
Message-ID:
<DM2PR09MB069701A9568DE33737F5BC69C0C80@DM2PR09MB0697.namprd09.prod.outlook.com>
These books are available for the cost of postage:
*
Coronado's children - J. Frank Dobie
*
Prefaces - J. Frank Dobie
*
Far from home: families of the westward journey - Lillian Schissel
*
Cow County legacies (frontier & pioneer life on the Great Plains)- Agnes
Wright Spring
*
Shelby backgrounds (Montana)
*
Wheel of Time, 1800's-1984 (Arvada, Wyoming)

*
Skin and bones of Plateau Valley history (Colorado) - Helen Young
*
History of the Black Forest (Colorado) - Dorothie Munson-Ingram
*
Historic Central City, its complete story as guide and souvenir (Colorado) Caroline Bancroft
*
Pisacah: a place of plenty (New Mexico) - Lilian Bidal
*
As we remembered it (Dexter, New Mexico)
*
A history of Lincoln County post offices (New Mexico)
Kathleen Poznick
Children's Services/Genealogy & Local History
Weatherford Public Library
817-598-4258
kpoznick at weatherfordtx.gov
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180219/
f1c35c2d/attachment.html>
From schristenson at verizon.net Tue Feb 20 09:22:57 2018
From: schristenson at verizon.net (Sharon Christenson)
Date: Tue, 20 Feb 2018 09:22:57 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Massachusetts Genealogical Council: 2018 Educational
Seminar April 7-8, 2018 (Marlboro)ugh, Massachusetts
Message-ID: <004201d3aa56$4fc58350$ef5089f0$@verizon.net>
For New Englanders:

ATTEND ONE OR BOTH DAYS
http://www.massgencouncil.org/2017/2018-seminar/

SATURDAY PROGRAM: 3 tracks and MGC members only workshop:

* DNA Track. Jennifer Armstrong Zinck: DNA & Your Family Tree; After the
Test: Exploring AncestryDNA Results; Do the Right Thing: Ethics and
Standards in Genetic Genealogy; Finding Fayette's Father: Autosomal DNA
Reveals Misattributed Parentage.

* Records Track. Karen Maurer Jones: Records Created by New York's Towns,
Counties, and Cities: Uncommonly Rich Resources; New York Land Records:
Patroonships, Manors, Patents, Rent Wars and Land.
David Allen Lambert: Researching Revolutionary War Veterans; Researching
Civil War Veterans.

* Focus on archives and libraries: American Antiquarian Society; Digital
Commonwealth Collections; Massachusetts Archives and Commonwealth Library;
Springfield History Library and Archives.

* MGC members only workshop with Dr. Thomas Jones: Developing Research
Questions and Hypotheses: Planning an Exhaustive Search.

JOIN MGC OR RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP TO ATTEND THE WORKSHOP
http://www.massgencouncil.org/2017/join-our-community/

SUNDAY PROGRAM: research methodology track
Dr. Thomas Jones, FASG, FNGS, FUGA
* What is the Standard of Proof in Genealogy?
* Maximizing your Use of Evidence.
* Systematically Using Autosomal DNA Test Results to Help Break through
Genealogical Brick Walls.
* When Sources Don't Agree: Then What?

Contact for more information: program at massgencouncil.org
<mailto:program at massgencouncil.org>
-----------------------------------------------------------Read our newsletter
http://www.massgencouncil.org/2017/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/MGC-Newsletter
-Winter-2018.pdf to learn more about MGC.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180220/
fa03711c/attachment.html>
From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Wed Feb 21 13:53:38 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2018 18:53:38 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <fe54374222624950a1045952e1623276@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
References: <fe54374222624950a1045952e1623276@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Message-ID: <3faa8705dd294f919ef1053e8d3b6a66@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Please see attached full list of books we would like to rehome for the cost of
postage. Please reply to me directly at the e-mail address below if you are
interested in any of the titles.
Barbados and America

1860 historical and statistical gazeteer of New York State
1880 Census of West Virginia: compiled alphabetically by counties
Abstracts of Philadelphia County wills 1748-1763
The Tenmile Country and its pioneer families: a genealogical history of the upper
Monongahela Valley
Keys to the courthouse: unusual records
Keys to the courthouse: records
Keys to the courthouse: jurisdictions
Keys to the courthouse: analyzing records
Bibliography and source materials for German-Amercan research
Do you remember when...in Fayette Co., PA
History of the Welsh in Minnesota: Foreston and Lime Springs, Iowa
History of the Calvinistic Methodists in Utica, New York
Mercer County, PA cemetery inscriptions
Pennsylvania line: a research guide to Pennsylvania genealogy and local history,
4th ed.
John Sherman's recollections of forty years in the House, Senate and Cabinet
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org<mailto:glasgowe at wtcpl.org>
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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Name: image001.png
Type: image/png
Size: 3922 bytes
Desc: image001.png
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-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: Withdrawn and rehomed list, 2018 -.xlsx
Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats-officedocument.spreadsheetml.sheet
Size: 12091 bytes
Desc: Withdrawn and rehomed list, 2018 -.xlsx
URL:
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attachment.xlsx>
From jjohnson at cmlibrary.org
From: jjohnson at cmlibrary.org
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2018 00:44:37
Subject: [Genealib] periodicals

Wed Feb 21 19:44:37 2018
(Johnson, Jane)
+0000
for trade or postage

Message-ID:
<BY2PR1201MB111144A938AB5D82BAD612F8C4CD0@BY2PR1201MB1111.namprd12.prod.outlook.com
>
The Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room at the Charlotte Mecklenburg Library is
offering select volumes of the following periodicals for trade:
Bulletin (The Carolinas Genealogical Society); (NC)
Bulletin of the Genealogical Society of Old Tryon County; (now North and South
Carolina)
Catawba Cousins (Catawba County Genealogical Society); (NC)
Echoes of Madison (Madison County, NC Genealogical Society)
Eswau Huppeday (Broad River Genealogical Society); (NC)
Guilford County Genealogist (NC)
Iredell County Tracks (NC)
Journal of the Genealogical Society of Rowan County, North Carolina
National Genealogical Society Quarterly
Olde Mecklenburg Genealogical Society Quarterly
Rowan County Register (NC)
The Bulletin (Chester County Genealogical Society); (SC)
The Burke Journal (Burke County Genealogical Society); (NC)
The Coweta Courier (Coweta County Genealogical Society); (GA)
The Genealogical Journal (Randolph County Genealogical Society); (NC)
The Golden Nugget (Cabarrus Genealogy Society); (NC)
The Guilford Genealogist (Guilford County Genealogical Society); (NC)
The New England Historical and Genealogical Register
The North Carolina Genealogical Society Journal
The Stanly County Genealogical Society Journal; (NC)
The Tennessee Genealogical Magazine, "Ansearchin'" News
Upper South Carolina Genealogy and History (Piedmont Historical Society)
Please see attached documents for detailed lists of available issues, and if
interested, contact Meghan at mbowden at cmlibrary.org<mailto:mbowden at
cmlibrary.org>. If you are unable to make a trade, we ask that you send a check for
postage reimbursement (payable to Charlotte Mecklenburg Library Foundation) to:
Charlotte Mecklenburg Library
Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 North Tryon Street
Charlotte, NC 28202-2176
Thank you,

Meghan Bowden
Library Aide, Robinson-Spangler Carolina Room
310 N. Tryon
Charlotte, NC 28202
704.416.0150
mbowden at cmlibrary.org<mailto:mbowden at cmlibrary.org>
cmlibrary.org<http://www.cmlibrary.org/>
cmstory.org<http://cmstory.org>
Our Mission: To improve lives and build a stronger community.
Love your Library? Make a gift<https://secure3.convio.net/plcamc/site/Donation2?
df_id=1540&mfc_pref=T&1540.donation=form1> to your Library Foundation today!
Email correspondence (and any attachments) to and from this address may be

considered a public record subject to public records requests pursuant to North
Carolina Public Records Law, resulting in monitoring and potential disclosure of
this message to third parties.
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Name: Trade List_Feb 2018.xlsx
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Size: 26615 bytes
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URL:
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From nancy.gaynor at comcast.net Wed Feb 21 21:40:04 2018
From: nancy.gaynor at comcast.net (nancy.gaynor)
Date: Wed, 21 Feb 2018 20:40:04 -0600 (CST)
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Message-ID: <907814714.121205.1519267205289@connect.xfinity.com>
I have the following books for postage:
Abstracts of Bucks County, Pennsylvania Land Records 1684-1723
Charlotte D
Meldrum
1995
Beyond Vital Records
Everton Publishers
The Carolina Backcountry on the Eve of the Revolution
Charles Woodmason
ed by Richard J. Hooker
1953
0-8078-435-1
Carolina Cradle: Settlement of the NW Carolina Frontier, 1747-1762
Robert W
Ramsey
1964
0-8078-4189-7
Cavaliers and Pioneers Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents and Grants
ed Denis
Hudgins
v 4 1732-1742; v.5 1741-1749; v.6 1749-1762 ONLY
Census of Kentucky, 1795
TLC Genealogy
1-886633-01-0
Colonial American Travel Narratives
Wendy Martin
1994
0-14-03-9088x
Discoverers, Explorers, Settlers: The Diligent Writers of Early America
Wayne
Franklin
1979
0-226-26071-2
Early Kaskasia, Illinois Newspapers 1814-1832
Lola Frazer Crowder
1994
0-932231-09-8
Emigrants in Chains
Peter Wilson Coldham
1992
0-8063-1329-3
Financial History of Virginia 1609-1776
William Zebina Ripley

1970reprint1893
Flowering of the Cumberland
Harriette Simpson Arnow
0-8131-1488-8
Fordham's Personal Narrative 1817-1818
Elias Pym Fordham
1989reprint
1-55613-196-8
Genealogical Resources in English Repositories
Joy Wade Moulton
0-944485-00-6
The Great Wagon Road: From Philadelphia to the South
Parke Rouse, Jr
1995
0-07-54101-9
Guilford Courthouse: Nathanael Greene's Victory in Defeat March 15, 1781
Hairr
2002
0-306-81171-5
Handy Tips on US Military Records
Everton Publishers

1984

1988

John

Handy Tips to Migratory Patterns and Immigration to the United States
A Journey Through Texas
Frederick Law Olmsted
1981reprint1857
0-8094-3972-7
Martin's Hundred
Ivor Noel Hume
1992
8139-1323-3
Handy Tips to Your Genealogical Research in England and Wales

0-

Nicknames Past and Present
Christine Rose
3rd ed
1998
0-929626-08-09
North Carolina 1780-81
David Schenck
2000facsimile rep
0-7884-1441-0
North Carolina Continental Line in the American Revolution Hugh F Rankin
1977
North Carolina Gazetteer
William S Powell
1987
0-8078-1247-1
Selected Bibliography of County, ...South Carolina Archives?
Robert H.
Mackintosh, Jr
1994
1-880067-27-7
The Settlement and Indian Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania
Joseph Doddridge
1988reprint1912
1-55613-127-5
Sin, Sex and Probate: Ecclesiastical Courts, Officials & Records
Colin R
Chapman
2nd
1997
1-873686-16-1
South Carolina Jury Lists 1718 through 1783
Mary Bondurant Warren
1977
The Story of Oglethorpe County (GA)
Lena Smith Wise
2nd
1980
Tennessee Cousins: A History of Tennessee People
Worth S Ray
1989
0-8068-0289-5
The Texas Republic: A Social and Economic History
William Ransom Hogan
1986
0-292-78423-6
Tracing Your British Ancestors
Colin R Chapman
1996
0-8063-153-2
The Virginia Frontier 1754-1763
Louis K Koontz
1992reprint1925
1-55613-663-3
What IS the Preponderance of the Evidence?
Christine Rose
1996
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180221/6e4247f6/
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From muskogeehistory at eodls.org Thu Feb 22 10:42:14 2018
From: muskogeehistory at eodls.org (MuskogeePublic LibraryGenealogy)
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2018 09:42:14 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage

In-Reply-To: <907814714.121205.1519267205289@connect.xfinity.com>
References: <907814714.121205.1519267205289@connect.xfinity.com>
Message-ID: <CACHYTxz5gDvcC30sHyEtroL8Z7vxT3xPOjEWBHsdMwzGzVy4Eg@mail.gmail.com>
Nancy,
We could use all but 3 of these books and will reimburse you for postage.
We don't need: Carolina Cradle, SC Jury Lists, or TN Cousins.
Thank you,
Jere Harris
Muskogee Public Library
Genealogy and Local History
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, OK 74401
On Wed, Feb 21, 2018 at 8:40 PM, nancy.gaynor <nancy.gaynor at comcast.net>
wrote:
>
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>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

I have the following books for postage:
Abstracts of Bucks County, Pennsylvania Land Records 1684-1723 Charlotte
D Meldrum
1995
Beyond Vital Records
Everton Publishers
The Carolina Backcountry on the Eve of the Revolution
Charles Woodmason
ed by Richard J. Hooker 1953
0-8078-435-1
Carolina Cradle: Settlement of the NW Carolina Frontier, 1747-1762 Robert
W Ramsey
1964
0-8078-4189-7
Cavaliers and Pioneers Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents and Grants ed
Denis Hudgins v 4 1732-1742; v.5 1741-1749; v.6 1749-1762 ONLY
Census of Kentucky, 1795
TLC Genealogy
1-886633-01-0
Colonial American Travel Narratives
Wendy Martin
1994
0-14-03-9088x
Discoverers, Explorers, Settlers: The Diligent Writers of Early America Wayne
Franklin
1979
0-226-26071-2
Early Kaskasia, Illinois Newspapers 1814-1832
Lola Frazer Crowder
1994
0-932231-09-8
Emigrants in Chains
Peter Wilson Coldham
1992
0-8063-1329-3
Financial History of Virginia 1609-1776
William Zebina Ripley
1970reprint1893
Flowering of the Cumberland
Harriette Simpson Arnow 1984
0-8131-1488-8
Fordham's Personal Narrative 1817-1818
Elias Pym Fordham
1989reprint
1-55613-196-8
Genealogical Resources in English Repositories
Joy Wade Moulton
1988
0-944485-00-6
The Great Wagon Road: From Philadelphia to the South
Parke Rouse, Jr
1995
0-07-54101-9
Guilford Courthouse: Nathanael Greene's Victory in Defeat March 15, 1781 John
Hairr
2002
0-306-81171-5
Handy Tips on US Military Records
Everton Publishers
Handy Tips to Migratory Patterns and Immigration to the United States
A Journey Through Texas
Frederick Law Olmsted
1981reprint1857
0-8094-3972-7
Martin's Hundred
Ivor Noel Hume
1992
0-8139-1323-3
Handy Tips to Your Genealogical Research in England and Wales
Nicknames Past and Present
Christine Rose 3rd ed 1998
0-929626-08-09

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

North Carolina 1780-81
David Schenck
2000facsimile rep
0-7884-1441-0
North Carolina Continental Line in the American Revolution Hugh F Rankin
1977
North Carolina Gazetteer
William S Powell
1987
0-8078-1247-1
Selected Bibliography of County, ...South Carolina Archives? Robert H.
Mackintosh, Jr 1994
1-880067-27-7
The Settlement and Indian Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia and
Pennsylvania Joseph Doddridge
1988reprint1912 1-55613-127-5
Sin, Sex and Probate: Ecclesiastical Courts, Officials & Records Colin R
Chapman 2nd 1997
1-873686-16-1
South Carolina Jury Lists 1718 through 1783
Mary Bondurant Warren 1977
The Story of Oglethorpe County (GA)
Lena Smith Wise 2nd 1980
Tennessee Cousins: A History of Tennessee People
Worth S Ray
1989
0-8068-0289-5
The Texas Republic: A Social and Economic History
William Ransom Hogan
1986
0-292-78423-6
Tracing Your British Ancestors
Colin R Chapman
1996
0-8063-153-2
The Virginia Frontier 1754-1763
Louis K Koontz
1992reprint1925
1-55613-663-3
What IS the Preponderance of the Evidence?
Christine Rose
1996
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Genealogy and Local History Department
Muskogee Public Library
801 W. Okmulgee
Muskogee, Oklahoma 74401
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From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Thu Feb 22 13:54:56 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Thu, 22 Feb 2018 18:54:56 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <907814714.121205.1519267205289@connect.xfinity.com>
References: <907814714.121205.1519267205289@connect.xfinity.com>
Message-ID: <d9c31d412bff49d3bf6e0480b9d6a9de@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Hi Nancy,
Our library would be interested in these books if they are available:
The Settlement and Indian Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania
Handy Tips on US Military Records
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor

Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at
mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of nancy.gaynor
Sent: Wednesday, February 21, 2018 9:40 PM
To: genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
I have the following books for postage:
Abstracts of Bucks County, Pennsylvania Land Records 1684-1723
Charlotte D Meldrum

1995

Beyond Vital Records

Everton Publishers

The Carolina Backcountry on the Eve of the Revolution

Charles Woodmason ed by Richard J. Hooker

1953

0-8078-435-1
Carolina Cradle: Settlement of the NW Carolina Frontier, 1747-1762
Robert W Ramsey

1964

0-8078-4189-7
Cavaliers and Pioneers Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents and Grants
ed Denis Hudgins
v 4 1732-1742; v.5 1741-1749; v.6 1749-1762 ONLY
Census of Kentucky, 1795

TLC Genealogy

1-886633-01-0
Colonial American Travel Narratives

Wendy Martin

1994

0-14-03-9088x
Discoverers, Explorers, Settlers: The Diligent Writers of Early America

Wayne Franklin

1979

0-226-26071-2
Early Kaskasia, Illinois Newspapers 1814-1832

Lola Frazer Crowder

1994

0-932231-09-8
Emigrants in Chains

Peter Wilson Coldham

1992

0-8063-1329-3
Financial History of Virginia 1609-1776

William Zebina Ripley

1970reprint1893

Flowering of the Cumberland

Harriette Simpson Arnow
1984

0-8131-1488-8
Fordham's Personal Narrative 1817-1818

Elias Pym Fordham

1989reprint
1-55613-196-8
Genealogical Resources in English Repositories

Joy Wade Moulton

1988

0-944485-00-6
The Great Wagon Road: From Philadelphia to the South

Parke Rouse, Jr

1995

0-07-54101-9

Guilford Courthouse: Nathanael Greene's Victory in Defeat March 15, 1781
John Hairr

2002

0-306-81171-5
Handy Tips on US Military Records

Everton Publishers

Handy Tips to Migratory Patterns and Immigration to the United States

A Journey Through Texas

Frederick Law Olmsted

1981reprint1857

0-8094-3972-7
Martin's Hundred

Ivor Noel Hume

1992

0-8139-1323-3
Handy Tips to Your Genealogical Research in England and Wales

Nicknames Past and Present

Christine Rose
3rd ed
1998

0-929626-08-09
North Carolina 1780-81

David Schenck

2000facsimile rep
0-7884-1441-0
North Carolina Continental Line in the American Revolution
Hugh F Rankin

1977

North Carolina Gazetteer

William S Powell

1987

0-8078-1247-1
Selected Bibliography of County, ...South Carolina Archives?
Robert H. Mackintosh, Jr
1994

1-880067-27-7
The Settlement and Indian Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania
Joseph Doddridge

1988reprint1912
1-55613-127-5
Sin, Sex and Probate: Ecclesiastical Courts, Officials & Records
Colin R Chapman
2nd
1997

1-873686-16-1
South Carolina Jury Lists 1718 through 1783

Mary Bondurant Warren
1977

The Story of Oglethorpe County (GA)

Lena Smith Wise
2nd
1980

Tennessee Cousins: A History of Tennessee People

Worth S Ray

1989

0-8068-0289-5

The Texas Republic: A Social and Economic History

William Ransom Hogan
1986

0-292-78423-6
Tracing Your British Ancestors

Colin R Chapman

1996

0-8063-153-2
The Virginia Frontier 1754-1763

Louis K Koontz

1992reprint1925
1-55613-663-3
What IS the Preponderance of the Evidence?

Christine Rose

1996
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From suzanne at malekinc.net Fri Feb 23 09:28:09 2018
From: suzanne at malekinc.net (Suzanne Malek)
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2018 06:28:09 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
In-Reply-To: <mailman.4149.1519325699.6576.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <mailman.4149.1519325699.6576.genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <1023F799-0121-48A5-B932-46B45C6191BB@malekinc.net>
Our library would be interested in:
Abstracts of Bucks County, Pennsylvania Land Records 1684-1723
Cavaliers and Pioneers Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents and Grants
Census of Kentucky, 1795
Nicknames Past and Present
The Virginia Frontier 1754-1763
Thank you.
Suzanne Malek
Truckee Meadows Community College Library
7000 Dandini Blvd
Reno, NV 89512

> On Feb 22, 2018, at 10:54 AM, genealib-request at mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
>
> Abstracts of Bucks County, Pennsylvania Land Records 1684-1723
Charlotte D
Meldrum
1995
> Beyond Vital Records
Everton Publishers
> The Carolina Backcountry on the Eve of the Revolution
Charles Woodmason
ed by Richard J. Hooker
1953
0-8078-435-1
> Carolina Cradle: Settlement of the NW Carolina Frontier, 1747-1762
Robert W
Ramsey
1964
0-8078-4189-7
> Cavaliers and Pioneers Abstracts of Virginia Land Patents and Grants
ed
Denis Hudgins
v 4 1732-1742; v.5 1741-1749; v.6 1749-1762 ONLY
> Census of Kentucky, 1795
TLC Genealogy
1-886633-01-0
> Colonial American Travel Narratives
Wendy Martin
1994
0-14-03-9088x

> Discoverers, Explorers, Settlers: The Diligent Writers of Early America
Wayne
Franklin
1979
0-226-26071-2
> Early Kaskasia, Illinois Newspapers 1814-1832
Lola Frazer
Crowder
1994
0-932231-09-8
> Emigrants in Chains
Peter Wilson Coldham
1992
0-8063-1329-3
> Financial History of Virginia 1609-1776
William Zebina Ripley
1970reprint1893
> Flowering of the Cumberland
Harriette Simpson Arnow
1984
0-8131-1488-8
> Fordham's Personal Narrative 1817-1818
Elias Pym Fordham
1989reprint
1-55613-196-8
> Genealogical Resources in English Repositories
Joy Wade Moulton
1988
0-944485-00-6
> The Great Wagon Road: From Philadelphia to the South
Parke Rouse, Jr
1995
0-07-54101-9
> Guilford Courthouse: Nathanael Greene's Victory in Defeat March 15, 1781
John
Hairr
2002
0-306-81171-5
> Handy Tips on US Military Records
Everton Publishers
> Handy Tips to Migratory Patterns and Immigration to the United States
> A Journey Through Texas
Frederick Law Olmsted
1981reprint1857
0-8094-3972-7
> Martin's Hundred
Ivor Noel Hume
0-8139-1323-3
> Handy Tips to Your Genealogical Research in England and Wales

1992

> Nicknames Past and Present
Christine Rose
3rd ed
1998
0-929626-08-09
> North Carolina 1780-81
David Schenck
2000facsimile rep
0-7884-1441-0
> North Carolina Continental Line in the American Revolution
Hugh F Rankin
1977
> North Carolina Gazetteer
William S Powell
1987
0-8078-1247-1
> Selected Bibliography of County, ...South Carolina Archives?
Robert H.
Mackintosh, Jr
1994
1-880067-27-7
> The Settlement and Indian Wars of the Western Parts of Virginia and Pennsylvania
Joseph Doddridge
1988reprint1912
1-55613-127-5
> Sin, Sex and Probate: Ecclesiastical Courts, Officials & Records
Colin R
Chapman
2nd
1997
1-873686-16-1
> South Carolina Jury Lists 1718 through 1783
Mary Bondurant Warren
1977
> The Story of Oglethorpe County (GA)
Lena Smith Wise
2nd
1980
> Tennessee Cousins: A History of Tennessee People
1989
0-8068-0289-5
> The Texas Republic: A Social and Economic History
1986
0-292-78423-6
> Tracing Your British Ancestors
0-8063-153-2
> The Virginia Frontier 1754-1763
1992reprint1925

Worth S Ray
William Ransom Hogan
Colin R Chapman

1996

Louis K Koontz
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From nancy.gaynor at comcast.net Fri Feb 23 13:17:20 2018
From: nancy.gaynor at comcast.net (Nancy Gaynor)
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2018 12:17:20 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Books for postage
Message-ID: <01e301d3acd2$8bcddb30$a3699190$@comcast.net>
Thank you one and all.

The books are all spoken for.

Nancy L. Gaynor
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From GlasgowE at wtcpl.org Fri Feb 23 15:40:48 2018
From: GlasgowE at wtcpl.org (Elizabeth Glasgow)
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2018 20:40:48 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Books for Postage, part 2
Message-ID: <704b660bad3c489285380ed23de90477@Mercury.wtcpl.lib.oh.us>
Hi folks,
If you have an interest in any of the titles on the attached list please contact me
directly at the email address below. They are yours for the cost of postage.
Elizabeth A. Glasgow
Local History & Genealogy Center Supervisor
Warren-Trumbull County Public Library
444 Mahoning Ave. NW
Warren, Ohio 44483
(330) 399-8807, Ext.120
glasgowe at wtcpl.org
We may sit in our library and yet be in all the corners of the earth.
John Lubbock
[WTCPL_Logo_Email]
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From fxlibrarian at gmail.com Fri Feb 23 17:32:14 2018
From: fxlibrarian at gmail.com (Elaine McRey)
Date: Fri, 23 Feb 2018 17:32:14 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Fairfax County Virginia periodicals to trade
Message-ID: <CAA5Zxu86ViE81FoePQBYnnyiLgu++szvuayRNG=QkA-AHoxS7w@mail.gmail.com>
Fairfax County Public Library's Virginia Room has more periodicals to trade.
Please respond to our volunteer, Fran, at Bfm1010 at cox.net and
Frances.Millhouser2 at fairfaxcounty.gov . Be sure to include your mailing
address in your email so that we can make your mailing label. There's an
Excel and a pdf version of the same list, so I hope everyone will be able
to open it. My apologies for the attachments, but the county won't let us
use any file-sharing sites.
If you don't have anything to trade, please send a check for postage
reimbursement (made out to Fairfax County Public Library) to
Laura Wickstead
Virginia Room
10360 North St.
Fairfax, VA 22030
Trades are allotted on a first-come, first-served basis. The volunteer
will include a ?packing list? of your requests in your shipment with a
check mark indicating that the item is included in the shipment, or an N/A
meaning that the item is Not Available because someone else?s request was
received before yours.
Elaine (McHale) McRey
Librarian
Fairfax County (VA) Public Library
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From genbook at gmail.com Sat Feb 24 10:58:43 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Sat, 24 Feb 2018 07:58:43 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] looking for more projects to write about
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhXVa3hsv3ao1GbBNdKD19pgf3T0UqMA=QKp6Y01DWAEXg@mail.gmail.com>
Hello again.
I am still looking for more references to projects being done by libraries,
societies (historical and genealogical) or even motivated individuals, to
have an article written about them in the In Depth Genealogist's online
magazine's column, "Doing It Ourselves". If you know of any such projects
please let me know.
Thank you!
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services (Local History, Genealogy, and
Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library 1978-2011
DPLA community rep 2013President Rochester NY Genealogical Society 2017-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180224/
be2bb042/attachment.html>
From birdlady2011 at icloud.com Sat Feb 24 12:47:29 2018
From: birdlady2011 at icloud.com (Claire Kluskens)
Date: Sat, 24 Feb 2018 12:47:29 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Free to a good library home - Ohio interest
Message-ID: <574AB729-DED1-4DA5-A959-BFF9349F005E@icloud.com>
Free to a good library home:
Ohio Records and Pioneer Families, Vol. 36, No. 1 (1995) through Vol. 50, No. 4
(2009). Complete run. 4 issues each volume.
Please include your postal mailing address and reply off-list
Claire Kluskens
Alexandria, vA
birdlady2011 at icloud.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180224/20237a05/
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From tfox at tsl.texas.gov Sat Feb 24 14:33:06 2018
From: tfox at tsl.texas.gov (Taylor Fox)

Date: Sat, 24 Feb 2018 19:33:06 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] Timeline software for genealogy/memoir writing
Message-ID:
<SN1PR16MB071805D194F1C5E6752C276B91C30@SN1PR16MB0718.namprd16.prod.outlook.com>
Hi all,
At a recent genealogy presentation, one of the attendees asked a colleague and I if
we knew of timeline software to help writers who are working on personal memoirs
(the attendee is currently just using Excel to do this). I conducted some internet
searches, found some software websites and Cyndi's List at
www.cyndislist.com/software/tools/timelines/<https://www.cyndislist.com/software/
tools/timelines/>, but since I'm not familiar with any of these and can't recommend
any, I was wondering if anyone here has had experience with timeline software for
genealogy/memoir writing and if there are any you would recommend.
Thanks for your help,
Taylor Fox, Reference Librarian
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
512-463-5427 | tfox at tsl.texas.gov<mailto:tfox at tsl.texas.gov>
PO Box 12927 Austin, TX 78711-2927
www.tsl.texas.gov<http://www.tsl.texas.gov/>

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180224/1157b225/
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From jgramlich at akronlibrary.org Mon Feb 26 09:17:48 2018
From: jgramlich at akronlibrary.org (Gramlich, Jane)
Date: Mon, 26 Feb 2018 14:17:48 +0000
Subject: [Genealib] looking for more projects to write about
In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhXVa3hsv3ao1GbBNdKD19pgf3T0UqMA=QKp6Y01DWAEXg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <CAKEoNhXVa3hsv3ao1GbBNdKD19pgf3T0UqMA=QKp6Y01DWAEXg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <49EB0C0D9CFD4E4FB4183D4B17C7A88E3690C570@ExchangeMail.akronlibrary.org>
Larry,
I?d like to submit some ideas, but not sure exactly what kind of projects you?re
looking for. I must have missed the original message. Do you have an email address
we can use offlist?
Thanks,
Jane Gramlich
Librarian, Special Collections
Akron-Summit County Public Library
60 S. High St.
Akron, Ohio 44326
330-643-9030
jgramlich at akronlibrary.org<mailto:jgramlich at akronlibrary.org>
speccollections at akronlibrary.org<mailto:speccollections at akronlibrary.org>
[CharacterValueLogo-small]
From: genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealib-bounces at

mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genbook
Sent: Saturday, February 24, 2018 10:59 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] looking for more projects to write about
Hello again.
I am still looking for more references to projects being done by libraries,
societies (historical and genealogical) or even motivated individuals, to have an
article written about them in the In Depth Genealogist's online magazine's column,
"Doing It Ourselves". If you know of any such projects please let me know.
Thank you!
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services (Local History, Genealogy, and Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library 1978-2011
DPLA community rep 2013President Rochester NY Genealogical Society 2017-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: <http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20180226/
b2ab3c89/attachment.html>
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From shewlett at verizon.net Mon Feb 26 11:10:19 2018
From: shewlett at verizon.net (Sandra M. Hewlett CG)
Date: Mon, 26 Feb 2018 11:10:19 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Timeline software for genealogy/memoir writing
Message-ID: <D6B99AEF.4C44D%shewlett@verizon.net>
Taylor,
I have not ordered this software yet, but just last week a colleague posted
on the Association of Professional Genealogists (APG) listserve that she
loves the Aeon Timeline software. Their website offers much good
information, including useful videos.
https://www.aeontimeline.com
Sandi Hewlett
? Sandra M. Hewlett, CG
249 Hanover Road
Phoenixville, PA 19460
610-933-4211
***************************************
The words Certified Genealogist are a registered certification mark, and
the designation CG a proprietary service mark of the Board for
Certification of Genealogists?, used under license by board-certified
associates after periodic competency evaluations, and the board name is
registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office. Certificate No. 851,

renewed, expires 30 August

2021.

On 2/24/18, 2:33 PM, "Taylor Fox" <genealib-bounces at mailman.acomp.usf.edu on
behalf of tfox at tsl.texas.gov> wrote to me:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hi all,
At a recent genealogy presentation, one of the attendees asked a colleague and
I if we knew of timeline software to help writers who are working on personal
memoirs (the attendee is currently just using Excel to do this). I conducted
some internet searches, found some software websites and Cyndi?s List at
www.cyndislist.com/software/tools/timelines/
<https://www.cyndislist.com/software/tools/timelines/> , but since I?m not
familiar with any of these and can?t recommend any, I was wondering if anyone
here has had experience with timeline software for genealogy/memoir writing
and if there are any you would recommend.
Thanks for your help,
Taylor Fox, Reference Librarian
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
512-463-5427 |tfox at tsl.texas.gov <mailto:tfox at tsl.texas.gov>
PO Box 12927 Austin, TX 78711-2927
www.tsl.texas.gov <http://www.tsl.texas.gov/>

_______________________________________________ genealib mailing list
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From skirby at hctpl.info Mon Feb 26 14:56:36 2018
From: skirby at hctpl.info (Sarah Kirby)
Date: Mon, 26 Feb 2018 14:56:36 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Timeline software for genealogy/memoir writing
In-Reply-To:
<SN1PR16MB071805D194F1C5E6752C276B91C30@SN1PR16MB0718.namprd16.prod.outlook.com>
References:
<SN1PR16MB071805D194F1C5E6752C276B91C30@SN1PR16MB0718.namprd16.prod.outlook.com>
Message-ID: <CAAvK8hOVrkC-VemiG=rFP214hsiLqMrKv5WFbEVw4=hVrkpJSQ@mail.gmail.com>
This comes up every so often in the APG (Association of Professional
Genealogists) list too. A post in January included a link to this
interesting Excel-based system https://www.vertex42.com/ExcelArticles/create-a-timeline.html (many free
templates).
I also am a fan of using PowerPoint. I turn on the grids and set the
spacing to 10 dots/inch --- instant scale. Then I just draw lines (using
fancy connectors instead of arrows) and add text.

______________
Sarah A. V. Kirby
Indiana Room Genealogy and Archives Librarian | Huntington City Township
Public Library
skirby at hctpl.info | 260-356-0824
255 West Park Dr. | Huntington, IN 46750
http://www.huntingtonpub.lib.in.us | www.facebook.com/HCTPL
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From dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com Tue Feb 27 12:48:33 2018
From: dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com (Becky Isbell)
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 11:48:33 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Stats on Genealogy Usage
Message-ID: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Hello!
As librarians and genealogist, can anyone help me find some stats on
genealogy users? I'm finding very little in the way of real statistics.
I'm looking for things like:
What is the age breakdown of genealogists?
What is the gender breakdown of genealogists?
Any changes in interest/age/gender over the years?
What percentage of Americans (or by state if that's available) do genealogy?
How many people in a certain region are interested in genealogy? (I went
to A to Z Databases, because I know you can search for individuals by
hobby, but I didn't see Genealogy as one of them. Anyone have access to
Reference USA or any other database that may let you do that?)
Any other statistical data to support a grant on genealogy?
Thank you!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library
600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
(325) 646-0155
--This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus
From genbook at gmail.com Tue Feb 27 13:11:15 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 10:11:15 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Stats on Genealogy Usage
In-Reply-To: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhU5ACqRgUFq7FSZ+9iopHaRTNh+-eRxK3CDYUX0fUMUCQ@mail.gmail.com>

While I am aware of such studies done by the King County (Seattle) and (I
believe) Mecklenburg libraries about 2000 or so, and of a study done by an
Australian doctoral student (I filled it out years ago, and that was the
last that I ever heard of it!), most recently I came across a study by a
student at California State Fullerton.
I wrote about it thusly: "The average age of genealogical researchers
appears to have dropped. This comment is based on a study done by Pamela J.
Drake at Fullerton (California) State College for her degree in psychology.
She stated that 72 per cent of the researchers were female (thus 28 per
cent are male); but only 20 per cent were over the age of 65, which could
be considered the age at when more people have to most time to do searching
after their working years. She also stated that her subjects had an average
length of experience of 14 years, that being not at all a beginning amount
of time. However they did start their searching at about age 40 ?
coinciding with when childbearing is mostly done, but people are still
young enough to have time and energy in passing along family information"
I might suggest contacting her or Colleen Greene:
http://libraryguides.fullerton.edu/genealogy/home
Good luck!
Larry Naukam
Retired Director of Historical Services,(Local History, Genealogy, and
Digitizing)
Rochester NY Public Library 1978-2011
DPLA community rep 2013President, Rochester NY Genealogical Society 2017 On Tue, Feb 27, 2018 at 9:48 AM, Becky Isbell <
dir at brownwoodpubliclibrary.com> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Hello!
As librarians and genealogist, can anyone help me find some stats on
genealogy users? I'm finding very little in the way of real statistics. I'm
looking for things like:
What is the age breakdown of genealogists?
What is the gender breakdown of genealogists?
Any changes in interest/age/gender over the years?
What percentage of Americans (or by state if that's available) do
genealogy?
How many people in a certain region are interested in genealogy? (I went
to A to Z Databases, because I know you can search for individuals by
hobby, but I didn't see Genealogy as one of them. Anyone have access to
Reference USA or any other database that may let you do that?)
Any other statistical data to support a grant on genealogy?
Thank you!
Becky
-Becky Isbell
Director, Brownwood Public Library

> 600 Carnegie St., Brownwood, TX 76801
> <https://maps.google.com/?q=600+Carnegie+St.,+Brownwood,
+TX+76801&entry=gmail&source=g>
> (325) 646-0155
>
>
> --> This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
> https://www.avast.com/antivirus
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From astaley at comcast.net Tue Feb 27 17:42:41 2018
From: astaley at comcast.net (AStaley)
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 17:42:41 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Stats on Genealogy Usage
In-Reply-To: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
References: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
Message-ID: <cd98611d-0c4e-02eb-dc9e-27339ed9b93f@comcast.net>
I think this article was done in the 2012 timeframe:
http://www.genealogyintime.com/articles/how-popular-is-genealogy-page01.html
AnnS
On 2/27/2018 12:48 PM, Becky Isbell wrote:
> Hello!
>
> As librarians and genealogist, can anyone help me find some stats on
> genealogy users? I'm finding very little in the way of real
> statistics. I'm looking for things like:
>
> What is the age breakdown of genealogists?
> What is the gender breakdown of genealogists?
> Any changes in interest/age/gender over the years?
> What percentage of Americans (or by state if that's available) do
> genealogy?
> How many people in a certain region are interested in genealogy? (I
> went to A to Z Databases, because I know you can search for
> individuals by hobby, but I didn't see Genealogy as one of them.
> Anyone have access to Reference USA or any other database that may let
> you do that?)
>
> Any other statistical data to support a grant on genealogy?
>
> Thank you!
> Becky
>

From genbook at gmail.com Tue Feb 27 19:19:42 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 16:19:42 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Stats on Genealogy Usage
In-Reply-To: <cd98611d-0c4e-02eb-dc9e-27339ed9b93f@comcast.net>
References: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<cd98611d-0c4e-02eb-dc9e-27339ed9b93f@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhW8xhcZkkkCwKRFVDho+CDEm4_fqedmj3WAJNh3uBz9Hg@mail.gmail.com>
Excellent catch, Ann. I remember seeing that!
Larry
On Tue, Feb 27, 2018 at 2:42 PM, AStaley <astaley at comcast.net> wrote:
> I think this article was done in the 2012 timeframe:
> http://www.genealogyintime.com/articles/how-popular-is-genea
> logy-page01.html
>
> AnnS
>
> On 2/27/2018 12:48 PM, Becky Isbell wrote:
>
>> Hello!
>>
>> As librarians and genealogist, can anyone help me find some stats on
>> genealogy users? I'm finding very little in the way of real statistics. I'm
>> looking for things like:
>>
>> What is the age breakdown of genealogists?
>> What is the gender breakdown of genealogists?
>> Any changes in interest/age/gender over the years?
>> What percentage of Americans (or by state if that's available) do
>> genealogy?
>> How many people in a certain region are interested in genealogy? (I went
>> to A to Z Databases, because I know you can search for individuals by
>> hobby, but I didn't see Genealogy as one of them. Anyone have access to
>> Reference USA or any other database that may let you do that?)
>>
>> Any other statistical data to support a grant on genealogy?
>>
>> Thank you!
>> Becky
>>
>>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From astaley at comcast.net Tue Feb 27 19:45:08 2018
From: astaley at comcast.net (AStaley)
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 19:45:08 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Stats on Genealogy Usage

In-Reply-To: <CAKEoNhW8xhcZkkkCwKRFVDho+CDEm4_fqedmj3WAJNh3uBz9Hg@mail.gmail.com>
References: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<cd98611d-0c4e-02eb-dc9e-27339ed9b93f@comcast.net>
<CAKEoNhW8xhcZkkkCwKRFVDho+CDEm4_fqedmj3WAJNh3uBz9Hg@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <46b597bb-0bb6-ce3f-0147-50d98c5237ca@comcast.net>
I really like their website!!!! AnnS
On 2/27/2018 7:19 PM, genbook wrote:
> Excellent catch, Ann. I remember seeing that!
>
> Larry
>
> On Tue, Feb 27, 2018 at 2:42 PM, AStaley <astaley at comcast.net
> <mailto:astaley at comcast.net>> wrote:
>
>
I think this article was done in the 2012 timeframe:
>
http://www.genealogyintime.com/articles/how-popular-is-genealogy-page01.html
>
<http://www.genealogyintime.com/articles/how-popular-is-genealogypage01.html>
>
>
AnnS
>
>
On 2/27/2018 12:48 PM, Becky Isbell wrote:
>
>
Hello!
>
>
As librarians and genealogist, can anyone help me find some
>
stats on genealogy users? I'm finding very little in the way
>
of real statistics. I'm looking for things like:
>
>
What is the age breakdown of genealogists?
>
What is the gender breakdown of genealogists?
>
Any changes in interest/age/gender over the years?
>
What percentage of Americans (or by state if that's available)
>
do genealogy?
>
How many people in a certain region are interested in
>
genealogy? (I went to A to Z Databases, because I know you can
>
search for individuals by hobby, but I didn't see Genealogy as
>
one of them. Anyone have access to Reference USA or any other
>
database that may let you do that?)
>
>
Any other statistical data to support a grant on genealogy?
>
>
Thank you!
>
Becky
>
>
>
_______________________________________________
>
genealib mailing list
>
genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu <mailto:genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
<http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib>
>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list

> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From genbook at gmail.com Tue Feb 27 20:17:58 2018
From: genbook at gmail.com (genbook)
Date: Tue, 27 Feb 2018 17:17:58 -0800
Subject: [Genealib] Stats on Genealogy Usage
In-Reply-To: <46b597bb-0bb6-ce3f-0147-50d98c5237ca@comcast.net>
References: <d0580648-b598-57dd-3d47-6112a5b63200@brownwoodpubliclibrary.com>
<cd98611d-0c4e-02eb-dc9e-27339ed9b93f@comcast.net>
<CAKEoNhW8xhcZkkkCwKRFVDho+CDEm4_fqedmj3WAJNh3uBz9Hg@mail.gmail.com>
<46b597bb-0bb6-ce3f-0147-50d98c5237ca@comcast.net>
Message-ID: <CAKEoNhVhV=ZDN7o2GJ8F+Sg8-5oVp1t8gHUXtiyDwebn05ACAQ@mail.gmail.com>
I have them on my blogs to read list, and sometimes re post on our
society's Facebook page
Larry
On Tue, Feb 27, 2018 at 4:45 PM, AStaley <astaley at comcast.net> wrote:
> I really like their website!!!! AnnS
>
>
> On 2/27/2018 7:19 PM, genbook wrote:
>
> Excellent catch, Ann. I remember seeing that!
>
> Larry
>
> On Tue, Feb 27, 2018 at 2:42 PM, AStaley <astaley at comcast.net> wrote:
>
>> I think this article was done in the 2012 timeframe:
>> http://www.genealogyintime.com/articles/how-popular-is-genea
>> logy-page01.html
>>
>> AnnS
>>
>> On 2/27/2018 12:48 PM, Becky Isbell wrote:
>>
>>> Hello!
>>>
>>> As librarians and genealogist, can anyone help me find some stats on
>>> genealogy users? I'm finding very little in the way of real statistics. I'm
>>> looking for things like:
>>>
>>> What is the age breakdown of genealogists?
>>> What is the gender breakdown of genealogists?
>>> Any changes in interest/age/gender over the years?
>>> What percentage of Americans (or by state if that's available) do
>>> genealogy?
>>> How many people in a certain region are interested in genealogy? (I went

>>> to A to Z Databases, because I know you can search for individuals by
>>> hobby, but I didn't see Genealogy as one of them. Anyone have access to
>>> Reference USA or any other database that may let you do that?)
>>>
>>> Any other statistical data to support a grant on genealogy?
>>>
>>> Thank you!
>>> Becky
>>>
>>>
>> _______________________________________________
>> genealib mailing list
>> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>>
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing listgenealib at
mailman.acomp.usf.eduhttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib at mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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